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  IMPERFECT SUBSTITUTES AND STRATEGIC
TRADE POLICIES UNDER COURNOT DUOPOLY :
           MATHEMATICAL NOTE (")

SEIICHI KATAYAMA Kobe University
HIROSHI OHTA Kobe University

Abstract

 This is a mathematical note for our paper "Imperfect substitutes and strategic trade

policies under Cournot duopoly". The main proposition of the paper is that under

certain conditions an export subsidy improves the world welfare. The whole

propositions are rigorously proved including the uniqueness for Cournot duopoly

equi}ibrium solution.

JEL claasification: F12, F13

Keywords: strategic trade policy; differentiated gQpds

1. Introduetion

 Despite many criticisms of its general validity strategic trade policy
arguments shed light on some aspects of modern world trade (see for
example, Krugman (1993), and Feeney and Hillman (2000)). In our recent

paper a general reciprocal market model is built to investigate welfare
consequence of trade policies in a formal model (Uekawa, Katayama and
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Ohta (2000)). It is shown that under certain conditions an export subsidy

improves the world welfare.

 The model and propositions are expanded but the rigorous proofs for
these results are not given in the paper due to its space limitation. Though

they are somehow technical, the proofs themselves have their own value to

the interested readers and should be kept somewhere. Thus, this note is the

mathematical appendix to the paper.

 All the symbols and the number of equations are the same as in the main
text. And note that the propositions in Uekawa, et.al. (2000) are stated with

the proofs.

2. The model

 Consider a two-country trade model as follows. There are three goods (Z,

X andY). Good Z is competitively produced in the two countries under
constant returns to scale and is taken as the numeraire in both countries.

Good X is produced by one imperfectly competitive domestic firm and good

Y by another imperfectly competitive firm in the foreign country. They

behave in a Cournot fashion,
 Cost functions of good X and Y, clenoted by c (X) and c*(Y) , are
characterized by

                          'c' (X) >O, c" (X) <O and c*' (Y) >O, c*" (X) <O (1)

where X=x+x* is the total output of good X, and x and x* are domestic

and foreign sales, respectively, by the domestic firm. Throughout, a starred

variable denotes the entity in the foreign market. Similarly, Y =y +y* is

the total output of good Y produced by the foreign firm, and or and y* are

its sales to the home and foreign markets, respectively. Note that we
presume in condition (1) increasing returns to scale in production for some

reason, for example, sufficiently large fixed costs for both firms.

 The social utility functions for the two countries are assumed to take the

quasi-linear form

U(x, y, 2) == u (x, y) +z

and (2)

U(x*, y*, z') == u'(x', or') + z',
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where x, y and z are consumption levels of goods X, Y and Z in the
domestic country and those with stars correspond to the foreign entities.

 Assume that the sub-utilities in (2),namely, u(x, y) and u"(sc', y') are

increasing and strictly concave such that for i, i=1, 2,

     u,>O,u:•>O and u,<u,i<O,u:-<u;•<O, (3)

where u, is the partial derivative of u(x, y) with respective to its ith
argument, i=1,2: for example, u,==0u/0x and u,,==02u/OyOx. Since good
Z is taken as the num6raire in both countries, PZ == PZ"i 1,whereP
Z(respectively, PZ*) is the price of good Z in the home (foreign) country.

 We see from the above assumptions on the social utility functions that the

inverse demand functions of goods X and Y are obtained as

     PX (x, y) = u,lPY (X, Y) = U,

     pX" (x *, bl *) =u: ; PY* (x *, y*) =u; .

              '
 Consider domestic import tariffs and export subsidies as the trade policy

instruments. For simplicity we assume that the foreign country imposes
neither import tariffs nor export subsidies under any circumstances. In
other words, the foreign country is passive in its trade policies. Let the

domestic import tariff be denoted by t and the domestic export subsidy by s.

 Thus, the profit of domestic and foreign firms are expressed, respectively,

by

     V (x,x*,y*, y) =xPX +x*PX'-c (x+x*) + sx*

     V*' (x ,x *, y*, y) =y *PY" + yPX- c*(1y+ y*) - ty,

3. The Propositions and the Proofs

Proposition 1. The Jacobian rnatrisc A of the equation system (7) is an N-P

niatrix. Therefore the solution, if any, to the system (7) is unique. (See,

Nikaido 1968, p. 371.)

  Proof (Appendix 1 to the main text): The system of equation (7) is:
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    V, =I)X +xPi -c' =O
    V,= PX* +x*P,X *• - ct +s =o

                                                       (7)
    V3" == PY' +y*P2Y* -c*' =O

    V,* = PY + yP,Y -c*' -t =O.

 We shall show that the Jacobian matrix A is an N-P matrix. Let us define

A(r) for O< r<1 as follows

A(,) .. [q"ICi',ipti ,:, .-,crlC,I+l. p{.*,s,-,7.0v,?.D...l -r,ol':, 1 (Ai)

       L rVt, O -7c*" q22-c*"+P2Yj

 Since we know from (9) that

lq,,-c" +pt, 1-l-rc" L -1 rVi4 l=-{qii- (1 + r) c" +PXi- rVi4}>O

 jq:, -c" +Pi,r1-1- rc"I-1 rV,,I=-{q:,- (1 + 7) c" +Pl,` rV,,}>O

 lqS, -c *" +PiCime1' rc *"1-1rV321=-{q2"2- (1 + 7) c*" +PV2'- 7V32 }>O

 1q,,-c *" +P,'l-I-rc *"i-1rV;,I=-{q,,- (1 + 7) c*" +P2Y- rV,*, }>O,

the transposed matrix A( r)' for O < r <1 has dominant diagonals and
therefore is non-singular. Since IA( r) i is a continuous function of r for

O< 7<1 , we see that

 sign IA(O)l = sign iA(1)1 == sign IA 1.

Thus, since 1A(O)l== V,,'V,,'V,', 'V,', >O, we see that IA 1>O. Furthermore,

all principal submatrices of A have dominant diagonals and therefore all

principal minors of order 3 are negative, those of order 2 positive and all

diagonal elements negative. Hence, A is an N-P matrix and the solution to
the system of equations (7) is unique.

Assumption l pt," < V,, and PV2' < VS2

Proposition 2 Suppose that either c" or c*" is negative and Assumption 1
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is satisfied. Then a rise in the domestic import tariff increases the
consumption of good X in both countries and its output by the domestic
firm, and reduces the eonsumption of good Y in both countries and its
output by the foreign firm. Also, the tariff increase raises the sales
revenue of the domestie firm and reduces that of the foreign firm.

 The proof is given with Assumption 1 in Uekawa, et. al. (2000).

Assumption 2 Pi < V,, and P2Y < Vr4

Proposition 3 Suppose that either c" or c*" is negative and Assumption 2

is satisfied. Then an increase in the dornestic export subsidy increases the

consumption of good X in both countries and its output by the domestic
firm, and reduces the consumption of good Y in both countries and its
output of the foreign firm, Also, the increase in the subsidy raises the total

sales revenue of the domestic firm and decreases that of the foreign firm.

  Proof (Appendix 2): From the system (IDwe obtain the following.

     Xs (t,S) = -A,, /IA 1
                                                        (A2)
       =- [c" (V,', V',, -c*"2)+c*" V,, V,, ]/IA1>o

with equality only if c" == c*" =O,

     x,' (t,s) == -A,, /IA i

          (qn - C"){V'33 (q22 -c*" +P,V) -c*"2 }

          + Pi,r V,', (q,, ww c*")-c*"2 }+ V,', (Pl,( P,V-V,, V,",)

     >o,
since qii -2c" <O, q22 "c*" <O, V,, and V',, <O from (9-1)and (9-2).

 Also we have that

     Ys' (t,S) =-A,, /IA 1
                                                        (A4)
       = [V',, (V,, VI, - V,, V',, )+ c" c*" Vt, ]/lA i<o.

     Ys (t,S) =A,, /1A 1
                                                        (A5)
       == [C*" V,, V',, +c" V,, Vl, ]/ A1<o,
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with quality only if c" =c*" ==O holds.

Therefore, it is immediately known that

     0X/0s =' X, =x,+x,' >O and 6Y/6s =- Y,=y, +y; <O. (A6)

Furthermore, if the initial rate of export subsidy is less than the marginal

cost of the domestic firm and the tariff rate is nonnegative, it is shown
from (7) that

     5 [PXX(sc, y)x + PX'(x', y')x' ]/ == c' x, + xpt, y.

              +(c' -s)sc ,'+ x'P'f,'y,' (A7)
             >o

and

     O [p'(x, y)x + PY(x", y')y' ]/0s == (c *' + t)y, + yPl xs

              +c*' y,' +y'P,' x,' (A8)
             <o

Proposition 4 In the case where the cost functions are tinear in the globat
sense, a full optimum calls for positive tO and sO.

  Proof (Appendix 3): Using (4), (7) and (19) we obtain

     OW/0t E W, = (PX- e' )x,+ y{1- (P,Yx,+ P,Y yt)}+x*P{iy:

            + ty,- sxr +xr (x *pMr +px'-c' +s) (Ag)

             =- M + tyt- sxt'.

  Here from the first order condition sc *pt,'+ PX'- c' + s = V, == O is used,

and

     M i (PY - c' )x, + or {1- (Pi x, + P,Y yt)}+x*P'F,'yt' . (AIO)

Putting W, =O , we have that tyt - sxt' = -M.

   Differentiating W by s, we have

     0W/0S i W, = (pt - C' )X,- Y(pt, X, + pt2 Ys) +X*pt2'Ys'

              + tbl. -sx,* +x,'(nc 'Pt,C +.PX" nt c' +s) (All)
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              =' N + tys un sscs'

  Here from the first order condition x*P,*+ PX' - c' + s

and

     N i (PX - c' )x. +y{1- (Pl nc, + P,'y.)}+x*pt,'y.: .

Putting W, := O, we have that ty, - snc,' =- N.

 For the full optimality, Wt = VV, =O. Therefore,

     W,(t, s) =M + tort - ssct' :== O,

     W,(t, s) =N + ty, - sx,* =O.

Let B !f- Yt X:1 and express (A13) and (A14) as

       L-ys x,"]

             .[g]..[y]

..  V2 =O is used,

 (A12)

(A13)

(A14)

(A15)

The sign of 1Bl is indeterminate, therefore the uniqueness and the sign of
the solution (tO, sO) to the system in (A15) are in general indeterminate.

Hence in the following we consider the special case where c"(X) =:: c*" (Y)

=: O, i.e., linear cost functions in both countries. Then we have x: ==y: =x,

== y, == O, and 1B i == -y,x,' >O. The solution (tO, se) to the system (A15) is

determined by

      [gZ],..i.i-i[XSIIX,][llU]1==i.i-i[gS'rm8,][[U]1 (Ai6)

Namely,

     tO == lB 1"ix,'M and sO = m lB I- iytN .

As we show in Appendix 4 below, it is revealed that M>O and N>O. Thus,

we have

     tO == x,'M/ 1B I>O and sO = - y,IV/ IB l>O .
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Derivation of M>O and N>O. (Appendix 4):
Using the fact that the (4, 4) th element of AATi is 1,

   1= V4', xt - e *"yt' + V'4 4yt = Vti xt ` c *"y: + (q,2 + PY, - c *" )bl, .

Therefore,

   1- (Pi x, + P,' y,)=hP,Y xt + Vt, xt "c*" yt' + (q,, -c*")

          = (- P; + Vt,)x, + ([y, - cv,')c*" + (P,, - 2c *")y,,

Since rPi' + V;, >O, and yt -yt' <O as seen below,

   1- <Pl' x, + PSr' y,))O,

 Note on y, r yt' <O :

Yt rm st = Vn(PI' V3'3 - V3'2 V23) - V3'3(Vll(q;1 mC") -C"2) mC*"(VllV22 rm C"2) -C"V3'2 V14

   = Pi P{' (q,', r 2c *") + P]I,' (q,, rm c")(q,', rm c*")

   +(V3'3 wu c""){(q,, - c")(qr, -c")-c*" }

   + {V3'3 l'l," (qr, - C") - C" V:, V,,}+ V,, (PXr PY,' - V,*, V,3)

   <o.
M = (PY - c') +y{1- (PI x, + P,V y,)}+x*pt,' or: >O,

since xt >O, P'f,' <O,y: <O and PX -c' ==: -xPl,C >O.

On the other hand,

   N - (PX - c' )x, - y(P,Y x. + P,' y,) +x*pt2* Y; •

 The first term is nonnegative since PX - c'>O and x,<O (=O iff c" =c*" =O).

And the third term is positive since sc *>O, P'f,' <O and y,* <O. And the
second term is nonnegative since P," x, + P,Y y, <O (= O iff c" == c*" == O) .

Therefore, N> O .

 The following is a note on P,X x, +P,r y, <O (== O iff c" =c*" =: O).
Since the (4,2)th element of AA-' is O,

   - Vt, X, -C*"Y,' + VI, Y, =:O,

   - (Pr + yP,Y,)x, -c*" y." + Vi, y, =O
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     P,Y x, + P,Y y, = - (Vl, - P,Y )x, lt c*" y,' - (q,, r c *" )y,

     •'• PI x, +P,Yy, <O, and ==Oiffc" =c*" ==O.

Proposition 5. Assurne that the export subsidy rate is zero. An increase in

the home country's import tariff raises its welfare if initially t is
sufficiently snzall. Thus the optimal tariff rate is positive.

  The proof is obvious from Appendix 4 above.

The effect of tariff on the foreign welfare. (Appendix 5)

 If the home country levies tariff at the free trade, the welfare of the

foreign country deceases.

     W,"(t, O) = y(P,V x,-1) + y, *(PV" -c*' ) - nc *(I)){,* x,* + 1)JF,' y, *). (24)

Since P,V <O and x, >O, the first term is negative. PY'-c*' = -orPY,' and

yt'<O , therefore the second term is non-positive.

Proposition 6. Assume that the export subsidy rate is 2ero. The irnpact
effect of an increase in the home country's import tariff on the foreign

welfare is generally indeterminate. If the cost functions are linear in both

countries, the effect tvorhs to reduce the foreign welfare,

 Proof: See Appendix 5 above.

Proposition 7. Assume that the import tariff is zero, An increase in the
horne country's export subsidy raises its welfare if initially s is sufficiently

srnall. Thus the optimal subsidy rate is positive.

Proposition 8. Assume that the irnport tariff is zero. The effect of an
increase in the horne country's export subsidy on the foreign welfare is in

general indeterminate.

 Proof (Appendix 6): From (19) and (20) again, we have

     L'V(O, s) =u(x, y) -yP' +x*PX' -c(x +x*) (A17)
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     W'(O, s) = u'(x *, y*) -x"PX' + yPY - c(y*+N). (A18)

Differentiating W(O, s) with respect to s yields,

     W,(O, s)=[(PX - c")x,-y(Pi x, . P,' y,) -x*Pl,I"y l- sx; -- IV - sx; . (A19)

As we show in Appendix 4, AI>O. In addition, x,' >O from (A3). Thus the

optimal export subsidy sOO is

     sOO =N/x,* >o. (A20)
In the perfect substitute case, a sufficient condition to obtain the same
proposition as this one is given (see Proposition 7 in Uekawa (1994)). The

condition is on the relative magnitudes of the second derivatives of home

and foreign cost functions. Here without such condition, we can assert that

a home country's export subsidy increases its welfare.

 Next we consider the effect of an export subsidy on the foreign welfare.
Differenciating W*(O, s) with respect to s yields

     W,*(O, s) == (PY" c*' )or,' + yP,Y x, 'x*(P'F,' x,*+ P'F,' y,'). (A21)

The sign of W,"(O, s) is dependent on the term (P'F,' x,' + P'F,' y,') which is the

change in export price of the domestic firm induced by the subsidy policy.

Unfortunately, the sign of this term is indeterminate in general, and so is
the sign of W,"(O, s) in turn.

Proof of the fact that if c*"<c"<O and ur, <uS, <O, then Xt + Yt <O
(Appendix 7):

                                   Vll V12 O

Xt + Yt =- "C *" V23 + V14( V22 V3'3 -V23W32)- V21 V22 V23 / 1A l

                                   O V3'2 V33*

      = [(Plir - Vi4)(V22V3'3 - V23V3'2) + V,', {(q,, -c")(q',, -c")-c"2 }

    + (qii- C")(pti' PY2' h V3'2 V23) +{ (qii'C")(q2'2-C"" )P'gi"M C"C *" V23 }YiA i

    <o.

sc,*  +yt' = [-c*" V,,V,, -c" V,,V,', +c*"(V,,V,, -V,,V,,) +c" V,', V,, ]AA 1
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      = [ { - c" V14(q *22 - c *") +c *"pelc(ql*1 - c" ) }

         +{ -C" V,,(PY,* - Vg,) +C *"pti P'(i' - V23) }

         +c *"(q,, rm c")(PE* n V,,) +c*"{(q,, -c")(q,', -c") -c"2 }]/ 1A 1.

Now, if c*"= c"=O, xr +y: <O and therefore x, +y, +x: +y: <O .

Suppose that c*" fi{ c"<O. Then, from Pl,C<V,,<O , the first { } is negative

if q,,-c" f{{lqS, -c*"<O and in turn if q;, SqS, . Recall that q,,==pt,'+x*PZ

and q'i,=P;+y*P',',. The second terms in these equations include the
third partial derivatives of u* with respect to the first and the second

arguments, respectively. Normally, their signs are not known. Therefore,

escaping from the ambiguity and assuming that the effects of these
derivatives are small, we see the first { } negative if ur, :i{l u,', <O . Similarly,

the second { } is also negative if the same condition on the second partial

derivatives of u* holds. Since the third and forth terms in [ ] are readily

seen as negative, we have Xt + Yt <O.

Proof of the fact that when c' 221c*' 20 and c" 2c*" , c' 2c*' >c,
 (Appendix 8):

 If c*" <c" <O then Xt + Yt <O. By definition,

            Xt c'+ Y` c*'.     Ce ==          X,+Y,                       X,+Y,
Therefore, if c' = c*' then c' = c*' == co ,

if instead c'>c*', then co< x, {l'y, c*'+ x)II y, c*' ==c*' '

     .'. ct >c*t >Co•
If c'<c*', then c,>c*', and therefore it may not be the case that PY'>c,

and P' >c, .

Proof of the faet that if IZ5X <PY, then P >c, (Appendix 9):

 By definition, iZiS == x, ililty, ]i5x + x, +Y`y, Ii5y, where xt+yt <o.

                       -- N- NSince Xt >O and Yt <O, if PX <PY, then P>PY and in turn P>c,.

Proposition 9. If c' 2c*' ;}ilO, c" l}}lc*", ur, S{uS, and PX <PY, a rise in the
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domestic irnport tariff, starting from free trade, reduces the world welfare.

 Proof: See the above Appendices.

Proof of the fact that if c' <c*', c"<O and c*" ::: O then c*'>c'> eO.

(Appendix 10):

    x,+nc,* + y, + y; =[-c"(VS, V,*, -c*"2) -c*" V,4, V,,

                'Vi,VS, Vt, +Vg, V,,V;, +c*"2

                 + Vg2 (]ViiV4'4 ' Vi4V4'i )+C" C"" V4'i

                 +c*"VnV3"2 +c"V3'3 V4'i ]/IAi

               =[c" VS, (V;, -Vl, )+(Vg, - Vg, )(V,,V,', -V,,V,', )

                 +C* "{ C"(C* "+ Vt,) + c* " V,,+ Vg, (V,,TV,,) }]AA l

              >O if c"<O and c*"; O.

Thus, with the similar argument as Appendix 8, we have the following
results.

If c*' = c' then cO== c*' = c' .

If c'>c*' , then cO >c*' , and therefore PX >cO and PY' >cO may not ho}d.

Proof of the fact that U,W(O,s) =: (P-cO)(X, + Y,)>O if c' Sllc", c" SO,

c*" ::O and PX >PY (Appendix 11):

 By definition, li5 == x, isy. ]ilix + x, +l\ls}, p"', where x. >o, y, <o and

Xs + Ys <O•

Thus, PX>,p"Y implies that P>,i;X and in turn that .)5>cO .

 This appendix 11 is nothing but a proof of

                                  A, AProposition 10 If c'<c*', c" <O,c*" :: O and PX>PY, then an increase

in the domestic export subsidy, startins from free. trade, increases the

world tvelfare.
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Abstract

 This paper examines the effects of structural changes in financial system on

corporate governance and finance in Japan, and discusses the future directions. Major

shifts in the Japanese corporate governance are under way. As equity financing replace

bank financing as the primary source of capital in Japanese major firms, the power of

main banks and the government to direct corporate behavior through funds control are

waning. As the economy continues to be sluggish, the effective role of relationship-

based governance system is under serious consideration.
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1. Introduction

 Japan has been managing to avoid the worst of the pain from the collapse
of its bubble economy earlier this decade. In the late 1980s Japanese firms

raised cheap equity-linked debt to investment in the expectation that the

economy would continue to grow at a fair rate. Two decades of heavy
spending have left Japanese firms laden with debt. While Japan's fairly
healthy manufacturing sector is abundant in cash, the rest of the economy,
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particularly construction and property companies, is heavily indebted.
Firms have been able to meet the interest charges on this debt mainly
because the Bank of Japan has, for the past two-and-a-half years, kept
short-term interest rates at the bottom levels.

 Japanese government has continued to protect even the weakest banks
into the mid-1990s. Until recent failure, no Japanese bank had gone burst

since the Second World War. Lending has been collateralized by real
estates, the price of which always seemed to go up until the burst of the

bubble. What Japanese banks were for was to lend money to firms that
needed the cash. Profitability of firms was not seriously considered. Credit

risk was not a problem: fast economic growth would in due course take
care of it. If a firm ran into trouble, its main bank would rescue it. But such

an implicit guarantee created moral hazard of managers in banks and
firms.

 Major shifts in Japanese corporate governance are under way. The
government bureaucrats' ability to manage the Japanese economy through
traditional methods has been severely eroded by the financial deregulation.

Large Japanese firms ean no longer be pressured to do whatever banks and

government may ask. The financial liberalization in Japanese capital
market led to a period of excessive investments by many Japanese firms.

Lacking proper oversight, many investment projects are now in great
trouble. These misguided investments were partially created by the
government itself, but many of the changes made are now beyond
government control. [I]he significant changes in the Japanese financial

system are now under consideration: new standards of accounting and
financial disclosure, heightened capital adequacy requirements for banks,
and reforms in the financial system.

 The Japanese corporate system has worked well in the most of the post-
war period. But the balance of power in the Japanese corporate system is

changing. As equity financing replaces bank financing as the primary
source of capital in Japanese major firms, the power of main banks and the

government to direct corporate behavior through funds control are waning.
As the economy continues to be sluggish, the effective role of relationship-

based governance system is under serious consideration. As a result, the
potential power of stock market is likely to be rising.

 This paper examines the effects of structural changes in financial system

on corporate governance and finance in Japan, and discusses the future
directions. The primary purpose of this study is twofold: to identify
important features of changes in financial system in Japan and their effects
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on corporate finance and governance; to develop insights concerning
corporate governance and capital market under institutional and

regulatory environments. ,
 This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the major

characteristics of chronic problems in the Japanese corporate finance.
Section 3 describes major problems and changes in the Japanese financial
system. In particular, it describes serious bad loan problems and major
financial reforms in Japan. And it also discusses structural changes in
main bank system, which is one of the most distinctive features in the
Japanese corporate finance. Some aspects of Japanese corporate finance
have changed dramatically over the last decade. Most of these changes are
the result of changes in the structure of Japanese financial markets, which

in turn can be traced to regulatory changes, Section 4 discusses recent
shifts in the Japanese corporate governance under the financial
deregulation and its direction in future. Finally, section 5 presents
concluding remarks.

2. Chronic Problems in the Japanese Corporate Finance

 Most of the restructuring undertaken by Japanese firms in the 1990s
failed to improve corporate profitability. Much of the improvement in
firms' financial performance in the last decade was a reflection of
inexpensive capital rather than improved efficiency. Japanese firms made
excessive use of capital in the late 1980s, failing to take into serious

consideration the long-run return for their investments. Japanese firms
were making low-return, long-term capital investment based on short and
medium-term costs of capital. Hence, many of those investments are no
longer profitable at current costs of capital.

 In the bubble economy of the late 1980s, Japanese executives could look
forward to an immediate impact on sales and asset growth of large-scale
investment projects, ignoring the long-term risk to corporate profitability

and to shareholder wealth. Now most of Japanese firms need to focus more
on corporate value maximization. As well as cost reducing efforts, moves to

restructure business units and project developments are intensifying.
Moreover, adding capacity and diversification are being reviewed where
they are considered to have been pursued to be infeasible, and then
intensive efforts in restructuring their businesses are prevailing.

 Japan's economic slowdown in the 1990s is not cyclical phenomenon, but
one of Japan's worst and potentially long-lasting recessions in the post-
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war era. Japanese major firms are experiencing a substantial downward
trend in profitability that has pushed returns on investment to their lowest

levels in the postwar era. One cause of decline in profitability can be
pointed out that Japanese managers failed to adapt to structural changes

of Japanese economy since 1980s. Over the past decade, major firms have
significantly reduced their dependence on bank financing by improving their

cash flows. Table 1 shows that major manufacturing firms in Japan have
improved debt-equity ratio substantially since 1980. As a consequence,
major mechanism of corporate governance has gradually been eroding
including the main bank system and the burden of debt. The core strategy

of major corporations has been simply to increase recurring profits
without giving proper consideration to the interests of shareholders. Thus,

Japanese firms have continued to make investments that earn low returns,
creating a situation in which extra assets with low return can easily build

up under the strategy for long-term growth.

                        Table 1
Debt-Equity Ratio of Manufacturing Firms in Germany, Japan, and the U.S.A,

                    Five-Years Average
                      (Percentage)

    1960-64 1965-69 1970-74 1975-79 1980-84 1985-89 1990-94 1995

Germany 139.48 152.2 196.94 226.08 238.41 248.25 259.79 n.a.
Japan 236.36 309.91 409.74 460.37 310.72 204.70 164,37 152.07
U.S.A. 55.76 73.45 88.24 90.56 105.13 133.62 161.90 159.74

Sources: The Bank of Japan (1974, 1978, 1986, 1994, 1996, 1997), Cornparative

Econornic and Financial Statistics: Japan and Other Countries.

Source Note:Statistiches Bundesamt, Unternehmen und Arbeitsstatten, The Bank of
Japan, Syuyohigyo Keieibunsehi (Business Analysis on Main Enterprises in Japan), The

U.S. Department of Commerce, Quarterlrv Financial Report for Manufacturing,
Mining, and Trade Corporations

 Growths in market share and continued employment clearly have been
two of the dominant corporate goals in Japanese firms for most of the
post-war period. A more difficult item to assess is what performance
measures are typically used by Japanese firms. Annual profitability is
considered an important financial goal, whether it is attaining an increase

in annual profits or achieving certain level of profits to satisfy the
requirement of main banks. Generating adequate cash flow to cover debt
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interests is also a high priority for Japanese managers. But Japanese
managers do not appear to consider consistently their earning stream, cash

flow, return on investment, or cost of capital with a viewpoint of corporate

value maximization.
 The retention of much of their cash flow and fewer growing investment
opportunities in major businesses has produeed considerable financial slack

for Japanese firms. Coupled with freer access to international capital
markets, this has led to distancing of Japanese non-financial firms from

their banks, widening of managerial discretion over the allocation of
resources, and a drive to diversification, Freedom from product and capital

market discipline is prompting Japanese managers to deploy cash in ways
more likely to benefit themselves and other employees of the firm by
maintaining jobs than to benefit shareholders. The problematic use of
excess cash to speeulate in capital markets and plunge into strategies of
unrelated diversification is two major deployments ending in failure.

 In this regard, the remarkable success of Japanese corporations in the
post-war period has revealed its weakness. The managerial entrenchment
afforded by excess cash has given rise to the expression of latent self-

interests that were contained during high-growth period. With their
diminishing control over non-financial firms, the ability of banks to
monitor a'nd undertake corrective action is greatly reduced. It is weakening

of vital control mechanism in the Japanese corporate governance system
that can substitute for market for corporate control. '
 Since Japanese major firms are no longer subject to substantial control

from main banks, the lack of an effective control mechanism would be
detrimental to corporate value maximization in the long run. The stable
cross-shareholding isolates firm's executives from the control of stock
market, depriving managers of an effective mechanism for checking against

the accumulation of extra assets. Stable cross-shareholding insulates
managers from short-term oriented investors, thereby enabling managers
to carry out long-term investments. Cross-shareholding, however, leads to

a lack of close monitoring on management, leaving it up to managers to
discipline themselves. Japanese managers could be entrenched to run firms

as they want.
 Japan has been managing to avoid the worst of the pain from the collapse
of its bubble economy earlier this decade. Japan has two chronic problems.

The first is excess capacity. In the 1980s Japanese firms raised cheap
equity-linked debt to investment in the expectation that the economy would

continue to grow at a fair rate. But rather than reduce capacity since then,
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firms borrowed to add more, encouraged by interest rates that were close
to zero. It is indicated that, although the ratio of corporate investment to

GDP has fallen from its peak of 20 per cent, it still 16%q compared with
10.59(o( in the U.S. Overseas markets soaked up some of the resulting output,

thank to a falling yen. But demand from Asia, which takes more than 40906o

of exports from Japan, is decreasing. Japan would try to export more to
the U.S. and Europe, but would require a further sharp and politically
unacceptable fall in the yen. It can be estimated that corporate capital
spending will fall by around 2%o of GDP in 1998 and again the year after
(The Economist, 1997).

 TwTo decades of heavy spending have left Japanese firms laden with debt.

Although business sales have doubled sinee 1980, corporate debts are more
than triple their ievel in that year. While healthy manufacturing sector is

abundant in cash, particularly construction and property companies are
hugely indebted in Japan. Firms have been able to meet the interest charges

on this debt mainly because the Bank of Japan has kept short-term interest

rates at the bottom levels since 1994. As a result, by fiscal year 1996 the
total amount paid in interest charges had dropped to 19 trillion yen from 38

trillion yen in 1991.

 But cheap borrowing is rapidly becoming a thing of the past. Banks have
been tightening up their lax lending practices. So have domestic bond
investors, to whom borrowers have turned in increasing numbers. Until
lately, lenders assumed that large firms would not be allowed to fail, so

they paid little attention to creditworthiness. This has changed
dramatically. In November 1997, credit spreads; that is, the extra rate
riskier borrowers must pay to sell their paper, shot up when Yamaichi
Securities, the Japan's fourth largest security firm, and Hokkaido
Takushoku, a large city bank, went bankru' pt, These bankruptcies had two
important implications: that even large firms ,can fail, and that a main
bank's implicit promise to rescue its major client firms is doubtful. Table 2

shows that number of bankruptcies and average amount of debt default
have been growing since 1995.
 The Japanese corporate finance is now in trouble: excess capacity, rising

interest costs, declining profits. More bankruptcies seem inevitable, as
small-medium size firms become unable to serve their debts. Without
growth, the only way to improve the profitability of Japanese is drastic
restructuring to remove excess capacity and unrelated businesses. While
some firms are moving in the right direction, they are few.
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                     Table 2
             Bankruptcy of Japanese Firms

                 Five-Year Average

               Amount of Liabilitie Average Amount of Liabilities
Number of Cases                 (100 million en) (100 million en)

1970-74

1975-79

1980-84

1985-89

1990-94

1995

1996

9,199

15,725

18,522

13,260

11,977

14,834

16,464

 8,588

23,650

28,072

26,845

60,446

81,228

140,447

O,934

1.540

1.515

2,025

5.047

5,475

8.530

Sources: The Bank of Japan (1974, 1978, 1986, 1995,), Economic Statistics Annual, The

Bank of Japan (1997, 1998), Economic Statistics Monthly

Source Note: Tokyo Shoko Research Ltd.

3. Problems and Changes in the Japanese Financial System

3.1. Bad Loan Problem

 In the late 1980s, deregulation of interest rates, which raised the cost of

funds to banks, caused the change of bank portfolio. Coping with decreasing

operating margin, Japanese banks introduced various measures to reduce
operating costs and started to compete for deposits and loans more eagerly

than ever. Many banks loosed loan examination cutting the staff in the
department to reduce costs and accelerate the loan making. Then the bank
increased easy collateralized loans to investment in real estates. Prices of

assets have been stagnating since the early 1990s in Japan.

 This stagnation of asset prices caused the large amount of non-
performing loans to investments in real estates. Non-performing loans
include four kinds of loans: loans to bankruptcy; loans overdue in six
months; loans with reduced interest rates; and other loans used for rescue.

According to the report of Ministry of Finance in April 1995, the amount of

non-performing loans was 23.8 trillion yen in major banks. Large amount
of non-performing loans has deteriorated banks' equity and major banks
unable to meet BIS (Bank for International Settlements) capital
requirement. Japanese banks issued the subordinated debts to recover their

capital-assets ratio. Non-performing loans to real estates caused the
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serious problems with banks' own balance sheets.
 The size of the bad-loan problem has been growing since then. Japanese

economy has stalled and bankruptcies, already at record levels, are
increasing. Furthermore, there are substantial amounts of loans by
Japanese banks to companies in Asian countries. The latest official figure
for the banks' bad loans, 77 trillion yen (600 billion dollar), may still be an

underestimate, and the gap in life-insurance companies' accounts may be 60
                                                           'trillion-yen more. The government announced it was ready to spend 30
trillion yen to restore the banking system to be healthy. The government

intended to obtain funds mainly by borrowing from the government-run
postal saving system, and to use them in two different ways. About \17
trillion would go to pay off depositors in failed banks. The rest, about \13

trillion, would buy preferred stock and subordinated debt in individual
banks. This injection of capital would bolster the banks so that they can

lend again to reduce the purported credit crunch on which many Japanese
blame a sluggish economy.
 While paying off depositors is unavoidable, the Japanese government has
long promised its citizens that all of their bank deposits are insured. It

would not force the banks to write off and seH assets that have lost value.

This would leave investors, depositors and foreign banks with only the most

ambiguous view of any institution's true financial conditions, Recapitalization

will also interfere with the long-overdue shrinkage of the financial sy.gtem,

Japan lags well behind the U.S. in restructuring its banking sector. From
1987 through 1996, while the U.S. Iargest banks earned an average 8.4906o
return on equity, the Japanese earned an average of 1.8%o (The Economist,

1998). Only handful of banks have merged or gone out of business. The
survival of so many banks has made it hard for the more efficient ones to
earn a decent return. The onset of financial deregulation will only add to

these competitive pressures. The government needs to allow weak
institutions to fail rather than helping them survive.

 Although the finance ministry assured that they have nearly solved their
bad Ioan problems, many of Japanese banks are still in trouble with bad
loans. By the end of the financial year 1997, banks had written off, reserved

against some \25.4 trillion of bad loans, with about \15 trillion still to go

and at a time when interest rates are at a record low. Japanese government

had continued to protect even the weakest banks well into the 1990s. Until

recent failure, no Japanese bank had gone burst since the Second World
War. None of the top 20 banks had actually gone bust. Although the
government claimed that none would be allowed to at least one, Hokkaido-
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Takushoku bank has been shut down.
 Japan is in the grip of a credit crunch. Strapped for capita}, most
Japanese banks are loath to lend to any firms with the slightest trace of
risk, which means mainly small domestically oriented ones. The government

has rushed forward with solutions in credit crunch. The government's
source of funds will allow the public institutions, which it finances to lend

an extra 12 trillion-yen to small firms. The government is also proposing to

strengthen banks to buying preference stocks and subordinated debt and

by approving some new accounting method, such as not deducting
unrealized losses on equities form banks' capital. In addition, the prompt

corrective action program, which would automatically penalize banks,
which capital falls below a certain level has been deferred for a year.

 The average spread between the rate at which banks borrow and the rate
at which they lend has fallen, suggesting that banks are not deliberately
deterring borrowers by raising the price of credit. That does not mean that

funds are easy to come by. Banks are favoring larger, creditworthier
borrowers, and becoming more careful about lending to the rest. This
reflects a great awareness of credit risk, Historically, credit risk has never

been much a serious concern; Japanese banks have tended to lend to
anyone who wanted money. This was possible because loans were backed
by collateral and because a borrower's main bank could be counted on to
bail it out before it defaulted. Now that the economy has slowed, the value

of collateral is dubious and main banks no longer have the funds enough to

bail out their clients, credit risk matters. Banks are anxious about lending

to firms that are unlikely to repay'.

3.2. Reforms in the Japanese Financial System

 The Japanese financial system would have its own "Big Bang" to free it
from heavy regulation and segmentation. The reforms in the Japanese
financial system are intended to shrink the banking system and its ability

to lend recklessly. This should increase competition and thus welfare for
savers. The most compelling reason for deregulation is a fundamental flaw
in the Japanese financial system: its inefficiency at allocating money.
Despite recent deregulation, the system remains hugely biased against
savers and in favor of borrowers and intermediaries such as banks. Since

1 Kang and Stulz (1997) show that bank-dependence affects firms adversely during the 1990
 and 1993 period in Japan when bank balance sheets were weak. It suggests that a firm
 can be constrained from investing in valuable projects when banks do not have sound
 assets enough to support a firm.
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savers have little choice over where to invest their money, most of them put

it on deposit at the bank or the post office. Deposit-takers, on the other

hand, until recently had little reason to worry about the credit risk
seriously, Lending has been backed by collateral and if that was not
enough, a firm's main bank would bail it out. UItimately the government
guaranteed the banks. And cross-shareholdings among firms with common
interests made it hard for outsider shareholders to apply pressure on
banks to lend more profitably. While the system worked reasonably well
while the economy was growing and money was scarce, but now that the
economy has got mature and money more plentiful, the system has become
counterproductive.

 The most urgent need is for great flexibility in the Japanese financial

system. Certain financial products and services were offered only by
specific institutions allowed by the government. Banks cannot underwrite

or deal in shares, but only they can offer foreign-exchange services;
securities firms cannot offer banking services, but only they can directly

sell investment trusts. Neither is allowed to sell or underwrite insurance.
Commissions on all but the largest equity trades are still fixed. The main

obstacle in the way of more flexibility has been the Japanese finance
ministry. The ministry's strong control on new product also makes for
some odd inconsistencies. Japan's Big Bang is supposed to change all this.

In response to the ministry's mishandling of the banking crisis, a decision

has already been made to move supervision of banks and securities firms to
a new independent body, which will start to work in July 1998. The reforms

in the Japanese financial system will have profound consequences for the
way firms are run. Although the Japanese corporate finance reflects the
inadequate rewards that capital has attracted, firms will now have to start

counting the true cost of capital. Deprived of cheap funds from the banks,

many of the weaker ones would be forced out of business.

 As shown in Table 3, the rapid growth of assets and low profitability of

Japanese banks has led to concern about their capital adequacy. Japanese
banks need to Watch their financial performance carefully. In contrast to

the low-margin, volume-oriented banking practices, Japanese banks are
now restraining growth and carefully tracking the profitability of their
relationships with clients. Increasingly, banks according to the profitability

of the relationship with them are ranking clients. Just as industrial clients

are now short listing the banks with which they do business, banks are now

beginning to identify and terminate relationships with clients that do not

provide them with sufficiently attractive rates of return.
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                          Table 3
Profit Performances of Commercial Banks in Germany, Japan, and the U.S.A

                      Five-Years Average
                        (Percentage)

Gross Profit Margin

              1980-84

              1985-89

              1990-94

               1995

Germany
  2.24

  2.21

  2.10
   1.95

Japan
 1.75

 1.35

 1.23

 1.51

U.SA
 1.99

 3,47

 3.35

 3.42

Pre-tax Return on Assets

              1980-84
              1985-89

              1990-94

               1995

O.54

O.70

O.54

O.73

 O.53

 O.58

 O.26

-O.16

O.90

O,78

1.10

1.80

Return on Equity

              1980-84

              1985-89

              1990-94

               1995

14.06

12.11

10.49

9.59

14.43

16.41

 6.11

-3.35

15.34

11.13

16.04

22.49

Equity to Assets

              1980-84
              1985-89

              1990-94

               1995

5.89

6.84

8.15

7.66

3.69

3.64

4.41

4.91

6.19

6.50

7.20

8.01

Sources: The Bank of Japan (1974, 1978, 1986, 1994, 1996, 1997), Cornparative

Eeonomic and Financial Statistics: Japan and •Other Countries.

Source Note: Statistiches BUndesamt, Unternehmen und Arbeitsstdtten, The Bank of

Japan, SNayohigyo Keieibunsehi (Business Analysis on Main Enterprises in Japan), The

U.S. Department of Commerce, Quarterly Financial Report for Manufacturing,

Mining, and Trade Corporations
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 The shifting patterns of Japanese corporate finance and the competitive

pressures on Japanese financial institutions to inerease their return on

assets is collectively resulting in a gradual separating of claims held

against non-financial firms. Rather than being key shareholders, lead

lenders, and primary vendors of financial services in long-term
relationships with clients, Japanese banks are now being reduced to the
position of minority shareholders that must compete fiercely for a client's

business on a transaction-by-transaction basis. For their part, Japanese

banks, lately under pressure to meet BIS capital requirements, are
becoming more sensitive to performance on their equity investments.2

Japanese banks are now forced to liquidate some of their equity holdings

to maintain adequate cash balances.

 More generally, the effects of financial deregulation over the last decades

have been enormous. The process of change will continue, both because of

continuing deregulation and because some financial patterns change
sluggishly. Financial deregulation tends to undermine the main bank
system because major non-financial firms have greater access to market
debt as well as borrowing from foreign financial institutions. This makes it

potentially much more difficult for the main bank to monitor and control

those firms' behaviors. In consequence, the main bank system could
continue to be viable and advantageous for- small-and-medium-sized firms,

which need strong bank supports3. As Table 4 shows, there is significant

differences in capital structure and external financing between large and

small-and-medium size firms in Japan. Small and medium firms depend
heavily on borrowing from banks. As firms reduce their dependence on
bank financing, they might iose some of the benefits of relationship-based

borrowing. They may have a less ready source of financing, and creditors

may be less willing to help during the time of financial difficulty,

 In general, the slowing of economic activity in Japan has destabilized a

2 Horiuchi (1995)points out that bank regulation in Japan provided banks with a considerable

 amount of rent that could be utilized when regulatory authority had a chance to rescue
 troubled banks. Furthermore, competition-restricting regulations kept the franchise value
 in the banking at a high level, giving banks incentives not to engage in activities associate
 with moral hazard that are likely to prevail under extensive nets.
3 Petersen and Rajan (1994)find that borrowing from a single lender increases the availability

 of credit for small firms. For smaller firms wi,thout publicly traded common stock, the
 benefit of bank monitoring are likely to be large relative to the potential adverse incentive

 effects of information monopoly by a single'bank.
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number of traditional relationships and resulted in sales of a fraction of

shares previously held under cross-shareholding relationships. Yet, many

sales of cross-held shares are little more than efforts to book current
period gains that can be used to boost sagging profits, and are followed by

near immediate repurchases. Other sales represent only a fraction of cross-

held stock, not the entire amount; still others are sales to some other stable

owner of the stocks in question, thereby causing little substantive change in

the cross-shareholding relationships. The bad loan problem in the early

1990s has resulted in weakening the Japanese banking system. Although the

effectiveness of main bank relationships is now under test, the financial

system in Japan seems unlikely to shift the arm's length financial system in

the U.S. Not well-developed infrastructure of Japanese capital market
restrains to replace relationship banking.

                   Table 4
Capital Structure by Size of Manufacturing Firms in Japan

                  (Percentage)

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 1997

Large Firms

Accounts Payable
Bank Loans
Bonds
Stockholder's Equity

Debt-Equity Ratio

20.4

 35.1

 3.6

 22.8

338.6

20.4

37.1

 2.8

18.4

443.5

23.1

31.9

 3.5

20.8

380.8

21.5

26.2

 4.8
28.2

254.6

17.1

 15.3

 11.2

36.7

167.0

14.4

17.5

10.3

40.2

148.8

15.2

15.7

 9.2

41.5

141.0

Small and Medium Firms
Accounts Payable
Bank Loans
Bonds
Stockholder's Equity

Debt-Equity Ratio

 32.9

 29.7

 O.1

 20.4

390.2

30.3

31.7

o.o

21.0

376.2

34.2

28.9

 o.o

20.5

387.8

 28.7

35.9

 o.o
 20.2

395.0

 24.4

 36.9

 o.o
 24.0

316.7

 19.2

40.4

 O.2
 25.4

293.7

 19.1

40.2

 O.3
 25.9

286.1

Source: Ministry of Finance (1970, 1975, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 1997), HoojinhigNou

Toukei Nenpou (Annual Statistics of Corporations).

Note: Size of firms is based on their stocks. Large firms have more than lbillion yen

value of stocks, and small and medium firms have between 10 and 49 million yen value

of stocks
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3,3. Struetural Changes in the Main Bank System

 Japanese financial institutions may hold equity and debt at the same time.

Besides strengthening the long-term relationship between the financial
institutions and the firm, the simultaneous holding of debt and equity
c}early reduces the scope for conflict between shareholders and debtholders

over the choice of policies, particularly in situations of financial distress.

The significance of the main bank system is the close information-sharing

relationship that exists between the bank and the firm. It is possible to view

the main bank system as functioning as a substitute for the kind of
screening and monitoring institutions that are prevalent in other eapital

markets such as bond and credit-rating institutions and security analysis

agencies. The close association that the main bank has with the firm means

that the bank is able to obtain inside access to the firm and its
management, which is not readily available to the external capital market.

The main bank system can be also characterized in terms of banks
themselves delegating the monitoring of a particular firm to one particular

bank: the main bank. The bank delegated to be monitoring is not only the
bank with the largest loan share but also holds a significant stake in the

firm as a shareholder. Having a sufficient large loan share may be the way

in which the bank ensures that it obtains an adequate return on its
monitoring outlays. In this regard, it is worth noting the free-rider problem

may be mitigated somewhat by virtue of the fact that non-monitoring
banks will not be able to imitate the loan portfolio of the main bank in size.

It can be arued that this function of the main bank provides an important

substitute mechanism for what in effect is inactive market for corporate

cQntrol in Japan.

 Main bank intervention can take a number of forms, ranging on the one
hand from caSes where the main bank stipulates certain measures that
requires the firm to take in exchange for the bank's support during a
period of financial difficulty to cases where the bank sends officers to take

over the management and carry out the reorganization of a firm that is on

the verge of bankruptcy on the other. As a. consequencg, one can suggest

that the relationship-based corporate governance substitutes for the more

market-based in Japanese firms.
 Much of corporate finance in Japan has evolved around the main bank
relationship. This has been changing for large firms. Finaneial deregulation

in Japan has created difficulties for the main bank system. Nevertheless,
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that system seems likely to adapt and continue to provide supports for

small and medium firms. The process of change will continue because of
continuing deregulation in capital market. Increasing financial sophistication

and capability to exploit opportunities arising from regulatory changes will

also continue to alter corporate financial practices. Financial deregulation

tends to undermine the main bank system because major non-financial
firms have greater access to arm's length debt as well as borrowing from

foreign financial institutions. This makes it potentially much more difficult

for the main bank to monitor and control those firms. Consequently, the

main bank system could continue to be viable and advantageous for firms
which is limited to access to alternative debt sources and need strong bank

support. The financing practice of large Japanese firms is beginning to
resemble the more arms-length financing patterns observed in the U.S. The

shift to the arms-length financing system may emerge, although it will
certainly take time. The infrastructure in financial market including rating

agencies, disclosure rules, regulation and enforcement of insider trading

are now being developed in Japan. Even though the deregulation made it
possible for major firms to arm's length financing, some firms still
maintain main bank relationships. The firms seeking the benefits of main

bank relationships will continue to have close ties with banks.

4. Shifts in the Japanese Corporate Governance

 Deficiencies in the Japanese corporate governance may eventually give
rise to sufficiently large abuses of non-controlling shareholders interests.

Economic incentives are beginning to change, in large measure because of

emerging weaknesses in the traditional Japanese corporate governance
system. Ironically, part of the cause of that weakness is due to an
abundance of cash. The combined effects of sluggish economic growth and

considerable success in product markets around the world have been the
buildup of free cash flow. With this have come profound changes in the
financing patterns of large corporations. New investment by Japanese
corporations has been growing less quickly and the funds have being raised

from securities markets, not from banks. This has meant a shift in the
balance of power among corporate stakeholders away from financial
intermediaries, the traditional primary suppliers of capital, and into the

hands of corporate managers. It is now commonplace to observe Japanese
firms repaying their loans and even refusing to accept former bank officers
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as nominees for directors.

 Financial independence has further the deployment of cash in ways that

are disputable. Cash was expended in diversification of unrelated
businesses. The rationale for doing so was to escape the limitations and

intensifying rivalry of mature core businesses and, in particular, to keep

personnel continuously employed, thereby honoring implicit promises of
lifetime employment. However well intentioned these efforts might be, there

was little reason to be optimistic about their prospects for success, Many

of the new businesses being pursued had loose connections with firms'
present capabilities. To the extent that these capabilities were exceeded,

under-performance resulted and capital has been wasted. No longer mainly

dependent on bank credit to fund investment programs, Japanese firms
make less substantive disclosures of information about past performance

and future plans to their main banks.

 The foremost objective of Japanese firms has been to sustain growth. For

many of these firms, growth is a useful proxy objective for the
maximization of the value of the firm. Given the wartime destruction of
much of Japan's industrial capital and substantial economies of scale in

many basic industries, there was a strong fundamental profit incentive
underlying strategy oriented toward high rate of investment and high
market shares. However, the bias of Japanese firms toward growth
extended well beyond the period of reconstruction. This suggests a wider

role for growth than as a proxy for value maximization, It might be a

means by which management might entrench itself. Managers might
proactively seek to secure their positions in the firm by investing heavily in

those assets that they have a special expertise in managing, even to the

point of expanding beyond the point justified by corporate value
maximization considerations. It can be also argued that growth and
managerial entrenchment are desired because they support the continuity

of valuable long-term relationships. Growth in particular may forestall
potentially costly stakeholder disputes while maladjusted contracts are

realigned to changed economic circumstances. The managerial discretion
afforded by excess cash has given rise to the expression ol latent self-

interests that were successfully contained during Japan's high-growth
period. Today, Japanese stakeholders appear to be gaining at the expense

of others without any immediate prospects of re-contracting. With their
diminished control over the supply of capital, and being largely owned by

their industrial clients, the ability of lending-shareholding financial
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institutions to undertake corrective action has been greatly reduced.

 Return on investments (hereafter, ROI) of Japanese firms are
considerably lower than those of the U.S. firms. As shown in Table 5
returns on assets have been consistently higher in the United States than in

Japan since 1960.4 It suggests that Japanese firms are much less profitable

than their U.S. counterparts. The relatively Iow returns of Japanese firms

have been attributed to differences in accounting practices, corporate tax

rates, and exchange rates, capital structure, and cost of capital. Even after

adjusting for differences in tax rates, accounting practices, and debt levels

between the two countries, Japanese firms in most industries have
consistently lower operating margin and return on assets than equivalent

U.S. firms. The operating margin provides the most fundamental measure

of profitability since taxes, interest earnings and expenses, and
extraordinary gains and losses do not affect it. Japanese firms appear to
be consistently less profitable than their U.S. counterparts (Blaine, 1993).

 The capital structure policies and retum objectives of Japanese firms
usually enhance their long-term corporate growth by allowing the savings

from lower capital costs and return standards to be reinvested in cost
reduction, capacity expansion, and product development. U.S. firms are
caught between the need to compete against Japanese firms that are willing

to invest capital at lower returns, and the need to provide returns to
shareholders that ineet the required level of return in the capital market.

The U.S. managers impose higher return standards on their investment
decisions than the Japanese counterparts, Furthermore, executives of the

U.S: firms finance with much less debt, which produces a serious cost of

capital disadvantage, reduces the growth rate that can be financially
sustained, and creates capital structure that reinforces the disparity in

corporate goals and ROI objectives between U.S. firms and their foreign
rivals.

4 Brown, Soybel, and Stinckney (1994) compare the operating performance of Japanese and
 U,S. firms using financial statement date restated to a similar rporting basis dttring the

 period of 1985-88. The result show that neither country appears to generate systematically

 higher profit margin, but that U.S. firms has higher turnover assets and therefore higher

 rates of return on assets. Although financial statement ratios of Japanese and U.S. firms

 are not directly comparable because of the use of different accounting principles, their

 results suggest that alternative accounting principles do not seriously distort the
 comparability of financial statement data in both countries. Return on assets of U.S,
 firms are significantly higher than those of the Japanese for the year 1985 to 1988 do,
 primariiy because turnover rates of assets are higher for U.S. firms.
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                        Table 5
Profitability of Manufacturing Firms in Germany, Japan, and the United States

                    Five-Year Average
                      (Percentage)

Return on Assets

1960-64

1965-69

1970-74

1975-79

1980-84

1985-89

1990-94

1995

Germany
  3.00

  3.07

  1.87

  1.80

  O.97

  3.87

  2.66

  n.a,

Japan
 319
 3.31

 2.60

 1.39

 2.16

 2.37

 1.65

 1.73

US.A,
 6.28

 6.94

 5.92

 7.21

 5.68

 5.24

 3.24

 6.08

Return on Sales

-1970-74

1975-79

1980-84

1985-89

1990-94

1995

Germany
  1.49

  1.29

  O.65

  2.54

  2.23

  n.a,

Japan
 2.94

 1.37

 1.92

 2.24

 1.70

 1.89

U.S.A.

 4.53

 5.20

 4.34

 4.66

 3.09

 5.72

Sources: The Bank of Japan (1974, 1978, 1986, 1994, 1996, 1997), Comparative

Economic and Financial Statistics: Japan and Other Countries.

Source Note: Statistiches Bundesamt, Unternehrnen und Arbeitsstdtten, The Bank of

Japan, Syuyoleigyo Keieibunseki (Business Analysis on Main Enterprises in Japan), The

U.S. Department of Commerce, Quarterly Financial Report for Manufacturing,

Mining, and Trade Corporations

Note: Book values of assets in Japanese firms differ greatly from currentvalues.

 U.S. firms rely heavily on cost-of-capital calculations to guide investment

decisions, and those firms that do not earn a sufficient return on capital to

satisfy the investors will fail. But for Japanese firms, investment decisions

are not made on a discounted cash flow basis. Japanese managers usually
view the cost of equity as the firm's expense to serve this source of capital,

that is, dividends. With this view of cost-of-capital, it is easy to see why the
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market price of their stock has little impact on investment decisions of

Japanese firms. Rather, barring market-imposed capital constraints,
Japanese managers' investment decisions are guided by what they believe
the cost of capital by what is quite different from prevalent financial

theories in the U.S. Japanese managers care about borrowing costs and
they push their banks and securities firms to get the best terms. The most

important criterion of Japanese firms is long-term goal of maintaining and

enhancing their positions in the Japanese industry. Serious considerations

of ROI and capital costs thus play only a minor role in investment decisions

of Japanese firms. If an investment is necessary to keep up with a
competitor or offers an opportunity to grow, then the investment may be
made. While an U.S. manager might first determine the cost of capital and

proceed to look for investments that offer returns more than that cost, the

Japanese managers may first make the investment decision and then worry
about how to finance it.

 But changes are under way. Investors taking a new interest in
performance have started rewarding firms with higher ROI. Not many
executives of Japanese firms care about their firm's share price. But firms,

which have started to set their goal in increasing their ROE, have been
gradually prevailing. After a change in the law in 1994, and a change in

their tax treatment the following year that made it easier for firms to buy

back their own shares, 14 firms have said that they will take advantage of

the new rules. Toyota repurchased \100 billion-worth of shares last year
and will do the same again in 1998.

 But at least it has made a start, taking its cue from signs that Japanese

investors are beginning to care more about corporate governance.
Traditionally, the system has been that main banks made sure managenient
of client firms with monitoring closely. In return for providing funds, and

a rescue policy against financial trouble, main banks wielded a great deal

of influence over a firm's management. That system worked fairly well
while corporate funds was scarce, and the banks were correspondingly
enough resources. But as money became easier, the system started to break

down, The bubble and its aftermath accelerated its demise. Firms flush with

cash no longer needed the insurance that banks used to provide. Those
                                                   .2without money no longer believed that the banks could provide it. The
banks, mired in bad loans, lacked the money to rescue ailing firms,
Moreover, their moral high ground has been undermined by the dismal
state of their own business. Then, who are supposed to replace their places,
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if the banks are no longer capable of ensuring that managers can act in

shareholders' interests? While the stock market provides a mechanism for

corporate control in the U.S., it has not been in a position to play the same

role in Japan. Since most of firms' shares are typically held in closely

related firms, hostile takeovers have been almost impossible.

 But two recent changes have given shareholders more of a voice. The first

was zi revision to Japan's Commercial Code in 1993, making it easier and

cheaper to sue a firm. Previously, the legal cost to the plaintiff was in

proportion to the amount claimed, making most suits prohibitively
expensive. Now the flat-rate fee to the plaintiff is a mere 8,300 yen. The

effect had been to remove the barrier to shareholder suits. As a result such
                                                         '
suits have often been brought against executives. The second change is that

giving stock option to employees has become much easier. An option to buy

their firm's shares at a fixed price gives directors an incentive to push up

the share price, bringing the interests of management and shareholders
more closely into line. Awarding stock options was possible only in a
roundabout way because firms were not allowed to hold their own shares
directly. A few firms, such as Sony, got round this restriction through a

technical fix, but now the law has been changed there is no longer any need

for that. Toyota and other firms have already announced that they will
grant stock options to employees, although there are still questions over

their tax treatment.

 Japanese corporate governance has been an arrangement that arguably
reduces the agency costs associated with outside equity and debt financing.

The differences may help explain how, from the perspective of the U.S.,

Japanese firms can run in an environment in which corporate control
mechanisms appear very weak. Viewed together, these patterns seems to
suggest that Japanese managers can operate virtually independent of the
interests of their shareholders. The agency problem is addressed in Japan

by placing representatives of significant share-owning stakeholders on the

board, and by relying on main banks as delegated monitors for other major

lender-owners. Importantly, the business relationship, itself, also serves as

a kind of monitoring system for share-owning stakeholders in Japan. Such

monitoring by large shareholders do not completely resolve agency
problems of the separation between ownership and management, Indeed,
from the perspective of Japanese individual or non-group-affiliated
institutional shareholders without a representative on the board, agency
problems may actually be worse in Japan than in the United States.
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 Excess capacity in mature businesses, excess employment, excess
diversification, and speculative uses of excess cash, among other problems;

appear to be more problematic in Japan than in the U.S. While possibly

recognizing deficiencies in the value maximizing behavior of the
corporations in which they invest, non-controlling Japanese shareholders

may, nevertheless, acquiesce to such behavior so long as they perceive the

advantages of sustaining long-term business relationships that support
their investment to be worth more than the foregone incremental value. In

other words, they may tolerate agency costs associated with the separation

of ownership from management if the offsetting gain from bearing such
cost is substantially reduced transaetion costs.

 U.S. executives' preoccupation with shareholder wealth contrasts sharply

with the goals that guide Japanese managers: adequate returns; secure
employment; increased corporate capabilities. Within the context of the

Japanese stakeholders, good management is measured not so much by it
ability to maximize the welfare of any one isolated stakeholder as by its
ability to maximize the aggregate size of the welfare. Certainly the training,

promotion, and reward systems for Japanese•managers are aligned with
these objectives. Other corporate stakeholders' preferences do indeed
become part of Japanese managers' preferences.5

 Although the significant differences in corporate governance between
Japan and the U.S., poor stock performance and an inability to generate
positive income increase the likelihood of top management turnover in both

counties. It strongly suggests that an efficient governance system can not

approve managers of firms with poor stock performance and with
particular poor cash flows. Current earnings and current stock returns are

important determinants of management turnover in Japan. This suggests

5 By the time Japaese managers have become senior managing directors, they tend to make
 decisions that will generate primarily efficiency gain from which all stakeholders stand
 to benefit rather than primarily redistribute gains in which one or a few stakeholders gain

 at the expense of others. The typical Japanese reward system reinforces this
 predisposition by not aligning management's interest with those of any gne corporate
 stakeholder. Instead, management's interest is aligned with the preservation of the entire
 coalition of stakeholders by a system that facilitates to achieve corporate growth,
 stability, and longevity. Given a reward system consisting of steady promotions,
 seniority-based compensation, regular semiannual cash bonus, lump-sum severance
 indemnities, and placement with affiliated firms at the time of retirement, management's
 well-being depends on the firm's longevity, growth, and the preservation of its
 relationships with other firms. These achievements will ensure an ever-expanding set of
 opportunities for promotion coupled with salary advancement and a source of income on
 retirement (Kojima, 1997) .
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that a firm's current stock price and cash flows provide good measures of

firm's current and future prospects. The relation of management turnover
to stock returns and to negative income does not indicate that the Japanese

system favors employees and managers at the expense of shareholders in
any obvious way.
 Japanese corporate system has worked well in the most.of the post-war
period. But the balance of power in Japanese corporate system is changing.

As equity financing replace bank financing as the primary source of capital

in Japanese major firms, the power of main banks and the government to

direct corporate behavior through funds control are waning. As the
economy continues to be sluggish, the effective role of the relationship-

based governance system is under serious consideration. As a result, the
potential power of stock market is likely to be rising.

5. Conclusion

 Japan has been managing to avoid the worst of the pain from the collapse

of its bubble economy earlier this decade. In the late 1980s Japanese firms

raised cheap equity-linked debt to investment in the expectation that the

economy would continue to grow at a fair rate. Until recent failure, no
Japanese bank had gone burst since the Second World War. Major shifts in

the Japanese corporate governance are under way. The government
bureaucrats' ability to manage the Japanese economy through traditional

methods has been severely eroded by the financial deregulation. Large
Japanese firms can no Ionger be pressured to do whatever banks and
government may ask. The financial liberalization in the Japanese capital

market led to a period of excessive investments by many Japanese firms.

The significant changes in the Japanese financial systems are now in
consideration: new standards of accounting and financial disclosure
heightened capital adequacy requirements for banks, and reforms in
finahcial system.

 The Japanese corporate system has worked well in the most of the post-
war period. But the balance of power in the Japanese corporate system is
                                                ichanging. As equity financing replaces bank financing as the primary
source of capital in Japanese major firms, the power of main banks and the

government to direct corporate behavior through funds control are waning.

As the economy continues to be sluggish, the effective role of the
relationship-based governance system is under serious consideration. As a
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consequence, the market-based governance can be likely more effective.

 Corporate financial patterns and practices in Japan appear quite
different, particularly in comparison with those in the United States. In

1.arge part, these differences are due to differing institutional and
regulatory environments. There is some eviden'ce that these systems of
corporate governance are converging: Japanese corporate governance is
moving toward the U.S. Yet these changes are slow. As in Japan, these
changes do not appear significant so much. It is contended that the
Japanese corporate governance system cannot be appropriate to the U.S.

corporate climate. The closed nature of governance under the system
contradicts U.S. values of openness, mobility, and accountability in running

publicly owned corporations in the U.S. Strengthening broad participation

in corporate governance and extensive disclosure of corporate management

will help ensure both a strong and open investment market and prompt and

meaningful managerial accountability for consistent profitability and
growth. As the capital and product markets are getting more integrated in

the world, and as firms domiciled in different countries engage in
investments and transactions across the border more extensively, different

systems of corporate governance are increasingly getting into direct
contact and conflict with one another. As they do so, the advantages and

limitations of each become more clearly revealed.
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FSC CERTIFICATION IN JAPAN: AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE

AKIRA KAJIWARA Kobe University

Abstraet

 This article presents an assessment of the adoption of Forest Stewardship Council

(FSC) certification in Japan based on insights from concepts and theories provided

from the disciplines of sociology, social psychology, economics, and organizational

behavior. It provides a brief history of relevant developments in the forest sector in

Japan, as well as a brief discussion of certain characteristics of the collective nature

of Japanese society as they concern the current paradigm shift in Japan. Certification

is discussed with specific information about FSC Certification as a possible substitute

for assurance being lost due to the changes in business relationships resulting from

Japan's shift to a more open market. The article suggests that the adoption of a

western social instrument such as certification will have possible outcomes which

differ from those expected in countries where certification originated.

JEL classification: Q2, Zl

Kaytvords: FSC, certification, assurance, social change, trust, business relationship,

coJlectivist, decision making

Introduction

 A visitor to a commercial Japanese forest might notice carvings on the

trunks of the trees. These carvings are the signatures of the person who

cared for the trees during their growth, and those signatures carry with

them the reputations of the caretakers. These "brands" assure buyers that

the forest product meets the standards of quality associated with the
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reputation of a specific caretaker. This interpersonal connection between

producer and buyer forms a closed system of procurement and functioned
successfully over many years to reduce transaction costs by reducing risks

for the buyer. Through repeated transactions across generations,
reputations were established and these signatures carved into the trunks of

trees during their growth provided assurance in the market of forest
products.

 Today these signatures can still be seen in some of Japan's forests, but

after harvesting of these areas, the forests that replace them do not have

trees with signatures. These new forests are not forests of "branded" trees

because over the }ast 20 years the market price has moved further and
further away from covering this kind of intensive silviculture. Buyers have

turned to cheaper imports and with only a small market for domestic trees,

there is less incentive for this assurance system to eontinue to function. The

loss of these signatures is an indicator of the depth to which changes in

Japan's socio-economic structures are being felt in the forest sector.

 Over the last decade Japan's industries have experienced difficult
economic times. This situation has forced Japan's business community to

reevaluate its traditional systems of business organization. Business
relationships are moving away from the traditional long-term interpersonal

system of transactions to the more flexible short-term market-based
transactions which have been dominate in the West for several decades.
This paradigm shift is not an easy one, especially for the more traditional

and conservative actors in supply, manufacturing, and trading sectors, but

the change is happening and most of Japan's industries and businesses
seem to be recovering. Japan's forest industry has not been one of these.

There have been no signs of recovery, and most observers are saying that
the forest industry cannot survive in today's economy if it holds to the
traditional systems. Those persons associated with the forest industry are

not optimistic about recovery, and no solutions have been forth coming to

revitalize this once important contributor to many locai economies.

 In 1996, coincident with the continued downturn in the forestry sector and

the paradigm shift mentioned above, WWF Japan introduced FSC
certification to a few key actors in the forest sector. It seemed strange to

many observers because there is no obvious logical rationale for the
Japanese forest industry to be interested in adopting forest product
certification comparable to the rationale for certification in other
countries. Also, the concept of certification is historically unfamiliar in
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Japanese society. In spite of these conditions, these actors joined together

informally to promote FSC certification in Japan and have attracted others

to join them from a variety of associated professions. These persons are

actively promoting FSC certification in Japan and are meeting with some
success. It is unclear at this time what the outcomes of this initiative will

be, and even though there is apparent cooperation between the actors, their

expectations for this alien social instrument may be found to be
incompatible with actual implementation of FSC certification as it proceeds.

E tSt J
 Japanese society experienced two major social transitions prior to the
current paradigm shift. In 1868 at the beginning of the Meiji Restoration,

Japan adopted western style social institutions such as the parliamentary

monarchy system of England and the legal systems of France and
Germany. German forestry systems and technologies were imposed on
national forest lands. These national forest lands were created from the

very large estate lands of the aristocratic clans, han. The Meiji government

seized these lands and brought them under the eontrol of a national
governmental agency. Lands which were privately owned and not part of
the feudal clan system were not confiscated, but ownership was clearly

established for taxation purposes. Therefore, in the forest sector,
structure of private ownership did not change and associated traditions
remained the same. Privately owned forest lands stayed as they had been
for centuries.

 The second major social change was at the end of the Second World War.

During the occupation of Japan by the allied powers, the USA forces
attempted to change Japan to be a more democratic society. Three of
these democratic changes were the creation of labor unions, the dissolution

of the 2aibatsu, large company groups owned exclusively by one family,
and the redistribution of farmland ownerships. These changes were
successful in many sectors of Japanese society, but the forest sector
managed to avoid almost all effects of these changes.

 The two society-wide major social changes mentioned above had
tremendous impact on Japanese society, but the forest sector was able to

avoid them and kept traditional methods of operations in tact. The forest

sector can be described as old fashioned and traditional in almost all
aspects of their operations. The forest sector avoided sweeping changes in
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Japanese society at two significant times, but it appears that it cannot
avoid the results of the financial crisis of the late 1990s. This upheaval

revealed the serious malfunction of Japanese society, and one of the most
typical examples is the forest sector which is suffering very serious trouble.

 The serious financial problems of this last decade have caused the
organizations and people in the forest sector to be apathetic because there

seem to be no solutions. One of the most demoralizing factors is the
chronic financial loss in the domestic forest business. Since Japanese labor

and transportation costs are some of the highest in the world, and since

forest business is a heavily labor intensive industry, it is very hard to

maintain a profitable forest business in Japan. Furthermore, due to strong

Japanese currency, yen, tremendous numbers of cheap timber products
have been imported to Japan over the last twenty years. This economic

structure has made an already bad situation even worse for timber

compames.
 Another serious problem is the failures in forest policy which created an

accumulated deficit in national forest account. Japanese forest authority

in government, Rin-Ya-Cho, Forest Agency, made a series of unfortunate
management decisions in response to changing government policies and
shifts in market demands. During the economic expansion of the 1950s and

1960s the agency grew rapidly because there was high demand for timber
products and domestic timber production was protected by the Japanese

government ban on imported timber products. The agency expanded
rapidly over these years and by the 1960s it had financial responsibility for

a huge number of permanent/life-time employees as well as extensive
subsidy programs for influencing private timber production. During these

times of expansion, agency management did not expect the changes in trade

policies that were to come.

 In 1964, the Japanese government completely opened the Japanese market

to imported timber. This was devastating to the forest industry in Japan

and to the Forest Agency. In addition, in 1971 the government of the USA

eliminated the gold standard as backing for the USA currency. This change

in the conversion system caused major market fluctuations resulting in the

value of the Japanese yen being raised significantly in relation to the USA

dollar. The forest agency was not prepared to respond to these drastic
changes which seriously impacted the economic situation surrounding the
forest industry. A series of management decisions such as acceptance of

high interest loans from commercial banks rather than asking for
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assistance from other branches of government produced a US$ 30 billion

accumulated deficit in the national forest account as of 1998. The agency

sought commercial loans because it wanted to avoid political and financial

influence and interference from the Ministry of Finance. Due to this deficit,

in March of 2000, the Diet redirected two-thirds of this deficit to the

national general account. The remaining one-third was left as the
responsibility of the Forest Agency over a term of 50 years (Forest Agency,

1999). As a condition of this arrangement, the Forest Agency agreed to

change their organizational structure loosing much of its autonomy and
authority.

 These problems mentioned above have caused some serious side effects.
Due to the financial problem in national forest account, the Forest Agency

has reduced intensive forest management on the national forest lands
replacing it with the concept of "natural forest management approach".
(Arinaga and Kasahara, 1988; Kasahara, 1996) The adoption of this
natural management approach has in effect created a situation in which
previously highly managed plantation production forests are now suffering

from reduction in management and silvicultural treatment. This lack of

management policy has reduced the quality of stumpage in Japanese
national forests and there have been no initiatives to actively encourage the

development of balanced natural ecosystems (Kawakita Shimposha, 1989).

Also, the Forest Agency and other public and private landowners have sold

their forest lands to private enterprises to create golf and ski resprts. This

situation has made local forest dependent communities decline economically

because the recession which Japan is now experiencing has undercut the
potential of this change in economic dependency from timber to tourism
(Suzuki, 1999).

 As can be seen from these problems, the forest sector in Japan is severely

depressed. The Forest Agency has lost its power to subsidize the industry

and the market price for timber products has made harvesting domestic
timber a liability. The traditional operating procedures are not functioning

and there have been no promising solutions to these serious financial
problems. Therefore, even in the very conservative and traditional forest

sector, the paradigm shift which is being observed in Japan's social and
organizational behavior is being felt intensively. In this dire situation,

forest industry actors are desperate to survive and this desperation may
have opened them to consideration of any possible initiatives which might

offer hope to improve their situation. The adoption of FSC certification
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may be driven by the hope that it can help revitalize the forest industry in

Japan.

Certification

 Certification of forest lands is based on third party conformance
evaluation of management practices. This certification process begins with

a forest landowner or manager voluntarily rdquesting that a third party
certification body examine their forest operations. Certification is granted

if their management practices are in compliance with sustainable resource

standards. Specifically, f'or FSC certif'ication this means compliance with

the Forest Stewardship Council Certification Principles and Criteria for

Forest Management, which requires certain levels of environmental, social,

economic, and technical qualification. Successful completion of a thorough

assessment permits the party seeking certification to associate wood
product from their land with the FSC logo. This logo is intended to
communicate to the consumer that the product they are purchasing
originated from "certified well-managed lands."

 Certification was originally intended as an economic incentive which
would generate higher profits for those timber producers, suppliers, and

retailers who participate in certification programs. In addition to this

incentive, it was believed that companies producing 'and consuming wood
products could utilize certification as a quality control mechanism, Buying

certified products could be a way of avoiding low-performance suppliers. It

was also postulated that some companies producing wood products could
find a market place advantage in this situation and be encouraged to
pursue certification. Since Japanese companies place considerable
emphasis on the quality of supplied raw materials as well as quality of
their products, it could be expected that these original intentions would

make certification a useful instrument for Japanese timber related
manufactures. However, because most of the original intentions have not
actually been realized by the implementation of certificdtion in other

countries, it could be unreasonable to expect them to be realized in Japan

as well.

 Furthermore, if we look at the countries where certification evolved and

found application, we see that there are critical differences which make

Japan unique as a participant in FSC certification. Markets in Europe and

the USA have been established for certified wood products. These markets
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encourage land owners in timber exporting countries to participate in
certification. Japan does not export timber and almost no FSC certified

wood products are traded in Japan. Therefore, because Japan is unique as

a participant and because the original intentions cannot be expected to

benefit timber manufacturers, there is currently no apparent economic
incentive for FSC certification in Japan and no apparent rationale for the

implementation of FSC certification scheme in Japan. However, in February

of 2000, a private Japanese timber company obtained Japan's first Forest

Stewardship Council's certificate for their forest management. This
company pursued FSC certification even though the initial assessment cost

to certify one thousand hectares was over US$ 40,OOO (US$ 40/ha).
Compared to the fact that certifying large tracts of timberland can cost
anywhere from 7cents/ha to 21cents/ha for the initial certification in USA

(Environmental Building News 2000), the cost in Japan is very expensive. At

the same time, two timber mills affiliated with this company also acquired

certificates for their CoC process. In June of 2000, a second certification

was initiated by a timber partnership on its lands in Kochi prefecture. This

certification project was supported by the local government of this
economically declining rural timber community. These certifications are
being implemented even though there seems -to be no economic rational to

justify the cost.

 There seem to be no immediately observable incentives for these
companies to participate in FSC certification not only because these

companies do not export wood products to countries where FSC
certification is recognized but also because there is no consumer market for

FSC certified products in Japan. However, these certification efforts are

being supported by several other organizations and this movement to
implement FSC certification into Japanese forest sector is gaining

momentum.

Or anizations and Peo le

 The first and originally most active promoter for forest certification
schemes in Japan was WWF Japan. It is similar to its parent and affiliated

organizations in European and North American countries where forest
certification is more widely adopted. WWF Japan started to develop forest
certification initiatives in Japan in 1996, in line with Target 2 of the WWF

global "Forests for Life Campaign." They believed that their most
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important role was to provide information and facilitate communication
since there are very few documents related to certification written in
Japanese (Maesawa 1999). Since early 1996, WWF Japan has translated
and published a few relevant documents including "The WWF Guide to
Forest Certification 1996" and an FSC leaflet and offered several
conferences and workshops all over the Japan. From April 1997, WWF
Japan has started selling FSC endorsed products in its mail order
catalogue to introduce examples of certified products to consumers. Also,

WWF Japan has been trying to establish buyers groups and trying to find
forest owners and/or managers who are interested in being certified under

FSC scheme. Due to the continuous efforts of WWF Japan through Mr.
Maesawa, the nation's first FSC certification was granted to the Hayami

Forest, a 1,070 hectare site located in the community of Miyama in Kii
Peninsula along the coast of the Japanese island of Honsyu.

 It is important to point out that development and acceptance of
certification programs has not been led by final consumers in countries

where forest certification is widely adopted. Rather, environmental
organizations, companies, and individuals having specific reasons for
supporting certification have been the driving forces (Hansen and Juslin,

1999). Specific reasons in other countries include economic incentives,

ecosystem health and preservation, and sustainable timber production.
Specific reasons for supporting forest certification such as these are not

yet recognized in Japan.

 In most countries such as those in North America and Europe where
certification has been successful, many large companies, often retailers like

B&Q and Home Depot, have joined buyers' groups and created demand for
FSC certified products. This has not happened so far in Japan. However,

the National Federation of Timber Co-operative Associations which is
affiliated with the Forestry Agency, and Sanwa Research Institute (SRI)

which is one of the biggest consulting firms in Japan affiliated with a large

commercial bank, Sanwa Bank, have joined with WWF Japan as the
currently most active promoters of FSC certification in Japan. SRI is now
managing the Forest Certification Research Working Group'  focusing on

implementation of FSC certification in Japan. This working group has
brought together most of the main actors in the arena of forest products
certification.

 Organizational factors in Japan discussed above compared to Europe and
America show us that the influence of ENGOs could be a critical element in
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adoption of certification in Japan. Those influences are very strong in

Europe and North America and only beginning to be felt in Japanese
society. Government regulations which are strong in Europe and North
America have given support to environmental initiatives such as forest

certification. In Japan, government has not strongly supported
environmental initiatiVes, but this kind of activity is beginning to be seen.

Furthermore, Japan is more and more feeling the pressure of compliance to

international expectation resulting from its participation in the
international markets and is moving towards decision making that is more

similar to countries whose markets are more internationally open such as

those of Europe and North America. These changes are influencing the
current paradigm shift in Japan.

[t!:!!g-{l;g!!g!}!iygJSI}!yu}-g!-E!gpgl!gsg-Sggig!heColleetiveNatureofJapaneseSociet

 Japan is an example of what sociologists term a collective society
(Nakane, 1972). This concept of collectivism is often misunderstood. Many

people believe that in a collective society the members of that society will

sacrifice their personal well being for the good of the society. These
societies are often viewed as societies in which individual gain is less

important than the well being of the society as a whole. This view is
simplistic, incorrect, and misleading for anyone interested in studying the

dynamics of collectivist society behavior. Collectivist societies are ones in

which long-term closed relationships between individuals and groups
dominate the. social functioning within the larger society (Miller and
Kanazawa, 2000). Closed in this context means that groups form within the

society which exclude others from participation. Keiretsu is the term used

for these closed groups in Japan. These keiretsu groups provide assurance

for the members of the group through long-term association and the
expectations which evolve over many years of interaction (Yamaji,
Kajiwara et al. 1994). By exclusion of others and commitment to the
members of the groups, all in the group are assured that their individual

interests will be met by the other members of the group as long as each

member adheres to the group's expectations, This loyalty to one's group

creates in-group and out-group bias, and functioning successfully in a
collective society without being a member of one of these groups is almost

impossible (Yamagishi, et al., 1998; Miller and Kanazawa, 2000).

 Japan's collectivist society functioned very well in the past to reduce
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uncertainty in social encounters, and allowed Japan to create a stable,
highly productive and efficient society. Low transaction costs and stable

equilibrium were enjoyed because of the in-group favoritism created by

transactions based on long-term relationships which were closed to
outsiders. Being closed to outsiders is an opportunity cost because new

opportunities offered by non-in-group members cannot be enjoyed. Until
recently savings in transaction costs exceeded opportunity costs in
Japanese society. However, the losses from not taking advantage of outside

opportunities have grown and the shift is being felt in all parts of Japanese

society. Thus the mutually committed long-term relationships such as
keiretsu and permanent emp}oyment and the equilibrium established
through them is being challenged. In-group favoritism is becoming a
liability rather than an asset, and the paradigm shift from the long-term

closed relationships as the base for transactions to a more open system is

being felt throughout Japan.

Paradi m Shift and Certification

 The paradigm shift currently being experienced in Japan is explained by

Yamagishi's theories concerning collectivism and in-group favoritism
(Yamagishi, Miller et al. 1998). His findings that in-group favoritism is

pragmatically based on sanctioning, monitoring, and reciprocity as
opposed to psychological mechanisms and phenomenon provide insights
into the demise of the successful functioning of the long-term relationship

basis for transactions traditionally favored by Japanese business people.

Yamagishi predicts that changes are going to come quickly to Japan. He
warns that as the "collectivist strategies" for maintaining equilibrium and

reducing uncertainty fade away, Japan will go through a period of
searching for new systems to replace the traditional ones. These new
systems will have to be ones that are compatible with the more open social

environment that is now evolving because of the irresistible opportunities

offered outside of the closed in-group arrangements, .If we accept
Yamagishi's warning that Japan's collectivist strategies for maintaining

equilibrium are being eliminated by the necessity to open to outside
opportunities, certification is coming to Japan at the time of paradigm
shift.
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 As Japanese society searches for replacements for the sanctioning and
monitoring of the collectivist long-term relationship system, there will be a

period of adaptive trial and error. North states that there is little in depth

understanding of all the aspects of adaptive efficiency in times of
environmental change, but observations suggest that overall institutional

framework is an important influence on how much a society encourages the

trials, experiments, and innovations that produce adaptive efficiency
(North, 1990). Incentives built into the institutional framework direct

decision making processes, and decisions change and modify the existing

systems. If incentives exist and encourage problem solving experimentation,

the adaptive efforts have more opportunities for maximization. In
traditional Japanese society, social institutions and human preferences for

finding solutions have not encouraged the trials, experimentation, and
innovations which North deems important for adaptive efficiency. Japanese

problem solving has not been oriented to encourage adaptive efficieney
because until now there has been little pressure to adapt due to the relative

unimportance of outside environments. This has been especially true in the

Japanese forest sector.

 As witnessed by the advent of FSC certification in Japan, some Japanese
are attempting trials, experiments, and innovations even in the forest
sector. North's observation that adaptations are often initiated at margins

of organizations provides insights into the roles of the actors in FSC
certification in the initial stages of promotion in Japan. Margins are the

nodes of organizations which are directly connected with the environment.

Because of their location close to the environment, agents or actors located

in the margins are often those who initiate changes in response to changes

in the environment.

. . . the immediate instruments of institutional change are political

and economic entrepreneurs who attempt to maximize at the
margins that appear to offer the most profitable (short-run)
alternatives. (North, 1990, 100)

 One of the important characteristics of actors located at the margins is

they are often less constrained by organizational rules and conventions

than their superiors in the organizational structure. Since Japan's
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organizations are highly centralized and hierarchical and usually have not

encouraged individuals to experiment and innovate, adaptive problem
solving and decision making has been limited. The forest sector exemplifies

this phenomena, but if we look at the initial promoters of FSC certification

in Japan we see that many of them are located in the margins of their
professions and organizations. It appears that their location at the margins

has provided them with freedom from traditional constraints.

 The location of these actors at the margins of their organizations has
implications for the adoption of FSC certification in Japan. One of the main

implications for FSC certification is that we cannot expect it to have the

same outcomes in Japan that it has had in the countries where it
originated. North points out that margins are especially sensitive to
cultural influence. Because margins are in direct contact with environments,

the margin actors are heavily influenced by those environments. These
environments are the interface of all the cultural norms of a society and the

needs created by interaction with the outside world. North states that the

cultural specific norms of each society create a society's informal
constraints and are prevalent and persistent. Therefore, needs at the
margins are culturally specific. Each environment in each society has
unique social institutions and constraints which dictate the choice processes

made by actors at the margins. One of these culturally specific
characteristics is the bargaining power of individuals and groups at the
margins. Since bargaining power will be different from society to society,

we can expect marginal adjustments to have different outcomes.
Furthermore, since societies have different histories which limit how change

can be experienced, and since feedback on outcomes of adoption of social

instruments from another society is necessarily incomplete, we see that

marginal adjustments can not be expected to have the same outcome in
different societies. We can expect widely divergent outcomes when social
instruments are borrowed from another society. FSC certification can be

expected to have different outcomes in Japan than it has had in the
countries where it originated.

 The insights gained from North's work give us cause for concern about
the implementation of FSC certification in Japan. We see a situation in
which the actors promoting FSC certification in Japan are doing so with

expectations based on insufficient information. If the paradigm shift is
happening in the forest sector and if the other factors mentioned in this

paper are causing the financial difficulties observed in the forest sector,
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there are problems which need to be addressed by innovation
experimentation, but at present no rational solutions are available.

Garba e Can Model of Decision Makin

and

 Concurrent with this situation, certification has been introduced to Japan

as a social instrument valuable in countries Japan has looked to for
innovation in the past. Certification is not well understood in Japan, but

instead of being scrutinized and analyzed for its value in application in

Japan, it has been promoted as an exotic valuable tool for social innovation

for the forest sector in Japan. It appears that certification may have been

chosen mainly because of its availability at a time when problems exist that

need solutions, people recognize the need for social change, and pressure

for immediate change has intensified. March and Olson describe this kind

of decision making in their Garbage Can Model of Decision Making.
According to their model, it is common organizational behavior for
decisions to be made dependent on availability, timing and mix of
participants (March and Olson, 1979),

 March and Olsen's theory provides insights to understand organizational
behavior in the adoption of certification in Japan. They state that when the

three features of problematic preferences, unclear technology, and fluid

participation are present, decision making can be subject to-processes
described in their Garbage Can Model of Organizational Choice. Of the
three, unclear technology seems to be evident since forest certification is
new to Japan, and information about forest certiitication is not readily

available. There is not enough information in Japanese because there has
been very little original work in the area of forest certification done in

Japan, and information from outside Japan is not easily understood and
not widely available. Fluid participation can be observed in the variation

and lack of consistency in who attends certification meetings. There has
been relatively little formal structure for the organization of this coalition.

The informal network which has evolved does not provide consistency with

regards to the input from participants in decision making. The third
feature, problematic preferences is not yet readily observable, but I believe

closer inspection will reveal that differences in motivations and reasons for

promoting FSC certification are already influencing the actors' choices
concerning who they align themselves with, which meetings they attend, and

which ideas they support. The implementation of FSC certification in Japan
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has all the hallmarks to be a classic candidate for Garbage Can Decision

Making analysis. If this model accurately describes the process of FSC
certification adoption in Japan, we have further cause for coneern about

whether or not FSC certification as a social instrument can provide
outcomes compatible with the expectations of the promoters.

Substitute for Assurance

 As Yamagishi points out, Western societies are trust-based as opposed to

the assurance-based system of a collective society like Japan. In trust-

based societies certain kinds of social instruments have evolved to reduce
             '
risk and uncertainty which did not evolve in collectivist societies. Examples

of these social instruments are seals of approval, accreditations, credit

ratings, better business bureaus, and certifications. These social instruments

function to provide predictability and reduce risk in the societies of the west

where exchanges are more impersonal than in the collectivist type of
society in which long-term relationships are fundamental to exchanges.

North points out that large amounts of time and energy have been
dedicated over centuries to the development of codes of conduct for the
exchanges within all societies. Many of these norms find their way into the

formal rules and laws of government while many others become
institutionalized in the informal constraints and customs of a society. In the

west, the social instruments mentioned above evolved to supplement the
formal rules or laws of a trust-based society. These social instruments can

be installed by private sector groups without society wide approval and do

not require the legislation of governments. They can be installed within a

sector by the actors of that sector to establish credibility for the
organizations and individuals in the sector. The effectiveness of these social

instruments depends on the trustworthiness of the body responsible for
administering the social instrument and its reputation with the general
public. In the trust-based societies of the west, these social instruments

serve the purpose of providing risk reduction and predictability
intermediate between formal laws and informal constraints. Most of these

social instruments rely on some kind of third party authority as a means
of eliminating self-serving bias and thereby establish credibility.

 FSC certification relies on third party participation for its effectiveness.

A third party as certification authority, usually through an accredited

auditor, evaluates the product or service of the first party by a set of
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standards. If the first party, such as a manufacturer, satisfies the auditor

with proof of ability to perform by those standards, the third party
certifies for the second party, such as general consumers, that the first

party can achieve those standards. Certification is not a third party
guarantee that each and every product or service meets the standards, It is

a statement of professional opinion that says that a first party has the

ability to meet certain standards and operates with those standards
consistently. Furthermore, North says that "cheating, shirking, and
opportunism" are natura! to transactions and third party enforcement is
necessary to provide legitimacy and equilibrium. With certification, if there

is periodical renewal, then that renewal functions as enforcement. If
evidence shows that a first party has lowered its performance below that

expected for certification, certification can be taken away. Thus, with the

addition of renewal as an enforcer, certification reduces risks for second

parties and may make it seem attractive to FSC certification promoters as

a substitute for assurance.

 Yamagishi says that assurance system equilibrium is being lost due to the

paradigm shift in Japan, and there is nothing to replace it. It can be argued

that certification renewal as a kind of enforcement can replace the
sanctioning and monitoring of the assurance system, and the formality of

certification as a social instrument to reduce risk and uncertainty could

replace long-term relationships. Characteristics associated with certification

 such as these may be increasing its attractiveness as a social instrument

for forest sector actors in Japan. Therefore, even th.ough Japan is not a

trust-based society, it is possible that certification could function as a

replacement for the assurance of long-term relationships which is being
lost in Japanese society. Therefore, regardless of the expectation of the

promoters, certification may function as a substitute for long-term
relationships. It may function for the forest sector in Japan very differently

from the way it functions in the societies where it originated.

Ritual or Rationale ?

 According to Meyer and Scott, modern organizations which are
decentralized can respond to complex external changes and influences and

absorb conflicts better than centralized organizations. Furthermore, they

state that most organizations begin as rational, but in the face of conflict,

they become more institutionalized and rely on ritual rather than technical
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activity for their legitimacy. Institutionalized rituals consistent with

prevailing myths and compatible with the socio-cultural environment
generate confidence in the organization and legitimize it. Legitimacy is

necessary for stability, and in order to perpetuate itself, maintaining

stability is the actual purpose of an organization. To understand an
organization it is important to identify where decision making actually
takes place. It is also important to identify the number of sovereigns to

which an organization must answer. The number of sovereigns influences
the structure of an organization, and multiple sovereigns can destabilize it

(Meyer and Scott, 1992),

 These theories related to organizational behavior are applicable to the
investigation and understanding of the behavior of the organizations which

are promoting FSC certification in Japan and of the organizations which

are growing out of their efforts. Because certification is a new kind of
social instrument in Japan and because coalitions proactive with ecological

issues are new to this society, gaining legitimacy is critical for survival.

From the perspectives of Meyer and Scott, viewing certification as a ritual

can offer insights into the apparent non-rational application of certification

in Japan at this time. Also, most of the activities of the actors are not

following the traditional Japanese centralized organizational structure.

Decision making seems to be happening outside of the normal top/down
Japanese structure, but there are multiple sovereigns waiting to see what

will evolve out of this initiative. Meyer and Scott's theories provide a

valuable framework with which to question the function of ritual and
rationality in the organizational behavior of the actors involved in
certification.

 Japan has just begun the process of adopting the western concept of
certification. As I have attempted to show in this paper, the adoption of

FSC certification scheme in the forest sector is a complex initiative. In

analyzing this process, it is important to look at not only the expectations

normally associated with certification and those voiced by th.e promoters,

but also the more subtle dynamics which may be operating to encourage
adoption of FSC certification due to the current paradigm shift in Japan.

FSC certification as a social instrument may provide important outcomes

which serve the Japanese forest sector in positive ways so far unnamed.
The loss of "brands" in Japanese forests as assurance could be replaced by

logos signifying assurance through certification.
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1 Introduction

 The impetus of trade and investment liberalization by the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) countries appears to have slowed since the

Asian financial crisis of 1997-78. Before the crisis, the APEC countries were

on a steady course of greater commitments to open multilateralism. At the

1994 summit, APEC leaders delivered the Bogor Declaration to remove
trade and investment barriers (by 2010 for developed members and 2020 for

developing members). In Osaka in 1995, they agreed on the Action Agenda

for implementing the objectives. In 1996, APEC leaders adopted the Manila

Action Plan for APEC (MAPA), including individual and collective action

plans to liberalize trade and investment in the region, starting in 1997.

 At the APEC summits of the past three years, a number of members
(Japan and the United States in particular), have advanced no substantial

reductions in their individual action plans, beyond concurrent WTO
commitments. APEC currently has no consensual mechanisms for dealing
with countries that are slow-movers, nor does it possess agreed means to
advance trade liberalization in more protected sectors such as agriculture

(Lloyd, 1999). For example, Japan and Korea are very reluctant to remove

trade barriers in the agricultural sector because this producer lobby is a

vocal opponent of trade liberalization in these countries. Moreover, for

some of the developing members, liberalization threatens to undermine
state-sponsored efforts to develop industries deemed strategic to the
national interest.

 Despite APEC's preference for voluntary trade liberalization over formal

binding agreements, we argue that liberalization on a nondiscriminatory

basis can reinforce economic recovery and long-run growth of the region.
Attaining a vision of open multilateral trade will require reorganization of

economic activity around the Pacific to more fully exploit the diverse
resources, technologies, and tastes of this vast region. At the national level,

such a transition may imply dramatic adjustments in specific economic
activities and policies, and resistance to such change will pose a challenge

to reformers. There is, however, conclusive evidence that all APEC members

will ultimately benefit from this process, and empirical economists can
facilitate reform by elucidating the detailed benefits and costs of APEC
trade reform.

 This paper contributes to the policy dialogue by evaluating the effects of

APEC trade liberalization on member-country real GDP, sectoral output,
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exports and imports using an 18-region, 16-sector dynamic computable
general equilibrium (CGE) model of the global economy. The next section

provides a brief description of the APEC model used for quantitative
assessments. In section 3, we present the aggregate and sectoral results of

the APEC trade liberalization experiment, and the final section summarizes

our main research and policy conclusions.

2 The Model and Data

2.1 Brief Description of the APEC Model
 A CGE model is an empirical tool that is well suited to evaluating of new

trading arrangements for several reasons. First, it captures extensive
indirect effects, such as interindustry linkages between sectors and trade

linkages between countries and regions. Second, it can evaluate the effect of

removing trade barriers on resource allocation and structural adjustment

in each country. Third, it can detail the impacts on both member and
nonmember countries and thereby better elucidate implications for the
negotiating envlronment.

 The APEC model used in this study is a dynamic CGE model of the global

economy, which is to a large extent based upon OECD's LINKAGE model
(OECD, 1997). It contains 15 APEC countries/regions - Australasia (ANZ:

Australia and New Zealand), Japan (JPN), China including Hong Kong
(CHN), Korea (KOR), Taiwan (TWN), Singapore (SGP), Malaysia (MYS),
Thailand (THA), Indonesia (IDN), the Philippines (PHL), Vietnam (VNM),
Canada (CAN), the United States (USA), Mexico (MEX), and Chile (CHL) -

and 3 non-APEC regions -the rest of Latin America (LAT), Europe (EUR),
and the rest of the world (ROW).'

 One of the key features of the model is that goods are differentiated by

region of origin and are modeled as imperfect substitutes. On the import

side, this is reflected by the implementation of the so-called Armington

assumption where a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) specification

is used to incorporate imperfect substitution of imported goods with
respect to domestically produced goods. A symmetric specification is used

1 The model is calibrated to social accounting matrices tsAMs) of the 18 regions, which are

 constructed from the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) database, version 4. See
 Gehlhar et al. a997) and McDougall et al. a998)for detailed descriptions of the GTAP
 database. Due to the data limitations, Brunei, Papua New Guinea, and Peru are aggregated

 into ROW. Russia, which is newly admitted to APEC in 1998, is also aggregated into ROW.
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to model export supply, the latter being implemented with constant
elasticity of transformation (CET) functions.2

 Three different production archetypes are defined in the model: crops,

livestock, and all other goods and services. The CES nests for the three

archetypes are depicted in Figures 1-3. In each production archetype,

sectors will be differentiated by different input combinations and
substitution elasticities.

 The key feature of the crop production structure is the substitution
between intensive cropping versus extensive cropping, i.e., between fertilizer

and land [see Figure 1 ]. Livestock production captures the important role

played by feed versus land, i.e., between ranch- versus range-fed production

[see Figure 2 ]. Production in the other sectors more closely matches the

traditional role of capital-labor substitution, with energy introduced as an

additional factor of production [see Figure 3 ].

 All sectors are assumed to be perfectly competitive and operate under
constant returns to scale. Production technology is modeled mainly by a

nesting of CES functions. The model has three kinds of factors of
production: labor, capital, and sector-specific fixed factors (e.g., land in

agricultural sectors). Labor supply is assumed to be fixed in all regions and

for all time periods, and the wage rate adjusts to insure equilibrium in the

domestic iabor market. While we assume no international migration, labor

is free to move across all sectors of the economy. Thus, there is a single

equilibrium wage rate.

 Within each period, capital is classified as being either old or new. New

capital is generated by the previous period's investment. This vintage
structure of capital allows for differentiating the substitution possibilities

across inputs by the age of capital. Similar to labor, new capital is assumed

to be perfectly mobile across sectors and there is a single economywide
rate of return on capital.

 All ineome generated by economic activity is assumed to be distributed to

consumers. A single representative consumer allocates optimally his/her

disposable income among the consumer goods and saving. The consumption
/saving decision is static: saving is treated as a good and iLs amount is

determined simultaneously with the demands for the other goods. The price

2 Note that the CET export specification was not implemented in the LINKAGE model.
 Hence, differences in model results can partially be attributed to this change in model
 specification. Further, the trade elasticities used in this analysis were somewhat reduced

 from those used in the previous study.
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Figure 1: Production Structure in the Crop Sectorsa
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Figure 2: Production Structure in the Livestock Sectors
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Figure 3: Production Structure in the Manufacturing and Services Sectorsa
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of saving is set arbitrarily equal to the average price of consumer goods.

 The model spans the period 1995-2020. It solves every year from 1995-2010

and every five years from 2010-2020. While the model relies on sequential

static computation of equilibria, intertemporal trends are specified for
factor growth (labor) and accumulation (capital), as well as changes in

productivity. Land is assumed to be price-responsive, however, with no time

trend on the supply curve.

 The model is calibrated on exogenous growth rates of reai GDP,
population, labor productivity, and an autonomous energy efficieney
improvement in energy use.3 In the baseline scenario, the dynamics are
calibrated in each country/region by imposing the assumption of a
balanced growth path. This implies that the ratio between labor and the
capital/fixed-factor bundle (in efficiency units) is held constant over time.`

When the APEC trade liberaiization scenario is simulated, the growth of
capital is endogenously determined by the saving-investment relation.

2.2 Import Protection and Export Tax/Subsidy Rates
 Sectoral rates of nominal import protection and export tax/subsidy
rates for the 15 APEC countries/regions are summarized in Tables 1 and

2, respectively. The import protection rates are the sum of sectoral tariff

rates and ad valorem equivalents of quantitative restrictions (QRs) on

imports, which are computed from the GTAP database. The average
protection rates in 1995 [the last row of Table 1] range from 1.4 percent

in Singapore to 19.3 percent in the Philippines, and sectoral protection rates

differ significantly across APEC. The most notable sector is rice and wheat,

where the rates range from zero or negative in a number of countries to 535

percent in Japan.5 In other agriculture they are very high in Japan, Korea,

Taiwan, and Malaysia, whereas in processed food they are quite high in

3 Real GDP and population growth rates are based on the World Bank's latest projections.
4 This involves computing in each period a measure of Harrod-neutral technical progress in
 the capital/fixed-factor bundle as a residual, given that the growth of the labor force
 (in efficiency units) is pre-determined. This is a standard calibratibn procedure in

 dynamic CGE modeling.
5 In version 4 of the GTAP database, the observed domestic-world price gap is applied
 at the commodity ievel to estirnate import protection and export tax/subsidy rates.
 Thus a negative protection rate might result (e.g., rice and wheat in China, Mexico,
 and Chile) when the domestic price is iower than the world price.



               Table 1
lmpert Protection Rates in Major APEC Countries, 1995 (percent)

Products ANZ JPN CHNKORTWNSGPMYSTHA DN pmVNMCAN USAMEXcm
1

2
3

4
s

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

Rice and wiieata

Other agricultuie
Coa1, oil, and gas

Othermining
Processed fOod
Textiles and clothingb

Wood and paper
CheniicalsC

Metals and paod.
MaChinery and equip.
Transrport equip.

Other manufac.
Construction
Electricity

Tradeandtransp.
Other services

Weighted average

O.3
2.4
O.1

O.5
4.0

14.6

6.5
6.4
7.7
7.4

11.2

102

blj

O.1

6.1

535.0
65.9

 O.7
 o.o

30.9

 6.8
 07
 2.2
 O.9
 O.4
 1.6
 1.3

 3.3
 2.9
 9.1

-14.5

 7.6
 3.0
 1.4
11.4

30.9
13.6
14.6
12.4
12.7
38.4
24.8

 o.o
 1.8
14.5

66.0
45.0

4.2
1.8

26.0
6.9
5.2

7.5

5.9

8.0

4.8
7.5

blo'

O.2
8.1

68.0
49.2

5.7

O.9

28.9
8.6

4,O
5.6
5.8
6.4

18.2
7.'8

o.o
o.o

8.3

34.9
17.6
2.7
o.o

20.3
1.4

O.4
1.3

o.o
o.o
2.8
O.1

o.o

o.o
1.4

852
45.4

2.8
1.7

34.2
l7.4
9.4
8.0
9.4
6.4

14.5
11.5

o.o

o.o
9.0

59.2
25.7

2.8
1.6

53.1

24.1
10.9
16.4
11.5

9.9
37.8
25.2

o.o
.o.o

13.1

o.o
6.4
3.4
3.7

92
14.0
6.0
8.0
7.1

4.5
27.2
10.4

o.o

o.o
6.7

70.8
18.0

1.1

4.8
4S.2
23.0
21.7
26.0
20.4
25.0
19.4

27.8

o.o
o.o

19.3

5.2

85
21.6

1.7

68.3
28.1
13.1

4.8
5.8

4.5

255
18.4

o.o
o.o

17.2

o.o

O.6
6.0
o.o

6.4
11.2
O.5
1.5

1.6

1.0

O.8
1.3

o.o
o.o
1.6

1.2

4.4
O.6
O.1

9.9
9.9

O.5
2.9
2.0
1.9

1.4

3.0

o.o

o.o
2.4

-17.5

 O.9
 O.7
 3.2

-2.0

 3.4
 1.1
 2.6
 3.0
 3.1
 3.4
 7.0

 o.o
 o.o
 2.3

-23.3

 5.9
 8.8
 8.4

10.1

10.4

 9.8.
 9.9
10.0
10.5
10.5

10.2

 o.o
 o.o
 8.1

These rates include ad valercm equivalents o'fquantitative restrictions ori imparts.

a lnclude processed rice.
b includes 1eather and footwear.

C include plastics and rubber producbs.

Source: GTAP database. Version 4.
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                  Table 2
Export Tax and Subsidy Rates in )viajor APEC Counnies, 1995 (percent)

Products ANZ JMg CHNKORTWNSGPMYS'IHA DN PHLVNMCANUSAMEXCHL

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

Rice and wiieata

Other aghulture
Coal, oil, and gas

Othermining
Hocessed fdod
Textiles and c!othingb

Wood and paper
Chernicalsc

Mctals and psod.
Machinery and e(Iuip.
Transport eqptp.

Other manufac.
Construction
Elecuicity

Tradeandtransp.
Other services

Weighted average

-O.1

-2.7
1.7

o.o
-3.0

o.o
O.3

O.2
o.o
1.0

02
1.5

O.1

O.1

O.5

-83.5

-12.5

 o.o
 o.o
4.4

 o.o
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o
O.1

 Q.1
 o.o

 o.o
 o.o

O.1

32.7

 2.4
19.6

O.9
 2.2

-1.2

-5.5

-10.8
-7.3

-5.0

O.9
30.3

 o.o
 o.o
O.8

-51.6

O.3
 o.o
 o.o

-1.6

 O.3
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o
 O.4
 o.o

 o.o
 o.o
 o.o

-56.8

O.7
 o.o
 o.o
O.7

 O.5
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o

 o.o
 o.o
 o.o

o.o

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
O.2
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
O.1

o.o

o.o

o.o
o.o

-52.2
13.3
13.7
13.6

 o.o
15.5

13.7
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.0
13.7

21.4
13.7
13.2

-55.7
-1.0

 o.o
 o.o

-5.7

 1.3
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o
 o.o

 o.o
 o.o

-3.2

-O.6

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
O.6
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o

o.o
O.1

44.1
e.3

 o.o
 o.o
O.9
215

 o.o
 1.3
 o.o
 2.0
 o.o

.1.1

 o.o
 o.o
 2.4

4.4
13.5
'O.7

3.1

4.7
2.6
5.7
1.9

O.4
1.9

1.9

4.0

3.2

26.3
4.4

O.3
O.6
o.o

02
-3.0

o.o
O.1

o.o
o.o
O.1

o.o
O.4

O.2
O.1

O.1

-1.5

O.6
6.1

3.9
o.o
O.3
1.0

1.5

O.7
O.8

O.5
O.5

10.0
4.9

2.2

29.5
3.8
o.o
o.o
1.9

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
O.1

o.o

o.o

o.o

O.2

13.7
o.o
1.3

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o

o.o
o.o

02
O.8

o.o

o.o
8.9

O.5

Positive number indicates export taxes and negative numbers indicate export subsidies.
qb•C see Table 1.

Source: GTAP database, Version 4.
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Vietnam, Thailand, and the Philippines,6

 Developing-country members have substantially lowered trade barriers
on a variety of manufactured products, yet some of them still maintain
relatively high tariff rates. A number of manufacturing sectors, for
example, are still highly protected in the Philippines, Thailand, and China.

In simple manufactures (e.g., textiles, clothing, and footwear), developed

countries tend to impose trade barriers to protect unskilled workers.
Nevertheless, the import protection rates on textiles and clothing are higher

in developing members than in developed members.

 On the export side, Malaysia imposes export taxes on all goods and
services with the exception of rice and wheat and processed food [Table 2 ] .

Its average export tax rate is 13.2 percent. Several APEC countries' export

subsidy rates on rice and wheat are very high, but these reflect large
domestic-world price differentials on the highly protected sector.' It is also

worth noting that, although many members rely on heavy export tax and

subsidy instruments in the grain sectors, this does not represent a
significant macro trade distortion for any country. Trade distortions on
other agriculture, manufactures, and services are the main determinants of

economywide export bias.

3 Empirical Assessments

 In this section, we exarnine both aggregate and sectoral effects of APEC

trade liberalization. To assess the implications of regional trade
liberalization, we first establish a baseline scenario that assumes no trade

liberalization during the 2000-2020 period. We then run a simulation on

nondiscriminatory APEC trade liberalization; i.e., developed members
remove import and export distortions by 2010 and developing members
remove them by 2020 on a Most-Favored Nation (MFN) basis.S

 In contrast to a free trade area where each member country removes
bilateral trade barriers on imports from other members, trade liberalization

6 These are largely caused by the imposition of import quotas on a number of agricultural

  products in these countries.

7 Japan's export subsidy rate of 83.5 percent on rice and wheat is significantly smaller than

  its import protection rate of 535 percent. This is because heavily protected paddy rice and

  wheat have negligible amount of exports compared to processed rice. In GTAP database,
  Japan's export subsidy rate on processed rice is set to zero whereas its import protection

  rates on processed rice is the same as that on paddy rice.
8 Only positive tariffs and negative export distortions (i.e., subsidies) are phased out.
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by APEC members is nondiscriminatory toward the rest of the world. Each
member submits individual action plans (IAPs) every year, which provide a

blueprint for implementing liberalization and facilitation in APEC
(Yamazawa, 1997). The general perception among the APEC leaders is that

regional integration should be nondiscriminatory toward the rest of the

world, which is consistent with the process of multilateral trade
liberalization as envisioned under the World Trade Organization (WTO).9

 Three caveats should be mentioned with regard to the APEC scenario.
First, it is assumed that APEC countries' liberalization coincides with the

Uruguay Round (UR) commitments during 1995-2000. However, a number of
countries (e.g., Chile, China, Indonesia, and the Philippines) have committed

to tariff reductions that are significantly larger than the UR commitments

(Yamazawa, 1997). Second, the baseline scenario does not incorporate
conceivable reductions in trade distortions beyond the year 2000 under the

new WTO Round. The first caveat would underestimate the impact of APEC
trade liberalization while the second would overestimate it. Third, the

assumption that all members remove trade barriers on agricultural
products by 2010 /2020 might be too optimistic. For example, Japan, Korea,

and the Philippines have excluded liberalization of rice and some other
agricultural products from their IAPs. In particular, it is highly unlikely

that Japan would liberalize its rice market by 2010. Thus, these caveats
must be borne in mind when interpreting the simulation results.

3.1 lrnpact of APEC Trade Liberalization on Real GDP
 Table 3 summarizes the impact of APEC trade liberalization, on an MFN
basis, on real GDP. It indicates percentage changes in real GDP relative to

the baseline in 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2020, as well as absolute changes (in

billions of 1995 U.S. $) in 2020. By the year 2020, real GDP of developed and

developing APEC members would increase by $42 billion and $83 billion,
respectively (the last column of the table). In addition, since there would be

no trade diversion under nondiscriminatory liberalization, the non-APEC
regions would also be able to capture nontrivial gains in real GDP ($16
billion). The gains in real GDP are distributed very unevenly, however. In
                                                L2020, the Philippines would realize a 3.8 percent increase in real GDP over

the baseline projection, followed by Thailand (1.6 percent), Vietnam (1.4
percent), Singapore (1.3 percent), and Taiwan (1.1 percent). In percentage

9 See, e.g., Lloyd (1996), Oxley (1996), Tan (1998), and Yamazawa (1996).
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                 Table 3
Changes in Real GDP relative to the Baseline Values

Percentage changes

CountryRegion 2005 201O 2015 2020

Absolute
changes
in 202oa

Australasia
Japan
China (incl. Hong Kong)
Korea
Taiwan
Singapore
rvfalaysia

Thailand
lndonesia
Philippines

Vietnam
Canada
United States

Mexico
Chile
Other Latin Arnerica
Europe
Rest of World

Developed APEC
Developing APEC
Non-APEC Countries

O.1

O.1

O.2
O.1

O.2

O.2
O.3

O.3

o.o

O.4
O.3

o.o

o.o
o.o
o.o

o.o
o.o
o.o

o.o
O.1

o.o

O.2
O.2
O.4

O.3

O.5

O.6
O.6
O.7
o.!

1.2

O.7
o.o
O.1

o.o
O.2

o.o
o.o
o.e

O.1

O.3

o.o

O.5

O.2

O.7
O.4
O.8
1.0

O.8
1.2

O.3

2.4
1.1

o.o
O.1

o.o

O.3
o.o
o.o
o.o

O.2
O.5

o.o

O.7

02
O.9

O.5
1.1

1.3

O.9
1.6

O.4

3.8
1.4

O.1

02
o.o

o.s
O.1

O.1

O.1

O.2

O.7
O.1

 5.8
13.0

38.8

 6,6
11.8

 3.4
 3,2
 6.9
 2,1
 8.2
 O.7
 O.6
22.8
 O.2
 1,2
 2,4
 9.2
 4.2

42.2
83.0
15.9

a Billions of 1995 U.S. dollars.
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terms, an increase in real GDP is very small in Japan, Canada, the United

States, and Mexico.'O

 The real GDP gains reported in this paper are significantly smaller than
those obtained in our earlier study (Lee et al., 1999) for two major reasons.

First, the model used here is calibrated to the 1995 database, whereas we

used the 1992 database in the previous study. During the three-year period,

some APEC countries reduced trade barriers significantly, resulting in
much Iower trade distortions in the base year. For example, Thailand
lowered its average tariff rate from 31.6 to 13.1 percent, and Indonesia from

12.3 to 6.7 percent during 1992-95. Second, some modifications in the

structure of t•he APEC model would affect simulation results. Most
importantly, the newly incorporated assumption of imperfect substitu-
tability between domestically produced goods and exported goods, which
are represented by CET functions, would reduce the impact of the removal

of trade distortions.

 While countries with higher initial protection rates generally achieve
greater efficiency gains from trade reform, the extent of welfare gains

depends upon several other factors. Singapore has the lowest average rate
of protection (with the exception of Hong Kong which is aggregated into
China), but its real GDP gains are relatively large. This is because its

export to GDP ratio and intra-APEC trade share are both extremely high,

and an APEC-wide trade liberalization would enable it to capture a
relatively large gain through export expansion.

 Canada and Mexico gain very little from APEC trade liberalization. This

is because about three-quarters of Canadian and Mexican exports were
destined to the United States in 1995, and the U.S. tariff rates on Canadian

and Mexican products were already quite low.ii Thus, the benefits for

10 Studies evaluating the effects of alternative trade liberalization scenarios among Asia-
  Pacific countries include Brown et al. (1996), Lee and Woodall (1998), Lee et al. (1999),

  Lewis et al. (1995), Yang et al. (1998), and Young and Chye (1997). These studies generally

  find that, in percentage terms, both discriminatory and nondiscriminatoty liberalization

  by East Asian or APEC countries would lead to welfare gains to developing countries
  (e.g., China and ASEAN) that are significantly greater than those to developed countries.

  Recent studies assessing the impact of the Uruguay Round (e.g., Francois et al., 1996,
  1997; Goldin et al., 1993; Harrison et al., 1996; Hertel et al., 1996; Yang et al., 1997) also

  show substantial variations in the distribution of world welfare gains across regions.

11 While we only summarize APEC countries' average protection rates by commodity in
  Table 2, the GTAP database provide protection rates by trading partner and by
  commodity.
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Canada and Mexico are expected to be very small because of their low
trade shares with non-U.S. APEC members.
 A major reason why the U.S. gains (in percentage terms) are small might

be because ad valorem equivalents of nontariff measures (NTMs) in
services are not estimated in the base year. The frequency of NTMs in

various categories of services in APEC countries suggests that the
magnitude of barriers to trade in services may be extremely large (APEC
and PECC, 1995). However, there is no proper method to convert frequency

ratios into ad valorem equivalents, and no attempt has been made in the
present study. Service exports accounted for approximately one-quarter of

U.S. exports in 1995, and its share in total exports would have been much

greater in the absence of regulations in its trading partners. Since the U.S.

has comparative advantage in services, service trade liberalization is
expected to bring substantial benefits.

 Another limitation of this study is that we have only considered trade
liberalization. Liberalization on foreign direct investment (FDI) is expected

to bring additional gains. Lee and Roland-Holst (1998) show that, in the

context of U.S-Japan trade, capital mobility increases the welfare gains to
both countries that accrue from bilateral trade liberalization. Petri (1997)

conducts APEC trade and FDI liberalization experiments and finds that an

exclusion of FDI liberalization would diminish global welfare gains
resulting from APEC'liberalization by $60 billion, or 23 percent of full

Iiberalization.'2 These results confirm our a priori expectation that the

removal of investment barriers would lead to additional real output and
income gains, which could be substantial for developing members.

3.2 Sectoral Results

 Although the real GDP results of the liberalization scenarios indicate the

overall gains in the standard of living resulting from the removal of trade

distortions, economywide efficiency gains are rare}y distributed uniformly

across sectors. Trade liberalization might lead to a sharp contraction of

output and employment in highly protected activities, and the adversely
affected sectors are likely to strongly oppose trade reform.

 In many of the previous studies assessing the impact of APEC trade

12 Other relevant work in this area includes Walmsley (1999), who modifies the standard

  GTAP model and incorporates the existence of foreign ownership of capital and land.
  She finds that the foreign ownership of assets has a significant effect on the results of

  trade liberalization in the Asia-Pacific region.
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liberalization (e.g., APEC, 1997; McKibbin, 1998; Yang et al., 1998), sectoral

effects are not evaluated. However, aggregate results reveal only part of

the story and can give misleading signals about the political feasibility of

trade accords. Since trade policy is often formulated from the bottom up,

a modern view of national interest, such as that based on trade reciprocity

and open multilateralism, might encounter conflicts with established
domestic interests.

 Table 4 provides absolute and percentage changes in sectoral output,
exports, and imports resulting from APEC liberalization compared with the

projected baseline values in 2020, Since rice and wheat are the most
protected products in many East Asian members, the removal of trade
distortions in these products can lead to extreme adjustments. In
particular, Japan's output of rice and wheat is estimated to contract by 56

percent while its imports would rise by almost 700 percent compared with

the baseline values in 2020. By contrast, countries that export relatively

large shares of rice and wheat would experience sharp increases in output.

Driven by a surge in exports, the output of rice and wheat in Australasia,

Canada, and the United States is expected to rise by 108, 69, and 49 percent,

respectively.

 The agricultural exporters would generally experience reductions in
manufacturing output because labor and capital are drawn into the
agricultural sectors.'3 For example, the United States would experience

reductions in growth rates of manufactures with the exception of processed

food, wood and paper, and chemicals. However, increases in output of
agricultural sectors and service-oriented sectors (sectors 13-16) would more

than offset the reductions in manufacturing output.

 In China, Asian NIEs (Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore), and the ASEAN-4
countries (Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines), exports and

imports increase in all manufacturing sectors. Not only would they expand
production of labor-intensive manufactures (e.g., textiles and clothing), but

most of the Asian developing countries also increase output of the great
majority of capital-intensive manufactures.

 Korea and Taiwan's results are somewhat similar to' Japan's as
agricultural sectors contract (relative to the baseline case) and all

13 This result crucially depends upon the assumption that labor is homogeneous and
  perfectly mobile across sectors. Had we disaggregated labor by type and skill, labor
  mobility would have been limited and many of the manufacturing sectors might not
  have contracted.



              Table 4
Changes in Sectoral Outpug Exports, and imports relative to the Baseline, 2020

        foMions of 1995 U.S. dollars, percent)

Australasia Japan China (incl. Hong Kong)

Output Exports lmports output Exports lmports outpnt Exports lmports

($bn) (O/e) ($lm) (O/e) ($bn) (O/o) ($bn) (O/o) ($trn) (e/e) ($bn) ("/o) ($tm) (O/o) ($lm) (e/o) ($bo) (O/e)

1 Rice and wiieat

2 Otheragrialture
3 Caal, oil., and gas

4 onermining
5 Processed fbod
6 Textiles, clotlimg

7 Wood and paper
8 Chernicals

9 Metalsandptod.
10 Machinay
11 Transportequip.

12 Othermanufac
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14 Elecnicity

15 Tradeandtransp.
16 Otherservices
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Table 4 (condnued)

Korea Taiwan Singapore

output Exports lmPCnts output Expcrrts imports outpnt Exports lmports

($lm) (e/o) ($hn) (O/e) ($tm) (O/e) ($hn) (O/o) ($bn) (O/o) ($lm) (O/o) ($tm) (O/o) ($tm) (O/o) ($bn) (O/e)

1 kice and wiieat

2 Otheragriculture
3 Coal, oil, and gas

4 cuerrnming
5 Processed fbod
6 Textiles, clothing

7 Wood and paper
8 Cheniicals

9 Metalsandptod.
10 Machinery
11 Transportequip.

12 Othermanufac
13 ConstruCtion
14 Electricity

15 Tradeandtransp.
16 Other services
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Table 4 (continued)

Malaysia Thailand lndonesia

output Experts lmpcnts output Exp(rrts lmpons Chitpnt Expcnts lmperts

($tn) (o/o) ($tn) (o/o) ($tm) (o/Q) ($tm) (e/o) ($lm) (o/o) ($lm) (o/o) ($lm) (e/o) ($lm) (o/o) ($tm) (olo)

1 ruce and wheat
2 Otlieraghculture
3 Coal, oil, and gas

4 omermining
5 Processedf6od
6 Textiles, clothing

7 Wood and papc r
8 Chernicals

9 Metalsandpsod.
10 mbchinery
11 Transportequip.
12 Othermanufac
13 Construction
14 Electricity

15 Trade and transp.

I6 Other services
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Table 4 (continued)

Philippines Vietnam Canada

outpnt Experts imports output Exports lmports outpat Expc)rts impo!ts

($hn) (O/o) (Slm) (Olo) ($tm) (O/o) ($bo) (elo) (Sbo) (o/o) ($tn) (o/o) ($tm) (O/o) ($hn) (O/e) ($tM) (O/e)

1 rdce and wheat
2 oneragricutture
3 Coal, oil, and gas

4 omermming
5 Hocessed fbod
6 Textilea clothing

7 Wood and paper
8 Cheniicals

9 Metalsandpeod.
10 Machinery
11 Ttansportequip.
12 Othermmufac..
13 Construodon
14 Electricity

15 Tradeandtransp.
16 Otherservices
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Table 4 (continued)

United States Mexico Chile

outpat Exports lmports output Exports lmports output Exports imports

($hn) (O/o) ($bn) (O/o) ($bn) (O/o) ($lm) (O/e) ($bn) (O/o) ($bn) ("/o) ($hn) (O/e) ($bn) (O/e) ($bn) (e/o)

1 Rice and wiieat

2 Otheragriculture
3 Coal, oil, and gas

4 Otherrriming
5 Processed fbod
6 Textiles, clothing

7 Wood andpaper
8 Chemicals
9 Metalsandpsod.

10 Machnay
11 Transportequip.
12 Othermanufac
13 Construction
14 Electricity

15 Trade and transp.

16 Otherservices
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manufacturing sectors expand except transport equipment in Taiwan. One
notable difference is that the reductions in agricultural output in these two

countries' are significantly smaller than in Japan mainly because of their

much lower initial protection rates on agricultural products.

 In China, removing the trade distortions would result in a fall in
agricultural output, posing a potential problem on food supply in the long

run. Real output of a number of manufacturing and service-oriented
sectors would increase over the baseline level, where Hong Kong's
comparative advantage in manufactures and services might be contributing
significantly to these results.

 Large structural adjustment•s occur in ASEAN eount.ries, particularly in

the Philippines. Textile and clothing output would increase in all six ASEAN

countries reported in Table 4, ranging from 7.3 percent in Singapore to 42.1

percent in the Philippines. Machinery is another sector that expands in all

the ASEAN countries. In the Philippines APEC trade liberalization would

lead to output increases in all manufacturing sectors in excess of 20 percent

over the baseline values in 2020.

 Relatively small structural adjustments are predicted to occur in Mexico

and Chile. In Mexico, output growth is higher in fossil fuels, metals and

products, machinery, and transport equipment over baseline projections,
whereas it is lower in rice and wheat, textiles and clothing, and other

manufactures. The sectoral results for Chile are consistent with our a

priori expectations on output adjustments for a resource-abundant
country. Real output growth is faster under the liberalization scenario in

other agriculture, fossil fuels, other mining, wood and paper, and
nonferrous metals (aggregated into metals and products), largely driven by

new export demand. Real output growth becomes slower in textiles and
clothing, machinery, and other manufactures.

 Although not reported in this paper, we also conducted a discriminatory

liberalization experiment. Standard deviations of changes in real output

relative to the baseline are not significantly different .between the

discriminatory and nondiscriminatory scenarios in most of the APEC
countries/regions. For products with comparative disadvantage, such as

agriculture and processed food in Japan and clothing in developed
members, the shares of intra-APEC imports are extremely high. Thus, even

though these products suffer greater output losses under nondiscrimi-
natory liberalization, additional contractions are relatively small.
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4 Conelusions

 At the turn of this century, most of the nations bordering the Pacific have

embarked upon an ambitious plan for open multilateralism. Although the
aggregate benefits from more efficient regional specialization are readily

apparent, more detailed adjustment costs en route to Pan-Pacific free trade

are more difficult to ascertain but unlikely to be negligible in domestic

policy agendas. For this reason, implementation of this trade reform
agenda ean be facilitated by a deeper understanding of these adjustment
patterns, including the magnitude and incidence of their economic costs.

 In that spirit, this paper has provided general equilibrium estimates of the

impact of APEC trade liberalization on real GDP, sectoral output, exports

and imports. Compared with the baseline scenario where no trade
liberalization is assumed during 2000-2020, real GDP of developed and
developing APEC members is predicted to increase by $42 billion and $83

billion, respectively, by the year 2020 while that of non-APEC members
would increase by $16 billion. The estimates based on our dynamic CGE

model are not forecasts, however. They depend upon the model structure,
parameter values, and policy scenarios, The present model does not
incorporate such features as scale economies or human capital in the
production function. The inclusion of these factors with dynamic
specification is likely to result in a substantially larger impact of
liberalization.'4 In addition, we have only considered liberalization of

merchandise trade and did not include liberalization of service trade or
investment in this study. Thus our results may be considered a lower end of

the full impact of APEC liberalization.

 APEC members submit individual action plans (IAPs) each year,
providing their own liberalization and facilitation plans for the short-,

medium- and long-term horizons and unilaterally reduces its trade barriers

accordingly. However, the implementation of IAPs is non-binding and
several member governments are thus reluctant to remove trade barriers
on politically sensitive sectors, particular when the domestic economy is

experiencing a recession or crisis. Nonetheless, if each government
implements an adjustment program, including the training of workers in

14 Francois et al. (1997) show that the welfare gains resulting from the Uruguay Round

  agreement under increasing returns to scale and monopolistic competition could be
  almost three times as large as those when constant returns and perfect competition are

  assumed.
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depressed sectors, the social costs of economic transition could be
mitigated. Overall, APEC trade liberalization would produce trade
expansion in most product categories, especially inexpensive imports at the

expense of high-priced domestic products.

 AIthough the assessments of APEC liberalization would be enhanced by
extension of our model, as well as by more careful evaluation of IAPs, our

results provide some important poljcy implications. First, despite large
disparities in per capita income, nondiscriminatory liberalization promises

substantial benefits to the APEC member countries and people in the
Pacific Basin. These benefits appear to outweigh the adjustment costs of

attaining a higher and more sustainable growth trajectory. Second, while

the adjustments may be difficult for some groups, they are necessary if

each of the member economies and the region as a whole is to realize its

full economic potential. A dynamic economy cannot avoid experiencing
structural adjustments, inasmuch as technological innovation and growth-

induced changes in consumption and production patterns would require
such adjustments. Finally, while APEC liberalization is a good long-term

prescription for regional growth, speeding up the process would also be
good First Aid for a country such as Indonesia that is still experiencing

economic crisis. Economies dealing with both recession and the prospect of

globalization should focus their resources on the recovery of export-
oriented activities to secure a more sustainable basis for economic recovery

and future growth.
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1. Introduetion

 Depending on developments of technology, especially of transportations

and telecommunications and more recently of the information technology,

a world economy with many countries has rapidly integrated into a global
one. International trade of goods is growing faster than GDP growth rates,

with trade liberalizations under GATT and WTO. International service
trade is also growing, on average, faster than GDP growth rates with
deregulation of service trades and of DFI in service sectors.

 More impressive globalization has been accomplished by international
activities by business firms. DFI among developed countries has integrated

segmented markets into one world market. Multinational enterprises form

their organizations taking into account of global strategies. DFI into

developing countries has facilitated economic development of receiving
countries and has pushed internationalization of their domestic markets.

The technology developments have made optimum size of markets and of
business organizations larger and larger. The economy of scale and the

economy of scope have become dominant factors to determine sizes of
economic activities. International M&A between large enterprises is
common at the end of 20th century (see Table 16 in Appendix).

 International capital movements are far more global than goods and
service movements. As often pointed out, the capital accounts in the balance

of payments are net capital movements flows and values of grolss capital
flows are much larger than the net values, some times more than hundreds
times. An accumulation of financial assets has increased a stock value of

international funds and this has been invested in global market.
International portfolio selection of the funds is an important business
activity in many financial organizations and business enterprises.

 Liberalization of capital movements and deregulation of financial sector,

these are on going trends in the recent world, which have pressures of
forming a global market mechanism. An efficient use of funds is beneficial

for both funds holders and funds users, and a global capital market is
thought to be more efficient than locally segmented markets. This is true in

a stable situatioB of a global capital market, without market failures.
However, it is well known that capital markets are not only always stable

but also are not effective in the sense of including market failure. Massive

free short-term capital movements are often criticized to be unstable.
Actually, speculative short-term capital movements have triggered many
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          .currency crlses.
  Under these global economic activities and these developments of global

markets, it becomes an important issue to design financial architecture,

especially a new international monetary system. In this paper, we will
discuss a possibility of Asian monetary cooperation as a first step to
design a system of one global monetary unit, world money. In the following

section, we will discuss formal evaluation of a fixed exchange rate system

and a flexible exchange rate system, and will speculate to the better system

of the one global money.
 In section 3, we will discuss possibilities of Asian, especially East Asian,

monetary cooperation, depending on macroeconomic indicators. Final
section will be used for making bridge from a system with East Asian
monetary cooperation to a system of global money.

2. Fixed rates vs. flexible rates

 If a foreign exchange rate is stable in both senses of smaller volatility and

of market stability, a risk cover for exchange rate uncertainties will not be

difficult or costly. The adjustable peg IMF system after the world war 2nd

worked well for two decades to facilitate international transactions where
                                                          '
US$ was convertible to monetary gold and the other countries tried to fix

their exchange rates to US$. International capital movements are rather

regulated to protect fixed exchange rates.

 After the stop of convertibility of US$ to the monetary gold, foreign

exchange rates have fluctuated to find appropriate rates. Depreciations of

US$ might called for jump up of oil prices in 1970s. International portfolio

managements become important under flexible rates. Oil money flows
caused debt problems to developing countries. Financial deregulation and
liberalization of international capital flows have been promoted. It is not

clear whether foreign exchange risk under flexible rates deteriorated

international transactions or not, but short-term capital movements,
speculating for foreign exchange rates, triggered currency crises. With debt

crises and currency crises, people understand that it is necessary to design

a stable new international monetary system.

 Debate about foreign exchange rate systems, especially between fixed
rates and flexible rates, has been continued. Under fixed rates, long-run

inflation rates cannot be different among fixing member countries, and
even in a short-run, interest rates cannot be different with free capital
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mobility. Monetary authority in most member countries must follows
obligation to maintain its exchange rate, and thus loses its independence of

monetary policy. To maintain fixed exchange rates of N member countries,

N-1 effective instruments of N-1 countries are used and remained Nth
country is free from an exchange rate policy. The burden of the
maintaining exchange rates could be shared with N countries and the
member countries can collectively use remained part of their policy for

collective targets, such as inflation rates or interest rates. However
monetary policy coordination might be difficult with many currencies of

member countries.
 Aiihough a monetary independence is abandoned in fixed rates, utility or

usefulness of each currency will be increased. A stability of value is a most

important factor for money to be accepted. With currencies of stable
exchange rates, international transactions will be facilitated. Especially

international transactions of financial assets in different currencies will be

directed to more productive ways than mere reshuffling for capital gains.

 Fixed rate system is effective and is efficient when the rates are
appropriate levels and are accepted with confidence by many countries.
When gold or real goods sustain the value of currency, it become important

to stabilize the gold price or the commodity prices. When government
authority maintains its currency value without gold or goods, there is no

clear foundation for the value, Fixing exchange rates without some
foundation is very difficult and monetary cooperation becomes a play on
knife-edges. Now we are in the situation that a currency has no backup like

gold or some common foundation. A foreign reserve like US$ is not stable

in value and it is difficult to accumulate enough amount of reserves against

speculative currency attacks.

 A flexible exchange rate system is accepted as better system than the
adjustable peg system of IMF in 1973.It is expected that exchange rate
adjustments work to remove current accounts imbalances and speculations
are two ways and are stabilizing. However, it becomes clear that a flexible

rate system is not ideal and was selected in the difficult stage before
making better system. Without consensus about global systerh of exchange

rates, a flexible rate system is the only way for which major countries,

pursuing monetary independence, will accept. Of course, it is possible for

some countries to select fixed rates or some mixture system of fixed and
flexible rates. In these cases the countries abandon their independenee of

monetary policy, at least partially.
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 Flexible rates have exchange risks and an exchange rate overshooting has

become one of common feature in currency markets. Speculations are often

to be one way and overshooting or bandwagon effects produce unstable
situations. Massive short-term capital movements easily produce currency

crises. Some times the currency crises accompany financial crises. In spite

of these defects, it is considered that a f!exible rate system is a better sys-

tem. This is a only consistent system with a monetary independence, which

is thought to be one the most important matter for national sovereignty.

 Now the question is whether the monetary independence has large merit
or not. Our argument is the merit is not large enough to overcome costs of

exchange risks and speculative risks. The merit is rather defensive against

bad effects of foreign monetary policies. If a large foreign country takes

more inflationary policies or high interest rate policies, an exchange rate

fixing country to the foreign currency should accept its policies and must

follow the similar domestic policies. To avoid the effects of high inflations

or the high interest rates, the latter country should take flexible rates. The

point is whether independent inflation rates are important matters or not.

One answer for this is, no merit in the long run if quantity theory of money

holds. Another answer is that long run economic growth rates will change

depending on inflation rates, and an optimum inflation rate might be
chosen in each country. In this case, monetary independence has some
merit but the next question is whether the optimum inflation rates are very

different among countries or not. We need more investigations about this

question but we expect that the optimum inflation rates among advanced
countries are not much different. Some inflation rate could be accepted
among those countries to enjoy advantages of fixed rates.

 A monetary independence might be necessary for short run stabilization

policies. Interest rates can be different among countries with offsetting

capital gains or losses, taking into account of risk factors. The foreign

exchange rate movements adjust the capital gains and losses and these are

important mechanisms of flexible rates. If an exchange rate is fixed, price

movements of financial assets will adjust to produce the same interest rates

among exchange rate fixing countries. International profit rates of
financial assets should be equalized either through exchange rate
adjustments or through asset price adjustments. In the global market of
funds there will be no merit of adjustments through foreign exchange rates,

which increase exchange risks.

  We are now in the position to change the way of thinking to the direction
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of constructing new financial architecture of an international monetary

system. If both fixed and flexible rate systems are not good and
intermediaries of the two are by and large not better, the new system
should be the one with global money. An optimum currency area argument,
which was originally proposed by R. A. Mundell, is the central issue at this

pomt.

3. Asian monetary cooperation

 The experiences of EMU and experiments of Euro have given a confidence

to monetary authorities in the world that a monetary cooperation among
member countries is not costly burden relative to the merits of usefulness

of money. Of course the way to Euro was not straight and the historical
experiment has just started. This experiment may confront difficulties, but

it should not be fail.

 Euro in EU is introduced to compete with Dollar, and there are two
currency areas with three economic areas. Asia, one of the economic areas,

has no regional common currencies to facilitate regional transactions. The

Asian currency & financial crisis has indicated that the crisis might be
much smaller if Asia has some regional common currency. Asia depends on

Dollar and US did not extend sufficient supports to Asian countries in
difficulty. IMF supports had enlarged the size of crisis, which push
monetary authorities in those countries to follow international, American

in reality, financial standard. Each country wants to defend its own
financial system. However, a financial globalization has made it difficult to

defend from speculative currency attack by small one country. Without
global defense systems, it might be necessary to make regional defense

systems. Organizing an Asia currency area and using an Asian common
currency will be necessary to defend Asian financial system, we think. At

least it will be necessary to investigate the possibilities of the Asian

common currency.
 To make a currency area, member countries should cooperate to keep a
similar inflation rates and similar interest rates. They should coordinate

their money supplies to economic growth rates and should keep macro
economic indicators to be acceptable among member cbuntries. Another
important factor to form currency area is levels of intra-regional
transaction or of interdependencies among regional members.

 We are now in the position to investigate data of Asian countries
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referencing to European data. Macro economic indicators in both regions
are as follows.

         Table 1 Asia: average annual growth rate in 1980s(1980-89) (%)

Japan Korea China Indonesia Malaysia Philippines Singapore Thailand

GDP 3.8 8.0 9.9 5.8 5.7 1.9 7.2 7.1

CPI 2.5 8.1 7.1 9.6 3.6 14.4 2.7 5.7

Ml 5.0 16.4 20.6 20.5 10.1 16.5 9.3 11.0

Ml-GDP 1.2 8.4 10.7 14.7 4.4 14.6 2.1 3.9

Note : China exclude Hong Kong
Source :IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbooho

     Table 2 Asia; average annual growth rate in 1990s(1990-96) (%)

Japan Korea China Indonesia Malaysia Philippines Singapore Thailand

GDP 1.4 7.7 11.6 7.2 8.8 2.8 8.3 8.6

CPI 1.4 6.4 9.5 8.6 3.7 10.7 2.5 5.1

Ml 7.4 16.0 25.8 14.3 19.3 16.3 10.3 13.5

Ml-GDP 6.0 8.3 14.2 7.1 10.5 13.5 2.0 4.9

Note : China exclude Hong Kong
Source :IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbooho

     Table 3 EU: average annual growth rate in 1980s(1980-89) (%o)

Austria Belgium Denmark France Germany Ireland Italy

GDP 2.09 3.37 1.82 2.28 1.79 3.46 2.38

CPI 3.83 4.72 6.90 7.38 2.91 9.35 11.2

Ml 6.60 6.41 12.38 8,06 6.36 7.79 11,15

Ml-GDP 4.51 3.04 10.55 5.78 4.57 4.33 8.77

(continued)

Netherlands Portugal Spain Sweden U.K.

GDP 1.91 2.73 2.77 2.10 2.43

CPI 2.87. 17.67 10.26 8.08 7.32

Ml 6.82 19.02 15.90 7.55 5.07

Ml-GDP 4.91 16.29 13.13 5.45 2.64

Source : IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbooho
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Table 4 EU: average annual growth rate in 1990s(1990-97) (%)

Austria Belgium Denmark France Germany Ireland Italy

GDP 2.33 1.69 2.34 1.49 3.52 6.59 1.25

CPI 2.83 2.41 2.10 2.22 2.62 2.38 4.70

Ml 7.79 2.81 5.48 2.30 9.84 10.32 5.25

Ml-GDP 5.46 1.12 3.14 O.81 6.32 3.73 4.00

(continued)

Netherlands Portugal Spain Sweden UK
GDP 2,62 2.74 2.02 O.80 1.58

CPI 2.54 6,85 4.76 4.00 4.02

Ml 7,38 11.56 7.18 4.79 4.88

MleGDP 4.76 8.82 5.16 4.00 3.31

    Source :IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbooho

 Inflation rates in 1990s are more different among Asian countries in table

2, from 1.410)6 in Japan and 2.5%o in Singapore to 10.7%o in Philippines and

9.59(o( in China, relatively to EU member countries in 1990s. In EU, lowest is

2,1%o in Belgium and highest in 6.85%o in Portugal. This shows that it is more

necessary to unify inflation rates in Asian members. However, if inflation

rates of Asia in 1990s are compared to EU data in 1980s, the divergence

among Asian members is not much different from the one in EU members.
It might be possible to say that Asia is ready to form currency area in near

future. The comparison of Table 1 and Table 2 shows that inflation rates in

Asian members are stabilizing and moving toward unification, with rapid
economic development in this area.

 We can find similar results for the indicator "Ml growth rate minus GDP
growth rate", and this implies that money supply policies in Asian members

are not more divergent relative to those in EU members. Monetary policy

coordination among Asian member counties is not unrealistic from our
data.

 Comparison of lending rates will be possible, using Table 12 and Table 13

in Appendix. In 1994, lending rates in Asia are low in, Japan 4.13% and
Singapore 5.88%o and are high in Indonesia 17.76%o and Philippines 15.06% In

EU, low rates are UK 5.96%o and Ireland 6.13%o and high rates are 27.44 in

Greece and 15.01S)(of in Portugal. We cannot say that interest rates are much

different among Asian countries, compared with those among EU members.
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 Table 14 and Table 15 show that general government balance (deficit)

indicators are rather better in Asian members relative to those in EU
members. This will imply the less restrictions for fiscal policies and smaller

costs of lose monetary independences in Asian members are than those in

EU members.
 Let us turn to the data about intra-regional trade interdependences.

             Table5 Asia members: weight of imports (906)

Japan Korea China ASEAN Total

Japan 1980 2.15 3.48 15.1 20.74

1985 3.18 5.60 14.12 22.90

1990 4.99 6.05 11.92 22.96

1996 4.57 12.8 14.05 30.92

Korea 1980 26,55 O.44 6.17 33.71

1985 24.33 1.44 7.79 33.74

1990 26.6 O.88 6.90 34.38

1996 20.88 6.43 7.54 34.85

China 1980 24.61 3.81 7.13 35.55

1985 30.49 3.64 4.71 38.85

1990 15.28 2.81 6.85 24.95

1996 16.63 6.51 9.18 32.32

ASEAN 1980 21.84 1.67 4.41 17.21 45.13

1985 20.83 2.07 6.90 18.73 48.53

1990 19.53 3.19 5.24 15.45 43.41

1996 22.04 4.37 5.30 18.41 50.13

Comment :China include Hong Kong. ASEAN: Indonesia, Malaysia,
            Philippines, Singapore, Thailand

Source :IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics, Yearbooko
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Table 6 Asian members: weight of exports (%)

Japan Korea China ASEAN Total
Japan 1980 4.13 7.58 10.04 21.76

1985 4.03 10.77 6.33 21.14

1990 6.08 6.69 11.47 24.25

1996 7.15 11.48 17.50 36.13

Korea 1980 17,43 4.72 6.51 28.65

1985 15.01 5.17 5.02 25.19

1990 19.44 5.81 7.78 33.04

1996 12.34 17.48 14.33 44.15

China 1980 13.05 O.60 8.96 22.61

1985 14.05 O.95 8.23 23.23

1990 22,61 2.85 11.85 37.30

1996 16.45 3.15 6.17 25,77

ASEAN 1980 26.80 1.65 4.67 16.71 49.82

1985 25.53 3.20 5.33 19.02 53.09

1990 18.43 3.25 6.42 18.14 46.25

1996 14.16 3.57 9.13 22.27 49,12

Comment :China include Hong Kong. ASEAN: Indonesia, Malaysia,
            Philippines, Singapore, Thailand
Source :IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics, Yearbooko

    Table 7 EURO : weight of intra regional exports (Billions of US$)

Intra-regionalexports Totalexports Weight(%)
1980 298.6 590.6 50.55

1985 262.2 557.6 47.02

1990 652.2 1,207.2 54.03

1995 840.4 1638.3' 51.29

1996 841.0 1673.6' 50.25

1997 822.3 1,680.1 48.94

    Comment :EURO 11 members :Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
             France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Nether-
             lands, Portugal
    Source :IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics, Yearbooho

 Table 5 and Table 6 show that the trade dependency among Asia members
has tremendously increased from 1980 to 1996 and it is now more than 30906o

of exports and imports is intra members trade. Compared with Table 7,
which shows intra regional exports of EURO members is about 500/o , Asian

members trade interdependency level is not relatively high. However, the
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figure in Asia of more than 30906o is not small, if we take into accounts that

the Asian members form export-oriented area to large markets in EU and
US, If the market size of Asia becomes large, with rapid developments in
member countries, especially in China and ASEAN, intra regional trade will
increase further. The recent movements to make free trade areas in Asia
will be good news for this. EURO members' figure of 509(ol could be
discounted if we take into accounts the regional geography of compound
area consisting with many small members, In the case of the Asian region,
geographical diversities and geographical distances might be another
factors to reduce the figure, but these factors will be reduced quickly by
technology innovations. The figures oÅí ASEAN about 50 %o suggest this. We
can find similar relations of indicators in Table 9, Table 10 and Table 11, in

Appendix. The coefficient of interdependence in Asia is not high but is
catching up gradually to the one of EURO members.
 In case of the Asian region, DFI dependences are also important. The
trend of DFI was from Japan to Asia NIEs, and this changed to ASEAN
and is now to China. In the mean time, Asia NIEs have graduated and
started to make DFI to ASEAN and to China. Now ASEAN is not only
trying to invite DFI in high-tech industry but also is planning to graduate
and to make DFI to China and also to neighbors of ASEAN(See Table8).
These DFI network will increase the interdependency among regional
members, in trade and in finance. To protect these intra regional relations,

it is necessary to have regional financial systems like Asian currency area,

Table 8 Asian Shares of FDI Inflow in Asian Countries (Millions of US$, %)

Asian(Japan) Total Shares(Japan)
Korea 1990

1996

257(236)

1,202(255)

803

3,203

32.0(29.4)

37.5(7.6)

China 1990

1996

4,440(457)

44,111(5,131)

6,596

73,276

67.3(6.9)

60.2(7.0)

Thailand 1990

1996

4,827(2,757)

9,122(6,156)

8,182

13,050

59.0(33.7)

69.9(47.2)

Malaysia 1990

1996

973(657)

4,O06(1,831)

2,303

6,780

42.3(28.5)

59.1(27,O)

Indonesia 1990

1996

4,221(2,241)

16,147(7,655)

8,750

29,931

48.2(25,6)

53.9(25.6)

Philippines 1990

1996

494(271)

384(58)

851

967

58.1(31.8)

39.7(6.0)

Note:1) Asian members include Japan, Korea, China, Hong Kong,
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    2)
Source

Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand

Contract Base
: JETRO, VVhite Paper on Foreign Direct Investrnent, 1999,

4. For one world money

 It is convenient to use domestic currency for international trades and
investments. It is US who takes advantages of this and EU is planning to
take this advantage at least within Euro members. There is no such country

in Asia and Japanese Yen is partially used in trades and in investments in
.Asia. Transactions of Asian countries mostly depend on US $ and currency

crisis and following financial crisis had accompanied Dollar shortages in

countries of crisis. If Asian regional money (let us say ACU: Asian
Currency Unit) is used in international transactions, effects of currency

crisis will be mitigated and will be resolved by cooperative managements of

ACU member countries.
 A starting point of producing regional currency ACU will be fixing
exchange rates of currencies in member countries to ACU and holding ACU

reserves. Monetary policy coordination and also government fiscal
constraints among member countries should be well planed. We already
have the experiences of Euro in EU. The question is whether the Euro
procedure is applicable or is the best way for the case of ACU. Here we do

not intend to show a scenario to ACU, but we would like to discuss some

preliminary conditions for ACU.

 In the case of EU and Euro, agreements and contracts among members
come first and then efforts for attaining agreed aims are followed. In the

case of Asia, agreements and contracts are not strict and members rather
want to enjoy contingent flexibilities. The Asian members, chosen here,
have different histories and are in different development stages. Therefore

strict and persuasive agreements and contracts might not be accepted and

APEC type more flexible methods might be preferable. Hgwever weak
monetary cooperation will call for speculative attacks and thus mitght put

the ACU design into null. To construct a currency area, strict cooperation

among members should be maintained, we think.

 The size of ACU members should be large enough to protect ACU
monetary system without non-member supports. This implies that at least

Japan, Korea, and China should be included into the members. All three
countries have strong government to control domestic financial sectors and
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are expected to be leaders of East Asia. Any one of the three could not be

a dominant leader, and the three must be core members of ACU system.
ASEAN will join to ACU system to get merits of usefulness of their
currencies. The roles of Korea and ASEAN as mediators to form ACU will
be very important to reduce conflicts for seeking an inside hegemony
between China and Japan.
 To maintain the system of fixed rates, confidence of local currency values

is important. Managements to sustain the system call for strong
coordination among monetary authorities of member countries and also
call for skilled managers and workers for the system. It might be
speculative to jump to the argument for one common currency immediately.

However, this is not unreasonable if we agree that costs for sustaining the

system of fixed rates with confidence and costs for sustaining the system

of one common currency might not be much different. The latter costs will

be smaller once the system is established. Anyway, usefulness of money will

increase and confidence for system will become strong as experiences of the

common currecy system are accumulated.
 When ACU is used for intra-Asia transaction, exchange rates between
ACU, US$, and Euro might be flexible. However coordination of the three

currency regions will mitigate exchange rate fluctuations. Final stage is the

one global currency system. Political discussions of struggles for global

hegemony might be possible but economic discussions are also.necessary
for the process to the one global currency system. Without ACU in Asia,
Asian countries should take flexible rates (or some variation of flexible

rates) or fixed rates to US$ (or Euro). Exchange rate risks and unstable

speculations could not be eliminated for Asian local currencies. Situations

of good bargains of Asian firms by EU firms and/or US firms might
appear, as the situations after the last Asian currency crises. Approaching

to the final stage of global money, Asia will have small power without ACU.

EU plus US system will become a global standard of an international mone-

tary system at expenses of Asian benefits.
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Appendix
Table 9 Asia: coefficient of interdependence (%)

Korea China ASEAN
Japan 1980 O.75 1.06 2.51

1985 O.81 1.58 1.78

1990 O.93 O.97 1.78

1996 O.89 1.61 2.24

Korea 1980 O.27 O.95

1985 O.49 1.19

1990 O.85 1.66

1996 2.28 2.60
ttttt

China 1980 1.19

1985 1.15

1990 2.21

1996 3.1

ASEAN 1980 6.4

1985 5.89

1990 7.81

1996 10.75

Comment : 1) China include Hong Kong.
        2) ASEAN include Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
          Singapore, Thailand
Source :IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics, Yearbooko International
      FinancialStatistics, Yearbooho

Table 10 ASIA : coefficient of interdepend ence (%o)

1980 1985 1990 1992 1994 1996

4.99 5.43 5.74 6.14 6.74 7.87

Comment :Asian members include Japan, Korea, China, Hong Kong,
         Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand
Source :IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics, Yearbooho Jnternational
      FinancialStatistics, Yearbooho

    Table 11 EURO members: coefficient of interdependence (%)

EUROmembers EUmembers
1980 11.52 12.58

1985 12.76 14.32

1990 12.60 13.91

1996 12.1 13.71

1997 12.95 14.51
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                '

   Comment :EURO 11 members: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
            France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
            Netherlands, Portugal
   EU members: EURO members, Greece, Spain, Sweden,
               United Kingdom
   Source :IMF,Direction of Trade Statistics, Yearbooho International

       . Financial Statistics, Yearbooko •
                                     '
                                                       '              Table 12 Asia:Lending Rate (ERd of Period) (906)

1980 1985 1990 1992 1994 1996

Japan 8.35 6,6 6.95 6.15 4.13 2.66

Korea 18.0 10.0 9.36 10.0 8.5 8.84

China 5.04 7.92 9.36 8.64 10.98 10.8

Indonesia -
21.49 20.83 24.03 17.76 19.22

Malaysia 7.75 11.54 7.17 9.31 7.61 8.89

Philippines 14.0 28.61 24.12 19.48 15.06 14.84

Singapore 11.72 7,93 7.36 5.95 5.88 6.26

Thailand 16.15 16.08 14.42 12.17 10.9 13.4

Source l IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbooho

Table 13 EU: Lending Rate (End of Period) (o/o)

1980 1985 1990 1992 1994 1996

Belgium 12.54 13 13 9.42 7.17 7.06

Luxembour 8.75 8.23 8.75 6.58 5.5 5.5

Demark 14.7 14.1 11.8 10 8.7 7.7

Finland 10.41 11.62 12.14 7.91 6.16 5.29

France 11.13 10.49 10 7.89 6.77 6.34

Germany 9.53 11.59 13.59 11.48 10.02 9.13

Ireland 12.44 11.29 12.66 6.13 5.85 6.57

Italy 18.06 14.09 15.76 11.22 12.06 9.75

Netherlands 9.25 11.75 12.75 8.29 5.9 6.13

Portugal 27.29 21.78 20.43 15.01 11.73 9.15

Greece 20.05 27.62 28.71 27.44 20.95 18.92

Spain 13.52 16.01 14.23 8.95 8.5 6.08

Sweden 16.89 16.69 152 1O.64 7.38 7.01

UK 12.33 14.75 9.42 5.48 5.96 6.58

Source : IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbooho
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Table 14 Asia: General Government Balance (as % of GDP)

1980 1985 1990 1994 1996

Japan -7.0 -4,9 -1.6 -3.1 -4.3

Korea -2.2 -1.1 O.4 O.6 O.45

China -1.5 o.o -O.8 -1.2 -O,8

HongKong 2.7 1.0 O,7 1.1 1.3

Indonesia -.2.4 -1.0 O.4 1.0 1.2

Malaysia F13.3 -7A -4.8 2.4 O.7

Philippines -1.4 -2.0 -3.5 1.1 O.3

Singapore 2.1 2.1 2.7 8.4 6.7

Thailand -6.4 -5.2 4.7 1.8 2.2

Source: EPA(Japan):

    Table 15

Asian Econorny (Ajia Keizai),

EU: General Government Balance

1998o

   (as % of GDP)

Austria Belgium Denmark France Germany Ireland Italy

1990 -2.4 -5.5 -1.5 -1.6 -2.1 -2.3
•-
11.0

1995 -5.1 -4.0 -2.4 -4.9 -3.3 -2.1 -7.7

1996 -3.7 -3.1
-p
O.9 -4.1 -3.4 -O.3 -6.6

1997 -1.9 -1.9 O.4 -3.0 -2.7 1.1 -2.7

(eontinued)

Netherlands Portugal Greece Spain Sweden U.K.
1990 -5.1 -5.1 -16.1 -4.1 4.2 -O.9

1995 -4.0 -5.7 -10.9 -7.1
•-
7.0 -5.7

1996 -2.0 -3.3 -7.5 -4.5 t3.5 -4.4

1997 -O.9 -2.5 -3.9 -2.6 -O.7 -1.9

Source : European Commission, European Econorny, No, 65,
1999.

1998. No.4,
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Table 16 Cross border M&A (Millions of US$,%)

1990 1995 1996 1997(GrowthRate)

Buybase World 159,959 237,184 274,611 341,653(24.4)

EU
America
Japan

EastAsia

90,967

21,691

25,133

4,792

98,725

65,580

16,963

19,175

114,316

65,346

12,573

21,713

127,787(11.8)

81,442(24.6)

11,710(-69)

27,732(27.7)

Sellbase World 159,959 237,184 274,611 341,653(24,4)

EU
America
Japan

EastAsia

60,320

54,297

102

8,846

74,812

62,903

1,573

25,475

76,772

70,921

4,780

35,159

133,621(74.0)

65,151(-8.1)

1,053(-78.0)

31,787(-9.6)

Source : UNCTAD,World Investment Report , 2000.
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Abstract

 This paper introduces a discretionary accrual model based on the aecounting process

developed by Dechow, Kothari and Watts (1998). Our model tries to prevent a big

proportion of nondiscretionary accruals from being judged as discretionary, Using

data from the Japanese stock market, we find that our model fits accruals much
better than versions based on Jones (1991). Evidence in this paper shows that our

model may modify the findings of previous research in two areas: 1) studies that use

the versions of Jones model to detect earnings management and 2) studies that analyze

the relation between discretionary accruals and future performance or the relation

between discretionary accruals and stock returns.
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1.Introduction

 Several studies indicate that earnings contain more information than
rather primitive constructs like operating cash flows. That is, the
correlation between earnings and contemporaneous or future stock returns

and the correlation between earnings and future performance are higher
than the correlation between cash flows from operations and these
variables. Such improvement in information content is obtained by the use

of accruals. The explanation behind this is that accruals reduce the
problems of timing in measuring cash flows over short intervals (Dechow
1994). In this sense, accruals contain the accounting adjustments necessary

to cancel variations related to the operating cash cycle. Nevertheless, since

GAAP allows certain discretion in reporting accounting numbers, there is

a possibility that accruals contain management's expectations about future

cash flows and/or management's intention to manipulate information.

 There have been several attempts to separate the nondiscretionary and
discretionary part of accruals. Among them, we find the early works of
DeAngelo (1986), Healy (1985) and Jones (1991). However, these models

ignore the relation between cash flows and accruals reported in Dechow
(1994), so some nondiscretionary accruals are misclassified as
discretionary causing a misspecification of these models.'

 This paper introduces a discretionary accrual model based on the
accounting process. To do this, we model the short-term (working capital)

part and the long-term part of accruals. Our starting point for the working

capital accruals is in the work of Dechow, Kothari and Watts (1998), in
which they present a model that explains the serial and cross-correlations

of accruals, cash flows, and earnings. The latter part is assumed to follow

a random walk. By combining them, we get a model that resembles the
accounting process much better than the Jones model and modifications of
the Jones model including cash flows. Statistical tests indicate that our

model outperforms the two models, and that the Jones model is miss-
specified because it assigns most of the information content of total
accruals to the discretionary part. This occurs despite the fact that cash

flows can explain most of accruals' behavior.

 As Bernard and Skinner (1996) point out, this miss-classification causes

1 Recent papers, such as Subramanyam (1996), Chaney, Jeter and Lewis (1998)and Jeter and
 Shivakumar (1999) add a cash flow term to the Jones model in an initial attempt to
 consider such relationship, and thus reduce this misspecification.
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problems for empirical tests. In tests of earnings management, it can cause
the researcher to find manipulation when it does not exist (or not to find

manipulation when it exists); while in tests of the information content of

discretionary accruals, it affects conclusions we can draw because the role

of discretionary accruals could appear to be larger than the role of
nondiscretionary accruals. When we explore these possibilities and use
tests similar to Dechow, Sloan and Sweeney (1995), we find that our model

has more power to detect earnings management than the other models and
that the variable used to measure performance has a strong effect in tests

of earnings management. To examine the information content of
discretionary accruals once the relation between accruals and cash flows is

considered, we replicate part of the tests presented in Chaney, Jeter and
Lewis (1998) and Subramanyam (1996). These studies report a strong role

of discretionary accruals, yet we measure the degree to which the reported

results originate from the inaccuracy of the Jones model. In general, we

find that the importance of discretionary accruals is reduced for our model

and other model using cash flows compared to results obtained with the

Jones model. We report, however, that despite the stronger role of
nondiscretionary accruals, discretionary accruals remain statistically
significant in our tests. In fact, results suggest that management might be

communicating to the stock market part of its private knowledge about the

firm's future performance by the use of discretion in accruals accounting.

Nonetheless, even though our model does a good job to capture the
accounting process, it does not consider some structural changes identified

in Hansen (1999). Therefore, the possibility that some nondiscretionary

accruals are incorrectly classified as managerial discretion still remains.

 This paper contributes to current research in several ways: 1) It
introduces a discretionary accrual model which captures the relation
between cash flows and accruals better than previous models. 2) It provides

evidence that the Jones' (1991) model miss-classifies nondiscretionary

accruals as discretionary, and shows the problems this misspecification
causes. 3) It provides international evidence of the relevance of accruals

accounting in an important market such as the Japanese stock market,
allowing comparison to previous reports in the U.S.

 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data used in
our tests and the variable definitions. Section 3 introduces a discretionary

accrual model that tries to mimic the accounting process. Section 4 shows

the statistical properties of discretionary and nondiscretionary accruals
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obtained under the different models. Section 5 analyzes the models' ability

to detect earnings management. Section 6 uses the models to analyze
income smoothing, and Section 7 concludes.

2.Research design

 This paper uses data from the Japanese stock market to analyze
discretionary accrual models. In this section, we establish the definition of

accruals based on the Japanese accounting system, and we describe the
data used in this study.

2.1 Accruats in Japan

 This paper considers the accounting differences between U.S and Japan;
therefore, our definition for accruals differs from the definition commonly

used in the U.S. The main difference arises from the existence of special

reserve accounts. That is, the Japanese tax code allows firms to set aside

funds each year against future contingencies. These include reserves
against product returns, repairs, payments on guarantees, losses due to
doubtful accounts, and payment of retirement benefits (see French and
Poterba (1991)). Japanese firms can use these reserve accounts as an

additional way to smooth income. The earnings components are defined as
follows. The item numbers oÅí the Japanese Development Bank (Kaigin)
database are in parentheses.
   Net income (NI) (293)
   Earnings before extraordinary items (EBEI)
          = NI - gain from EI (245) + loss from EI (257)

   Total accruals (TA)
          = Short-term (working capital) accruals + Long-term accruals
   Short-term (working capital) accruals (STA)

          = (ACA - AC ash) - (ACL - AFI)
   Long-term accruals (LTA) == - Dep - AAIIow

where

   ACA == change in current assets (1)
   ACash == change in cash and cash equivalents (2)
   ACL = change in current liabilities (77)
   AFI == change in financing items (82,83,84,85,86)
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   Dep =amount of depreciation not considered in inventory2
                (402-342 *(12 +13 +14)/349)

   AAIIow = change in allowances (122,123,124,125,126)
and cash flow from operations (CFO) == EBEI - TA.

 We scale all our variables by lagged total assets. We report that in
preliminary tests that measure the predictability of EBEI or CFO, the use

of lagged total assets as a deflator yields more stable variables than the

use of lagged stock prices or lagged book equity. Thus, we choose lagged

assets as the deflator in this study.

2.2 Sample

 Our sample consists of all non-financial firms listed in the first section of

the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) for which all required data are available.

For stock returns, we use the Japanese Securities Research Institute
database. All accounting information is taken from the Japanese
Development Bank (Kaigin) database. We have a maximum of 1,214 firms in

1995 and a minimum of 343 in 1962. 0riginal accounting database consists

of 33,193 firm-years, out of which 26,365 returns data are available.

2.3 Descriptive statistics

 Table 1 reports descriptive information about the variables. Earnings
before extraordinary items (EBEI) are positive in 90 percent of the sample,

while cash flow from operations (CFO) are positive 81 percent of the time.

2 This definition subtracts the depreciation cost allocated to the inventory assets
 remaining at the end of the period from the total amount of depreciation (402). Since

 STA includes the increment in the inventory assets manufactured in the current year and
 these assets have a part of the depreeiation cost of the manufacturing plants, a double

 counting problem arises. We thank Isao Nakano for bringing to our attention this
 problem. To estimate the fraction of depreciation that is double counted, we first assume
 that the first-in first-out method is followed, then we calculate a ratio of inventory assets

 (12+13+14) over the totalmanufacturing cost (349) (called V) and finally, we multiply it

 by the depreciation amount used in the production cost (342), We report that across al}
 the firm-years, the average (median) value of W is O.17 (O.13). For those firm-years with

  U above 1, we limit this value to 1. Nevertheless, we report that considering the double

 counting problem does not affect our overall conclusions. We find that when we neglect
 the problem (assuming W is equal to zero) or when we assume that U is equal to 1,
 results are very similar to those shown in this paper. Results are available from the
 authors on request.
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The average autocorrelation of EBEI is O.59, much higher than the
autocorrelations of cash flows (CFO) (O.09). Long-term accruals (LTA) are

positive only 1 percent of the time and have an autocorrelation of O.53. 0n

the contrary, short-term (working capital) (STA) accruals are positive

about 60 percent of the time but their autocorrelation is -O.05. Yearly
returns are positive 60 percent of the time and have a high variability. For

the estimation of accrual models, which is done with data from 1962 to 1995,

we limit our sample to those firms having a minimum of five years of
financial data and to those industries having at least six or more
companies.S To reduce the effect of extreme observations, we remove all
observations having total accruals or cash flows (lagged by total assets)

with an absolute value above 1, and those with stock returns that are more

than 4 standard deviations away from their mean. These restrictions and

the estimation of models cause a decrease of usable observations and thus

our sample is reduced to 32,304 company-years. We use these data to
compare discretionary accrual models in the next sections.

                              Table 1
                         Descriptive statistics

Variable Mean Median Stdev Max MIn .%positive Autocorrelation

EBEI

CFO
TA
LTA
STA
Return

O.029

O.053

-O.024

-O.036

O.Oll

O.135

O.024

O.051

-O.025

-O.030

O.oo7

O.062

O.038

O.082

O.073

O.030

O.066

O.424

1.63

1,47

2.98

O.31

3.oo

9.04

-O.52

-2.97

-1.08

-O.86

-1.05

-O.90

se

81

31

1

58

60

O.59

O.09

o.oo

O.53

-O.05

Our sample corresponds to all non-financial firms listed in the Tokyo Stock

Exchange during the period 1962-1995 for which five (or more) consecutive years of

data are available. Original accounting database consists of 33,193 firm-years, out
of ' which 26,365 returns data sre available. All accounting variables are scaled by

lagged total assets. Returns refer to cumulative annual stock returns measured

from July of year t to June of year t+1.

3 We use the 33-industry classification established by the TSE.
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3.The accounting process and discretionary accrual models

3.1 The origin of the explanatory power of accruals

 In a recent paper, Dechow (1994) elaborates on the information contained

in accounting accruals. She shows that cash flows have timing and
matching problems that cause them to be a 'noisy' measure of firm
performance." Since accounting accruals are designed to diminish such
problems, they will improve earnings' ability to reflect firm performance. In

her paper, she reports evidence that earnings are more associated with
stock returns than realized cash flows.

 When we test this assertion using Japanese data, we also find that
accruals increase the explanatory power of cash flows. In a regression of

next year cash flows, adding the accruals variable to a univariate
regression on cash flows increases the average R2 from O.107 to O.145 (see

Table 2). For future earnings, the increase in R2 is O.428, from O.158 to O.586.

When we test the explanatory power of accruals on stock returns, average

R2 goes from O.024 to O.048 for contemporaneous returns and from O.O06 to

O.029 for future returns. This evidence is consistent with the high
information content of accounting accruals.

                              Table 2
                   Information content of total accruals

Avg, R2 for different specifications

Dependent variable

        Next year cash flows
           Next year earning

     Contemporaneous returns
             Future returns

Explanatory variables

CFO,
 O.107

 O.158

 O.024

 O.O06

CFO,, TA,
   O.145
   O.586

   O.048
   O.029

 We report the average R2 of 34 yearly cross-sectional regressions using univariate

 regressions of CFO (cash flows from operations) and multivariate regressions with

4 Timing refers to the revenue recognition principle, requiring firms to recognize revenues

 when a firm has performed all, or a substantial portion of services to be provided and

 cash receipt is reasonably certain. Matching refers to the principle requiring cash
 outflows associated with revenues to be expensed in the period in which the firm
 recognizes the revenue.
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CFO and total accruals (TA). Four different dependent variables are used:

Contemporaneous stock returns, next year cash flows and earnings and future

stock returns. The sample includes all non-financial firms listed in the first section

of the Tokyo Stock Exchange with at Ieast 5 consecutive years of data. All extreme

data for cash flows and total accruals were excluded from the sample and the

resulting number of firm-years is 32,304 for regressions using accounting variables.

The number of firm-years samples in regressions using stock returns is 26,117. The

period starts in 1962 and ends in 1995. Contemporaneous returns are compounded

for 12 months starting three months after the fiscal year end of year t-1. Future

returns are compounded for 12 months starting three months after the fiscal year

end of year t. Returns are measured in excess of an equally weight,ed index of all

firms in the first section of TSE.

 Yet, the origin of this high explanatory power cannot be clearly
determined. One source of the high information content of accruals is,
without a doubt, the accounting process itself. However, since GAAP allows

certain discretion to report accounting accruals, there is a possibility that

accruals contain management's expectations about future cash flows or
management's intention to manipulate information. Several discretionary

accrual models have appeared with the purpose of separating these two
sources of explanatory power. Among them, we find the works of DeAngelo

(1986), Healy (1985) and Jones (1991).5 DeAngelo defines the
nondiscretionary part of accruals as last year's value of total accruals,

Healy uses the average of past total accruals, and Jones models them as a

function of changes in sales and the level of equipment. Even though the

Jones model and the modified version pr6posed by Dechow, Sloan and
Sweeney (DSS (1995)) are recognized as the best alternatives, it has been

reported that even those models have problems to separate the
discretionary and nondiscretionary parts of accruals (see DSS (1995) and

Guay, Kothari and Watts (GKW 1996)).6

5 Most of the early models are developed with the intention to determine whether
 management manipulated earnings in a specific point in time. Such studies assume
 certain behavior of nondiscretionary accruals, estimate the discretionary part of accruals
 as the error obtained by their model, and test for earnings management in a sample of
 firms where management is supposed to have an incentive to manipulate accounting
 reports.
6 In addition to the models of Healy (1985), DeAngelo (1986) and Jones (1991), GKW study
 the industry model proposed by Dechow and Sloan (1991), and the modified version of the
 Jones model. A comparison of discretionary accrual models applied to the UK is found
 in Young (1999).
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 Nevertheless, if the discretionary accrual model is misspecified and
incorrectly classifies nondiscretionary accruals as discretionary, then this

misclassification will cause problems in empirical tests. In tests of earnings

management, it will cause the researcher to find manipulation when it does

not exist (and vice versa), while in tests of the role of discretionary

accruals, it will affect the conclusions we can draw because the relative

information content of discretionary accruals (managerial discretion)

appears to be larger than the relative information content of the
nondiscretionary accruals (accounting process) (see Bernard and Skinner
(1996)).' We consider that the weaknesses of the current discretionary

accrual models are important enough to be examined, and that their
correction may lead to more trustworthy conclusions in earnings
management studies and to more reliable inferences for studies analyzing

managerial discretion. The next subsections present our approach to model

nondiscretionary accruals.

3.2 Accounting process and discretionary accrual models

 If the main objective of accruals is to mitigate timing and matching
problems in cash flows, then it is natural to find a relation between cash

flows and accruals. Dechow (1994) reports that the correlation between

changes in cash flows and changes in total accruals is strong, -O.55 for

annual intervals and K).88 for quarterly intervals. Using Japanese data, we

also find a strong relation of ffO.96 between changes in cash flows and total

accruals for annual intervals. This empirical evidence suggests a close
relation between accruals and cash flows. Yet a logical explanation for this
                                                     ,relation was not available until DKW (1998) presented a model of the
accounting process and explained how operating cash flow forecasts are
incorporated in earnings. Dechow, Kothari and Watts (1998) model the
relation between earnings, cash flows and working capital accruals and
report that the properties of accruals make earnings a better predictor of

future performance (measured by cash flows) than current cash flows.
They explain why there is a negative serial correlation in changes in cash

flow from operations and show how the accounting process offsets the
negative correlation to, produce smoother earnings series. This part of their

7 In a similar line, Hansen (1999) argues that structural changes (such as acquisitions or
 capital changes, etc.) constitute normal business practices, yet discretionary accrual
 models tend to attribute such changes to managerial discretion.
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work indicates that one part of accruals can be explained by the behavior

of cash flows. In fact, when DSS (1995) and GKW (1996) analyzed
discretionary accrual models, both studies state that the problems of the

evaluated models may derive from ignoring the time series properties and

eorrelation structure of accruals and cash flows. Other studies, based on
DSS (1995) and the evidence shown by Dechow (1994), have already tried to

consider the relation between accruals and cash flows. Subzamanyam
(1996), and Chaney, Jeter and Lewis (1998) report using an extension of the

Jones model where cash flow terms (or dummies controlling for the cash

flow level) are added to the original equation.S These modifications
represent a first attempt to incorporate cash flows to the modeling' of
nondiscretionary accruals. However, we consider this intuitive approach is

insufficient to capture the accounting process described in DKW (1998),

because DKW's model is based on the internal process taken by a firm to

absorb a shock in sales, such as changes in the credit terms of sales,
inventory adjustments, or modifications of the credit terms on purchases,

and cannot be explained adding only the level of current cash flows to the

Jones model.

3.3 The nzodel

 To introduce our discretionary accrual model, we start from the basic
decomposition of accruals: short-term (working capital) accruals (STA)
and long-term accruals (LTA). Since managers can exercise discretion on

both components, we model the nondiscretionary part of each of them, and
add it to get our estimate of total accruals (TA):

     E [TA,,] -=E [STA,,]+E [LTA,,]. (1)
 To derive our estimate of short-term accruals, we consider the model
presented in DKW (1998), which represents the accounting process by which

cash flow forecasts are incorporated into earnings. Assuming that the only

accruals are accounts receivable and payable and inventory, DKW were
able to establish the contemporaneous correlation, between accrual

8 The reason for introducing this model in their reports is to check the robustness of their

 results against the possibility that the Jones model does not capture the relation between

 cash flows and accruals. Nevertheless, they do not evaluate the model's ability to separate

 the nondiscretionary and discretionary part of accruals. On the contrary, Jeter and
 Shivakumar (1999) report that their model, based on a cash flow specification, has a

 greater power in detecting earnings management than the Jones model.
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changes, AA,, and cash flow changes ACF, as:

     p AA, A CF, =(n-26)/[2( 7z2-26z +26a)]'5. (2)

Eq. (2) (which corresponds to equation 18 in DKW (1998))9 indicates that

the correlation coefficient p, is a function of the profit margin n and the

expected operating cash cycle 6 (expressed as a fraction of a year).

 Considering that DKW's definition of aecruals inc}udes only short-term
accruals, and assuming a linear relation for Eq. (2), we can get:

     ASTAi, == q+ Ki ACFi,+ui,, (3)
where the expected value for K equals the right hand side of Eq. (2)

multiplied by the ratio of the standard deviation of short-term accruals
o(ASTAit) over the standard deviation of cash flows a(ACE,).iO By
separating the change (first difference) of accruals into levels we get:

     STAi,=- q+STAi,. +KACFi, +ui,, (4)
which shows that short-term accruals at time t depend on the parameter
K, on the change of cash flows, on the value of accruals at time t-1, and on

a constant term.
 To empirically estimate aceruals based on Eq. (4), we assume that the

parameter K is similar among firms in the same industry for a particular
year. However, since estimation of Eq. (4) is repeated for diverse industries,

we allow the coefficient of lagged accruals to differ from 1 and use the
following expression as our model to estimate STA:

     STAi,=: Åëb,+ Åëi, STAi,-i + q52, ACFi,+ ei,. (5)

 To model long-term accruals, we assume they follow a random walk:

     LTA,,= LTA,,-,+ta,. (6)
 We obtain our nondiscretionary accruals model by combining equations
(5) and (6) to get

     TAi,/Ai,-, =- Åëb [1/Ai,-i] + ÅëL, [STA`,-i/A`,-t]+ gbti [LTAi,-!/Ai,-,]

               + Åëz [(CF;t-CFit-i)/Ait-i]+ Eit. (7)

9 This expression is taken from equation 18 in DKW (1988), but it corrects for the misprint
  in p. 142.
10 This property follows from the definition of correlation coefficient and the definition of
  slope.
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 We call Eq. (7) the accounting process (AP) model because it is designed

to reflect the cross-correlations between earnings, accruals and cash flows

as well as their serial properties, which arise naturally from applying
GAAP. For simplicity, we assume that the covariance between tu, and eit is

zero. Similar to Jones (1991), we divide all the terms in the equation by

lagged total assets to control for heteroscedasticity.

 This model is flexible because it can be simplified or extended depending

on the assumptions made by the researcher. For example, Eq. (6) can be

reduced to a constant if long-term accruals contain only depreciation.ii The

AP model represents our first attempt to consider the serial and cross-

correlations of accruals and cash flows with the purpose of estimating
nondiscretionary accruals. We recognize, however, that our model does not

consider structural changes that do not modify current cash flows from

operations, which leaves the possibility that some nondiscretionary
accruals will be incorrectly labeled as discretionary (see Hansen (1999)).

3.4 Estirnation of the corrtpeting models

 Given that the AP model differs from previous discretionary accrual
models, we must provide a basis of comparison for evaluating our model.
To do it, we choose the modification of the Jones (1991) model done by DSS

(1995). Actually, most of the current studies on income smoothing and

earnings management use either the Jones model or this modification.i2

Since the results obtained with the Jones and modified Jones models are
qualitatively similar in nature, in the remaining of the paper we only report

results for the modified Jones model.i3 The'empirical specification for this

11 We report that variations of Eq. (7) in which the change of cash flows is separated into

  current and lagged cash flows, or in which the coefficient of lagged accruals is forced to

  be equal to 1, yield results very similar to those obtained with Eq. (7) and that our

  conclusions remain the same. Results are available from the authors on request.
12 A small list includes Subramanyam (1996), DeFond and Park (1997), Hunt, Moyer and
  Shevlin (1997), Chaney, Jeter and Lewis (1998) who analyze income smoothing using large

  sarnples of firms and DeFond and Subramanyam (1998) who study the tendency of
  income smoothing in specific samples. In the Japanese market, earnings management
  research is also based on the Jones or the modified Jones models. Some examples
  include Kunimura, Kato and Yoshida (1998), who study earnings management in the
  banking industry, Okumura (1997) who studies the electric utilities, and Nakajo (1998)

  who studies distressed companies.
13 Our choice to report DSS version instead of the original Jones model is based on the
  better fit obtained in the estimation of nondiscretionary accruals.
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model is:

     TA`t/At-i = a, [1/At-i] + b, [AREVit/Ait-i-• ARECiorAi,-i] + c, [PPE,/A`,-]

              +E,,. (8)
where REV is revenue, REC refers to net reeeivables and PPE indicates
gross property plant and equipment.
 As an alternative model, we also study a version of the Jones' model used

by Subramanyam (1996) and by Chaney, Jeter, and Lewis (1998) that adds

CFO as explanatory variable:

     TAilA,-i = a, [1/Ai,-i] + bt [A[REVi!Ait-i] + ct [PPEit/Ait-i]

               +d, [CFO/A,,., ]+ E,,. (9)
 This model represents an initial attempt to consider the relation between

accruals and cash flows, so it is a natural rival to our AP model. For the
remaining of the paper we refer to Eq. (9) as the Jones-CF model.

   In earlier studies, discretionary accrual models are estimated firm by

firm using time series data until time t-1 and predicting values of accruals

for time t (following Jones (1991)). However, this estimation method
requires assuming stability of coefficients. DeFond and Jiambalvo (1994)

propose a cross•-sectional estimation method that avoids this assumption

and reduces the likelihood of the model being misspecified due to non-
stationarity. With this method, the models are estimated separately for
each combination of industry classification and calendar year.'` Similar to

Subramanyam (1996), who estimates four combinations of the Jones model

and reports several advantages for the cross-sectional estimation method

including a larger sample and more precise estimates, we also compare the

cross-sectional version against the time series versions of the models using

Japanese data. Our results are similar to Subramanyam (1996)i5 and

14 Estimation of the AP model with the cross-sectional version implicitly assumes that the
  profit margin, and the operating cash flow cycle do not vary among firms with the same
  industry classification.
15 Preliminary tests, not shown, indicate that the cross-sectional versions of the models are
  better specified than the time series versions. They have less variability in the estimated
  coefficients and their.estimates are superior to explain contemporaneous returns than the
  time-series versions. Additionally, the cross-sectionai versions of the models yield better

  results when used to explain future performanee and future stock returns. Other
  advantage is that the use of cross-sectional versions increases the number of observations
  available for estimation. This suggests that the superiority of the cross-sectional tnethod
  is not particular to a data set.
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therefore, we choose the cross-sectional over the time-series estimation
method. All the results reported in the next sections correspond to results

obtained with the cross-sectional method. Nondiscretionary accruals
(NDA) are defined as the fitted values of the model and discretionary
accruals (DA) correspond to the residuals. The combination of cash f!ows

and nondiscretionary accruals is known as nondiscretionary income
(NDNI) and is used as a benchmark between cash flows (CFO) and earnings
before extraordinary items (EBEI).

4.Properties of diseretionary and nondiscretionary aecruals under the

 different models

 This section presents a comparison of the statistical properties of
nondiscretionary income, nondiscretionary and discretionary accruals
obtained under the three competing models. The assessment is based on
several criteria, which include the distribution of discretionary and
nondiscretionary accruals, the correlation structure and autocorrelation

patterns of earnings components, and the predictability of future
performance.

4.1 Basicproperties

 Panel A of Table 3 shows the mean, the standard deviation, and the
average of the absolute values of discretionary and nondiscretionary
accruals calculated for the three competing models, When we compare the

standard deviation of DA and NDA, we see that the modified Jones model
does not capture the variability of total accruals and leaves most of it to

the discretionary part, (the standard deviation of DA obtained with the

modified Jones model is O.053). On the contrary, the Jones CF and AP

models do a better job at capturing the variability of accruals with
standard deviations fdr DA of O.020 and O.O16 respectively. The superior fit

of the AP model can also be seen by comparing the averages of the
absolute values of DA and NDA estimated by the comp,eting models. The
average of absolute value of NDA estimated with the modified Jones model
is smaller than that estimated with the other two models. Similarly, the

average of absolute values of DA estimated with the modified Jones model
is more than double the value obtained by the models containing cash flows,
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Comparison

    Table 3

of discretionary aecrual models

Panel A: Distribution of DA and NDA

                Average of DA
       Standard deviation of DA
 Average of absolute value of DA

               Average of NDA
      Standard deviation of NDA
Average of absolute value of NDA

M Jones

   O.oo3
   O.053
   o.ooo

   -O.026

   O.029
   O.034

Jones-CF

   O.oo3
   O.020
   O.O18

   -O.025

   O,053
   O.050

AP
 o.ooo
 O.O16
 O.O12

 -O.023

 O.055
 O.051

Panel B: Cross-sectional auerage

          CFO

of firm-speeific contemporaneous correlation

TA NDNI NDA DA
EBEI M Jones

Jones-CF

AP

O.35 O.02 O.32

O.62

O.71

-O.13

-O.16

-O.10

O.10

O.43

O.38

CFO M Jones
Jones-CF

AP

-O.90 O.87

O.59

O.44

-O.41

-O.93

-O.92

-O.73

-O.23

-O.10

TA M Jones
Jones-CF

AP

-O.77

-O.37

-O.18

O.40

O.93

O.95

O,84

O.46

O.28

NDNI M Jones
Jones-CF

AP

O.03

-O.30

-O.10

-O.88

-O.35

-O.30

NDA M Jones
Jones-CF

AP

-O.09

O.13

o.oo

Three discretionary aÅëcrual models are estimated using the cross-sectional

estimation method, and the resulting properties are compared. All firms in an

industry are regressed year by year. Industries with less than six firms are

discarded. The models ana}yzed include modified Jones, Jones-CF, and the AP

model.

Panel A shows statistical properties of discretionary accruals (DA) and
nondiscretionary accruals (NDA). Panel B shows the cross-sectional average of the

contemporaneous correlation between earnings before extraordinary items (EBEI),

cash flow from operations (CFO), nondiscretionary income (NDNI), DA, NDA and

total accruals (TA) for 1,214 firms.
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 Panel A shows a big difference between the accruals estimated with the

modified Jones model and the accruals obtained with models containing
cash flows. We explore this difference with the use of Panel B. In this panel

we show the average contemporaneous correlations between earnings, cash

flows, nondiscretionary income (NDNI), total accruals (TA),
nondiscretionary accruals (NDNI) and discretionary accruals (DA)
obtained under the competing models. We estimate contemporaneous
correlations using the time series of data for each firm and report the

mean for the cross-section of firms. The differences between the modified

Jones model and models containing cash flows are considerable. First,
consist•ent• with t•he evidence in panel A, we observe a very high correlation

between TA and DA, and a low correlation between TA and NDA for the
modified Jones model, while for the AP and Jones-CF models, the
correlation between TA and NDA is higher than the correlation between TA

and DA. Second, when we analyze the negative correlation between CFO
and TA we see that the discretionary accrual models capture this relation

differently. Though the negative relation between TA and CFO is absorbed

by NDA in the AP and Jones-CF models, the relation between TA and CFO
is left for the discretionary part in the modified Jones model.

4.2 lncome smoothing

 This section analyzes the time series properties of earnings components

to examine earnipgs smoothing. DKW suggest that the accounting process

works to smooth cash flow variations, yet results reported in
Subramanyam (1996) suggest that managerial discretion is the source of

smooth earnings. Table 4 shows evidence of income smoothing and
compares the effect of nondiscretionary accruals for the three competing

models. '
 Panel A of Table 4 presents the cross-sectional mean and median values

of firm-specific means and standard deviation for several performance
variables. We report this characteristic for earnings, cash flows and the 3

estimates of nondiscretionary earnings obtained from the competing
models. The mean (median) standard deviation for cash flows is O,064
(O,056). For earnings, this value is O.025 (O.021). When we analyze the time

series of nondiscretionary income, we see the values of standard deviation

differ greatly among models. The standard deviation ebtained for the NDNI

estimated with the modified Jones model is slightly lower than the
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variability of CFO with a mean (median) of O.057 (O.051). On the contrary,

NDNI estimated using the AP or the Jones-CF models has smaller
variability than earnings with a mean of O.023 for the two models, The fact

that these two models generate estimates of nondiscretionary income
smoother than earnings suggests that the negative relation between NDA
and CFO is the main cause of smooth earnings. Furthermore, because the
addition of DA to NDNI increases the variability of income, discretionary

accruals can be considered noise to the accounting process. This possibility

is further analyzed in the next sections.

                              Table 4
            Income smoothing and models of discretionary aceruals

Panel A: Cross-sectional rnean and ntedian of time series mean and stand

                                Mean

ard deviation

Stdev

Mean Median Mean Median

EBEI
CFO
NDNI
NDNI
NDNI

M. Jones
Jones-CF

  AP

O.031

O.053

O.027

O.028

O.029

O.027

O.050

O.024

O.027

O.027

O.025

O.064

O.057

O.023

O.023

O.021

O.056

O.051

O.020

O.O19

Panel B: Autocorrelations of first differences

                             Delta EBEI

                          Mean Median
   Delta CFO

Mean Median
Lag 1

Lag 2

Lag 3

-O.10

-O.18

-O.06

-O.11

-O.19

-O.07

-O.44

rO.05

O.02

-O.46

-O.05

O.Ol

Delta NDNI

   M. Jones

Mean Median
   Jones-CF

Mean Median Mean
AP
  Median

Lag 1
Lag 2
Lag 3

-O.45

-O.04

O.Ol

-O.47

-O.03

o.oo

O.34
-O.10

-O.Ol

-O.36

-O.11

o.oo

-O.19

-O.13

-O.04

-O.19

-O.16

-O.05

All discretionary accrual models are estimated with the cross-sectional

The sample includes all nonfinancial firms listed in the first section of

Stock Exchange with at least 5 consecutive years of data. The table

cross-sectional mean and median for 1,214 firms.

verslon.

 the Tokyo

reports the
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 In Panel B of Table 4, we report the autocorrelation structure of the first-

differences in EBEI, CFO and NDNI estimated by the three discretionary
accrual models. All variables are negatively correlated up to three years,

yet the trend in time is different for the 5 variables. For EBEI, it presents

a small increase (in absolute value) followed by a decrease. For CFO, it

presents a large negative value in the first year, followed by a sharp
decrease in the second year and a value close to zero in the third year. The

pattern obtained by NDNI estimated with the modified Jones model follows
the trend of cash flows. Similar to Subramanyam (1996) it has a sharp

decrease in the second year and approaches zero in the next year. Among
the discretionary accrual models using cash flows as expianatory variables,

we find that the estimates of NDNI made with the Jones-CF model, have
autocorrelation patterns similar to cash flows and to the estimates of

NDNI obtained with the modified Jones model but with lower absolute
values. Estimates of NDNI obtained with the AP model are smoother and
have a pattern very similar to that of EBEI. These findings suggest that the

smoothing factor present in total accruals is assigned to the discretionary

part by the modified Jones model but is assigned to the nondiscretionary

part in the AP and Jones;CF model.

4.3 Predictability of future performance

 Table 5 presents the mean and median correlation between current and
future performance. We show results for EBEI, CFO and the 3 estimates of
NDNI. First, we can see that EBEI predicts future levels of cash flow better

than CFO. For example, in the case of CFOt+i, EBEIt has a mean correlation

of O.12 while CFOt has O.09. This is consistent with DKW (1998), who assert

that earnings predict future cash flows better than current cash flows. This

phenomenon can be attributed to the forecasting power contained in
accruals. We also measure the ability of NDNI to predict performance.
From the reported results, we see that NDNI obtained with the modified
Jones model has the lowest explanatory power, the Jones-CF model is
second and the AP model generates the highest correlatioris with future

performance. For example, the correlation between EBEIt+i, and NDNIt
estimated with the modified Jones, the Jones-CF and the AP models are
O.26, O.44 and O.47 respectively. When we measure the ability of NDNI to
predict itself, we see that it is quite limited for the Jones model. The

average correlations for one, two, and three years ahead are O.07, O.03 and
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O.02. 0n the contrary, NDNI obtained with the AP model presents average
correlations of O.52, O.27, and O.17,

                                Table 5
             Correlations between current and future net income,
            cash flow from operations and nondiscretionary income

Explanatory
variable

  One year ahead Two years ahead Three years ahead
EBEI,+i CFO,+i NDNI,+i EBEI,+2 CFO,+, NDNI,+, EBEI,+3 CFO,+s NDNI,+e

Earnings before extraordinary items (EBEIt)

        Mean O.59 O,12
       Median O.64 O.12

Cash flow from operations(CFOt)

        Mean O.31
       Median O.33
     '
Nondiscretionary ineome

  O.09
  O.10

(NDNIt) estimated with

O.32

O.35

O.19

O.21

 O.07 O.20 0.08
 O.06 O.20 0.08

 O.05 O.14 0.07
 O.04 O.14 0,07
modified Jones model

        Mean O.26 O.07 O.07 O.16 O.04 O.03 O.10
       Median O.28 O.07 O.08 O.17 O.ou O.03 O.11

Nondiscretionary income (NDNIt) estimated with Jones-CF model

        Mean O.44 O.07 O.33 O.24 O.05 O.16
       Median O.47 O.07 O.35 O.25 .0.oo O.15

Nondiscretionary income (NDNIt) estimated with AP model

 Mean
Median

O.47

O.50

O.08

O.09

O.52

O.56

O.26

O.28

o.os

O.07

O.27

O.29

O.16

O.16

O.16

O.17

 O.04

 O.04

 O.06

 O.05

. O.05

 O.06

O.02

O.02

O.10

O.10

O.17

O.18

 The sample includes all nonfinancial firms listed in the first section of the Tokyo

 Stock Exchange with at least 5 consecutive years of data.

 The time series data for each firm in the sample is used to calculate
 autocorrelations and cross-correlations one, two, and three years ahead, The table

 reports the cross-sectional mean and median for 1,214 firms.

 These findings corroborate the evidence presented in this section which
indicates that the use of the modified Jones model tends to assign all the

forecasting power contained in total accruals to discretionary accruals,
while the use of models containing cash flows suggests that the explanatory

power of total accruals is shared by the accounting process and by
managerial discretion.
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5.Tests for detecting earnings management

 In this section, we follow the work of Dechow, Sloan and Sweeney (1995)

and present tests for earnings management for the three competing
diseretionary accrual models. First, we compare the patterns of earnings

management found by the models in random samples and in samples based

on financial performance. We then measure the degree of manipulation
suggested by the models and finally, we present implications obtained from

the comparison of our model against the commonly used modified Jones
model.

5.1 Testing the hypothesis of no earnings management

 DSS (1995) evaluate the performance of 5 discretionary accrual models.

As part or their tests, they examine the frequency with which the competing

models generate type I errors. This error occurs when the null-hypothesis

of no earnings management is rejected even if the null is true. They found

that the models work well when the firms suspected of having manipulated
earnings are randomly se!ected. However, they report high standard error

in their estimates, indicating low power to detect' earnings management.

When the suspects for manipulation are selected from firms with extreme

performance, the models seem to be misspecified. The models analyzed by

DSS find income decreasing practices for firms in the lowest decile of
earnings performance. For the low CFO firms, the models tend to find
income increasing (decreasing) practices more (less) often than the level

specified for the test. Similarly, for firms with high CFO, the models find

income increasing (decreasing) practices less (more) often than expected.

DSS claim that the high rejection rates arise because the models do not
capture the negative relation between accruals and cash flows and attribute

a big part of accruals to discretionary accruals.

 Table 6 presents the rejection frequencies for tests of earnings
management performed on 7 random samples taken from Japanese data.
The first sample contains 10oo firm-years randomly selected from the 32,304

firm-years in our data. The next samples are selected to have extreme
performance. For every measure (standardized by lagged total assets),
firm-years are assigned in equal numbers to decile portfolios (3,230 firm-

years) and samples of 1ooO firm-years are randomly selected from these
portfolios.
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 Since the rejection rates are unknown, instead of comparing the observed
frequency with a rejection rate, we present the frequencies obtained under
different models. This allows to compare what kinds of firms are reported
as having manipulated earnings by the competing models.

                              Table 6
        Comparison of the proportion of earnings management found by
                  alternative diseretionary accrual models.

Null hypothesis

  Test level

Earnings management < = O Earnings management > = O

5% 1906o 50/o 1%
L

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Random sample of 1000 firms

  M. Jones 4.2
  Jones-CF 4.9
     AP 4.1
Randorn sample of 1000 firrns from

  M. Jones 3.0
  Jones-CF O.4
     AP 4.0
Random sample of 1000 firms from

  M. Jones 8.7
  Jones-CF 33.2
     AP 15.5
Randorn sample of 1000 firms from

  M. Jones 34.2
  Jones-CF 8.0
     AP 7.6
Randorn sarnple of 1000 firms from

  M. Jones O.8
  Jones-CF 9.2
     AP 6.0
Rando,n sarnple of 1000 firms from

  M. Jones 38.4
  Jones-CF 10.2
     AP 18.9
Randonz sarrtple of iOOO firms from

  M. Jones O.2
  Jones-CF 8.0
     AP 6.8

  1.5 3.8 1.0  1.7 3.4 1,3  1.9 3.2 1.4
the lowest decile of earnings perforrnance

  1.2 6.3 2.4  O.3 22.5 10.5  2.3 20.9 11.7
the highest decile of earnings performance

  3.7 6.8 3.0 15.6 2.0 O.7  8.9 3.2 1.1
the lowest decile of cash flow performance

 16.4 O.3 O.1  2.8 7.5 3.9  3.3 7.2 4,2
the highest decile of cash flow performance

  O.3 24.2 10.0  5.0 7.9 3.1  2.9 7.2 2.8
the lowest decile of NDNI perforrnance

 16.9 O.1 O.O  4.3 8.4 3.1 11.5 7.8 2.8
the highest deeile of NDIVI performance

  O.O 30.4 12.0  4.7 10.0 4.0  3.8 9.9 4.5
Table reports

hypothesis of

the

no

percentage of randomly
earnings management is

 selected firm-years for which the
rejected (one-tailed test).

null
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 The first block in Table 6 corresponds to random sample of 1000 firm-
years. The pattern of rejection is quite similar among the three models. The

next 2 blocks correspond to tests done using random samples of firms with

extreme earnings performance. The AP and Jones-CF models tend to find
income increasing (decreasing) manipulation for firms with high (low)

income more frequently than the modified Jones model. For example, for
low EBEI and the test level of 5 percent, the modified Jones model finds 6.3

percent of firms with income decreasing behavior while the AP and the
Jones-CF models report frequencies above 20 percent. For high EBEI firms,

the AP model finds 15.5 percent of rejection, the Jones-CF finds 33.2 percent

and the modified Jones model finds only 8.7 percent. This evidence may

suggest that the AP and the Jones-CF models may be overestimating the
proportion of firms performing earnings management and the modified
Jones model is appropriate. However, as explained below, this pattern of
behavior in firms with extreme earnings should be expected.

 The next 2 blocks contain results for samples taken from the bottom and
top deciles of cash flow performance. Results for the modified Jones model

are consistent with those reported in Table 4 of DSS (1995). This model
tends to find income increasing (decreasing) manipulation for firms with
low (high) cash flow very often. Similarly, the modified Jones finds income

increasing (decreasing) for firms with high (low) cash flow in fewer

occasions than the AP and Jones-CF models. We attribute this to the
inability of the Jones model to control for the negative correlation between

accrual changes and cash flow changes. However, the AP and Jones-CF
models seem to correct this deficiency.

 DSS present results obtained using earnings and cash flows as measures

of performance of the firms. However, if we compare these two variables,

we can say that cash flows are free from manipulation, while earnings
contain managerial discretion, This difference is important when the tests

are performed for firms with extreme performance. For example, using our
32,304 firm-years, we find that from the initial 10 percent of firms in the top

(bottom) deciles of cash flow performance, only 4.0 (2.6) percent finish in

the top (bottom) decile of earnings performance. This suggests two
implications. First, a total of 13.4 percent (6.0 + 7.4) of firms in the middie

80 percent of cash flow performance end up in the top and bottom deciles

of earnings perperformance due to a combination of discretionary and
nondiscretionary accruals. This suggests that firms in the top (bottom)

deciles of earnings performance consist mainly of firms with high (low)
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total accruals, so we can expect to find income increasing in high-income

firms and income decreasing manipulation in low-income firms. Second, a

combination of discretionary and nondiscretionary accruals make the
performance of 6.0 (7.4) percent of the firm-years in the top (bottom)

deciles of cash flow performance move to the middle 80 percent of earnings

performance. This suggests that being an extreme cash flow performer
does not imply being an extreme earnings performer. In fact, managers
cannot confront the alternative to exercise discretion based only on cash
flows, since there are still some accounting accruals (nondiscretionary part

of accruals) that can modify performance in the direction needed by

management.
 Because of the problems suggested above, we perform additional tests
using nondiscretionary income (NDNI) in addition to earnings and cash

flows to define random samples of extreme performance. This variable
provides a good measure to discriminate performance, particularly when
we try to detect earnings management, because in theory, it includes
accruals obtained from the accounting process, but excludes discretionary

accruals. Assuming that the model correctly separates the discretionary

and nondiscretionary part of accruals, then NDNI represents the real
situation confronted by managers considering the possibility to manipulate

earnings. The last two samples present results for the bottom and top
deciles of NDNI calculated with the competing models.'6 The rejection
patterns are similar to those corresponding to cash flows. The modified
Jones model tends to find income increasing (decreasing) manipulation for

firms with low (high) NDNI more often than the other models but cannot
detect income decreasing (increasing) for firms with low (high) NDNI. This

suggests one more time that the modified Jones model leaves all the
information of total accruals into the discretionary part.

5.2 Degree of manipulation found by the models

 Results in the previous subsection suggest that the use of different models

leads to different conclusions. The modified Jones model tends to find
earnings management on firms with extreme CFO more often that other
models while the AP and Jones-CF models tend to find earnings
management on firms with extreme EBEI more often than the Jones-CF

16 Given that NDNI is different for the three models, the 1000 firms selected to perform tests

  do not coincide among them.
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model. To assess the models' ability to detect earnings

estimate the regression of

     DA;, =a +b PARTi, + ei,

management, we

(10)

where PART is the partitioning variable that identifies the sub sample in

which earnings management is suspected. We perform this analysis for the

same definitions of PART used in Table 6: random samples, and random
sub samples of firms with high and low performance in terms of cash flows

and nondiscretionary income. We exclude earnings from this part of our
analysis because under the null hypothesis of no earnings management, if
the sample is random., or if the sample is constructed so that PART is not

itself a causal determinant of earnings management, we can expect that the

estimated coefficient on PART to be zero, but for the case of earnings,
which include manipulation, we cannot hypothesize the coefficient on PART

to be zero."

 Table 7 presents results for pooled regressions of discretionary accruals

on the dummy variable PART.i8 For the random sample obtained from all
firms, we observe that the estimated manipulation is very close to zero and

statistically insignificant for the three models. However, we remark that the

standard error (see Table 3) differs drastically among models. The value

obtained by the modified Jones model is O.053, quite higher than the values
obtained by the Jones-CF or AP models (O.020 and O.O16 respectively). These

values suggest that the AP model has the highest sensitivity (highest
power) to detect earnings manipulation.

17 We performed tests using earnings, and the coefficients are statistically lower (higher)

  than zero for the bottom (top) earnings decile. The coefficients and t-values for PART

  obtained for the modified Jones model are lower than for the AP and Jones-CF models.
'18 Our estimation procedure differs from that used in DSS (1995). The reason is that while

  they estimate nondiscretionary accruals using the time series version of the Jones model,

  we use the cross-sectional versions. Accordingly, DSS estimate equation 10 for all the

  firms in the sample using time series data, while we report results using pooled
  regression. Nevertheless, we can report that we performed year-by-year cross-sectional
  regressions and firm-by-firTn time series regressions and results are qualitatively the

  same and the ranking of models is maintained.
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                    Table 7
Estimated degree of manipulation under discretionary aecrual
          models (as pereent of total assets)

Random sample taken from M Jones Jones-CF AP

All firms

Bottom CFO decile

Top CFO decile

Bottom NDNI decile

Top NDNI decile

coef

t-stat

coef

t-stat

coef

t-stat

coef

t-stat

coef

t-stat

O.CK)OO

  o.oo

O.0835

 46.95

-O.0658

-36.48

O.0908

 51.40

-O.08os

-45.19

o.oooo

 -O.05

O.oo26

  3.15

-O.oo25

 -3.08

O.oo56

  6.90

-O.O060

 -7.42

O.oo06

  O.92

O.oo22

  3.72

-O.oo18

 -3.01

O.oo93

 15.47

-O.oo28

 -4.65

The table reports the estimated slope in the equation DAit= a+ b PARTit+ eitDAit

represents discretionary accruals of firm i at time t and PART is the variable that

identifies candidates for earnings management. PART is defined for random

samples of all firms and also taken from top and bottom deciles of CFO and

NDNI.

 When we apply the regression to samples based on performance we find
that when CFO is used to discriminate firms, the coefficients obtained by

the modified Jones model are strongly significant with t-statistics above 20.

The amount of manipulation found by this model is 8.4 (-6.6) percent of
total assets for low (high) cash flow firms. For the models containing cash

flows, the degree of manipulation is below O.3 percent.

 When NDNI is used to separate firms, all models find manipulation in the

samples used. For the sample taken from the bottom NDNI deciles, the
modified Jones model finds a manipulation of 9.1 percent while the Jones-

CF finds O.6 percent and the AP model finds O.9 percent. Similarly, for the

sample corresponding to the top NDNI deciles, the modified Jones finds -8.1

percent against -O.6 percent and 'mO.3 percent for the Jones-CF and AP
models respectively. We attribute this big difference in the estimated degree

of manipulation to the fact that the Jones model assigns most of the
information in total accruals to the discretionary part.
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5.3 Implications for studies of earnings management

 As we have seen throughout this section, when different discretionary

accrual models are used, results change considerably. In fact, finding
manipulation with one model does not necessarily imply manipulation when
a different model is used.i9 Consequently, the identification of the best

discretionary accrual model is important in studies related to earnings

management.
 In relation to the variable used to measure performance, we know that
because EBEI contains managerial discretion, we may expect to find income

manipulation in firms with extreme income more often than in firms with

extreme NDNI or extreme CFO. Yet, empirical results show that firms
identified by the modified Jones model as having decreased income
intentionally have high CFO and high NDNI. In the same way, those found

as having increased income, have low CFO and low NDNI. On the other
hand, the firms identified by the AP and Jones-CF models as having
decreased (increased) income, have low (high) earnings.

 In conclusion, our results indicate that the modified Jones model suffers

from a misspecification, which is corrected by considering the relation

between cash flows changes and accruals changes. Our evidence also
suggests that models containing cash flows are better alternatives than the

modified Jones model to test for earnings management. Furthermore, we
emphasize that the selection of the variable used to measure performance
is critical for this type of studies.20 As stated above, nondiscretionary

income seems to be the best alternative because it resembles the situation

confronted by the manager considering the possibility to manipulate
    .earnmgs.

19 When we analyzed how many firms identified as having manipulated earnings under one
  model coincided with firms identified by the other models, we found that the degree of
  cohcurrence between the AP and Jones-CF models is 31 percent, between the Jones-CF
  and modified Jones models is 18 percent, and between the modified Jones and AP models
  is 13 percent. These numbers contrast drastically with the 87 percent obtained between the

  modified Jones model and the original Jones model. ,
20 DeFond and Park (1997) describe a similar experience. They report that when they
  classify firms into good and bad based on cash flows or based on premanaged earnings
  (nondiscretionary income), their predictions about earnings manipulation are supported,

  but when income is used, their predictions are rejected.
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6.Tests of managerial diseretion

 Evidence presented in previous sections suggests that the modified Jones

model will affect conclusions related to managerial discretion. That is, the

bad fit of this model Ieaves too much explanatory power in the
discretionary part of accruals. In this section, in the spirit of Bernard and

Skinner (1996), we reproduce some of the tests performed by Chaney, Jeter

and Lewis (1998) and Subramanyam (1996) using the three discretionary

accrual models analyzed in this paper. We evaluate the amount of influence

that the misspecification of the Jones model has on the conclusions
obtained by such studies on the importance of managerial discretion.

6.1 Intensity of income smoothing

 Chaney, Jeter and Lewis (1998), using the Jones model to estimate
nondiscretionary accruals, find that managers consistently involve in

earnings smoothing. They form predictions about the direction of
discretionary accruals in a given year by comparing nondiscretionary
income (NDNI,) to the previous year's reported earnings (EBEI,-i). When

NDNIt is lower (higher) than EBEIt-i, discretionary accruals should be
positive (negative). They report that 85 percent of the firms report

discretionary accruals in the direction needed to smooth income in any
given year. They find that the average discretionary accruals of the 47 (53)

percent of the firms that increase (decrease) earnings is 9.7 (-6.8) percent of

assets. Their findings, however, depend crucially on the appropriateness of

the Jones model. If the model leaves too much information on the
discretionary part of accruals due to a misspecification, then CJL's results

may be inflated by the use of a misspecified model.
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                      Table 8
Effect of discretionary accrual model selection to get inferences

              about discretionary accruals.

Panel A: Tests for arnount of manipulation

Firms with NDNIt >EBEIt-i

                      Average DA
Firms with NDNIt <EBEIt-

                      Average DA
                 Difference in means

M. Jones Jones-CF AP

-O.0387

O.0403

O.0791

-O.O164 -O.OI06

O.O172 O.O095

O.0336 O.0201

Panel B: Ave.R2 obtained by a model using CFO

               Next rvear cash flows
                 Next year earnings
            Contemporaneous returns
                     Future returns

and NDA as explanatory variables

 M.Jones Jones-CF AP
O.113

O.185

O.031

O.O18

O,113

O,304

O.041

O.024

O.132

O.460

O.ou4

O.026

Panel C: Increase of R2 obtained by ineluding DA

               Next year cash flows
                 Next year earnings
            Contemporaneous returns
                     Future returns

bayond NDA and CFO

M.Jones Jones-CF AP
O.042

O.398

O.021

O.020

O.034

O.280

O.O12

O.O08

O.O13

O.126

O.022

O.oo6

 In Panel A, firms are identified as eandidates for income decreasing and firms

 identified as candidates for income increasing based on tests made in Chaney, Jeter

 and Lewis (1998). The reported numbers show the amount of manipulation

 estimated for each of the discretionary accrual models.

 Panels B and C report the average R2 of 34 yearly cross-sectional regressions using

 different combinations of earnings components as explanatory variables. Panel B

 shows the results for models including CFO and NDA estimated using three

 different models. Panel C corresponds to the incremental explanatory power

 brought by DA once NDA and CFO are included in the regression. The dependent

 variables are the same used in Table 2.

 Even if the majority of managers exercises discretion in the direction
predicted by CJL, we think that the amount of manipulation found in their

study is very high. We believe that the accounting process is a natural and

very important source of income smoothing and the attribution of all the
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smoothing to managers lessens the importance of accrual accounting.
Therefore, we replicate this part of CJL's tests to evaluate the degree of
dependence that their conclusions abouL the use of managerial discretion

have on their choice of discretionary accrual model. We use a big sample of

firm-year observations from the Japanese stock market, and use CJL's
criteria to separate the two samples for which the predicted discretionary

accruals will be negative (NDNIt >EBEI,-i) and positive (NDNIt <EBEIt-i).

Panel A of Table 8 reports the results using the three discretionary accrual

models presented in this paper. Using the modified Jones model the average

discretionary accruals are -3.9 and 4.0 percent for income decreasing and

income increasing samples, which results in a difference of 7.9 percent.

Incorporating cash flow into the discretionary accrual model reduces the

difference in discretionary accrual averages to 3.4 percent for the Jones-CF

model, and to 2.0 percent for the AP model. Despite the lower spread
between samples obtained under the AP model, the statistically significance

for the reported difference is very strong. This constitutes evidence that the

low fiL obtained by the Jones model causes an over-estimation of the
amount of managers' manipulation.

6.2 Discretionary accruals andfutureperforrnance

 Subramanyam (1996) finds that discretionary accruals have information

content to explain stock returns. He supports his result showing .evidence

that managers use discretionary accruals to send signals concerning future

performance. His results, however, depend on the appropriateness of the
Jones model. If the model is misspecified, some of his results may be over-

stated. Therefore, we replicate some of his tests and assess his conclusions

about the use of managerial discretion to signal future performance with

the use of alternative discretionary accrual models.

 Accruals are known to have high information content and strong
explanatory power for stock returns or future performance (see Table 2).

This important contribution of total accruals is to be separated into the

part attributable to managers and the part explained by the discretionary

acerual model. This is why the goodness of the model becomes critical if we

try to evaluate the role of managerial discretion. Since discretionary
accruals are defined as the difference between the fitted and the original

values, a misspecified model will leave information unexplained, and the
role of discretionary accruals will be overstated. Panel B of Table 8 shows
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the predictive ability of a model that uses CFO and the estimates of NDA

obtained with the three definitions of nondiscretionary accruals as
explanatory variables. As we can see, the modified Jones model obtains the

lowest information content of NDA and the AP model obtains the highest

information. Panel C shows that the highest increase of information
brought by discretionary accruals is for the modified Jones model and the

Iowest is for the AP model.2' This provides evidence that the low fit of the

modified Jones model causes the explanatory power of DA to appear larger
relative to models with a better fit. Since Subramanyam (1996) uses the

Jones model, his conclusions regarding discretionary accruals may have
arisen f'rom using misspecif'ied discretionary accrual models. Therefore, the

selection of an adequate discretionary accrual model becomes important.
From the two models that incorporate cash flows, the AP model provides
the best alternative to the Jones model to test the role of managerial
 discretion because the overestimation of discretionary accruals is reduced

for this model. If DA is found to contain information, even in models that

assign a big role to accounting accruals, then the conclusions regarding
managerial discretion will become stronger.

                      Table 9
Explanatory power of discretionary accruals for future performanee

Dependent variable Int CFO, NDA, DA, Adj.R2 Incr R2 Significance

CFO,+,

EBEI,+,

EBEI,.

EBEIL-e

NDNI,`,

NDNI,.,

NDNI,.,

coef

t-stat

coef

t-stat

coef

t-stat

coef

t-stat

coef

t-stat

coef

t-stat

coef

t-stat

O.029

14.48

O.O05

4.84

O.oo8

 5.35

O.O09

 5.57

O.oo3

 4.50

O.oo7

 5.74

O.O09

 5.87

O.644

19.05

O.762

46.57

O.626

36.05

O.545

29.70

O.805

52.75

O.625

36,07

O.531

29.93

O.430

10.50

O.737

40.86

O.610

31.29

O.532

25.57

O.773

49.13

O.601

33.23

O.512

26.15

O.420

10.09

O.668

23.74

O.438

12.15

O.360

12.84

O.732

36.79

O.501

18.60

O.343

11.94

O.145

O.587

O.384

O.292

O.756

O.453

O.321

O.O13

O.126

O,OM

O.042

O.174

O.087

O.044

9/33

32/33

27/32

23/31

33/33

31/32

23/31

21 The case of contemporaneous returns is special. The increase on R' is
  total R2 is higher for the AP model than for the M-Jones model

similar but the
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Nondiscretionary accruals (NDA) and discretionary accruals (DA) are estimated

using the AP model. Incr. R2 indicates the gain in explanatory power obtained with

the inclusjon of DA to a regression including cash flow from operations (CFO) and

NDA. Significance of the increment in R2 is reported as the number of years for

which a Vuong's test for null incremental information is rejected at the 5 percent

sjgnificance level.

We use all non-financial firms Iisted in the first section of the Tokyo Stock

Exchange from 1962 to 1995. The full sample includes 30,673 company years for

regressions using accounting variables for next year.

 To test this assessment, Table 9 presents tests of the predictive ability

embedded in the discretionary accruals estimates obtained with the AP
model. CFO,, NDA,, and DAt are used to explain future performance as
measured by CFO, NDNI, and EBEI. When we try to predict CFO,+i, the
increase in R2 brought by the inclusion of DAt is low, and significant only

in 9 of the 33 years. When we predict EBEIt+! and NDNIt+i, the increases in

R2 obtained by adding DAt to the equation are in average O.126 and O.174

and significant in every year (only one year the increase in R2 is not
significant for the EBEI,+i case).22 When we use longer prediction horizons,

we find that the diseretionary accruals and their incremental explanatory

power above NDA remain significant up to 3 years into the future.
Nevertheless, the power of DA decreases as the prediction horizon
increases. Consistent with the idea of a relevant accounting proeess, the

average coefficient for NDA is always larger than the coefficient obtained

by DA. This difference grows as the horizon involved in the prediction

mcreases.

7.Conclusions

 This study develops a discretionary accrual model based on the
aecounting process and the relationship between cash flows and accruals
presented by Dechow, Kothari and Watts (1998). We show that the
commonly used Jones (1991) model and the modification proposed by
Dechow, Sloan and Sweeney (1995) leave most of the information content of

22 We report that the predictability of NDNI obtained under the AP model is higher than
  EBEI's, but lower for NDNI obtained with other models. This is consistent with evidence

  in previous sections suggesting that DAs estimated with variations of the Jones model
  have a predictable part.
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total accruals into the discretionary part. We show how this
misclassification brings two problems for empirical tests. First, in tests for

earnings management, it leads to incorrect inferences. Second, the relation

between discretionary accruals and future performance and the relation
between stock returns and discretionary accruals is inflated.

 Throughout this paper, we have suggested and presented evidence that the

accounting process plays an important role in income smoothing. Since
managerial discretion is the other source of smooth income, we may expect

a diminished role of managerial discretion. However, when we analyze the

information content of discretionary accruals, we find evidence that
md( nagers do exercise discretion to signal futu're perforrria'nce'. In fact,

using a discretionary accrual models designed to follow the nature of the

accounting process, we still find that discretionary accruals contain
predictive power for future performance. We recognize, however, that our

model is a mere approximation to the real process generating accruals.
Therefore the possibility that some discretionary accruals are incorrectly

labeled as discretionary still exists.
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